Ballarat Championship Show
8th February 2015
Mr. Alastair Henderson (Vic.)
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Puppy Dog Stock Coat
ARKAHLA YOU CAN NOT B SERIOUS 4/3/14 (Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Ch. *Arkahla Waltzing Matilda AZ) Exh.
B & H DeLuca
Junior Dog Stock Coat Dog
SWARTZLIC THUNDER STRIKE 19/10/13 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x Berloch Blame It On Rio AZ) Exh. A Kerr
63.5cm Medium size, medium strong still masculine male, slightly stretched, good type, good strength of head,
slight roman nose, good withers, back should be firmer in stance, croup should be longer and better angled,
well angled but short upper arm, pronounced hindquarter angulation, good fore and pronounced underchest
development.
Retired from Ring due to his desire not to be measured and a lack of confidence when approached.
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Intermediate Dog Stock Coat
Very Good
KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ 14/1/13 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ x D.Ch. (T) Gr. Ch. Killara Padraigin AZ RN)
Exh. McPhan/Dejong
64.5cm Well above medium size, medium strong, masculine male, slightly stretched proportions, very good
type, good masculine head with good expression where the underjaw should be stronger, good length of neck,
high withers, firm straight back, croup could be a little longer and better angled, well laid upper arm, very good
hind angulation and very good breadth of thigh, good fore underchest development for his age, stands correct
in front, good sequence of steps coming and going, hock and elbows should be firmer, during movement shows
very good drive with overall good firmness.
WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/1/13 (Ch. * Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ Exh.
S. & J. Wade
64.5cm Well above medium size, medium strong male with good substance, very good type, masculine head
with good eye colour, underjaw should be stronger, good length of neck firm clean topline, croup should be
longer and better angled, shoulder blade and upper arm should be better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, good fore and underchest development, stands correct in front, steps close going, during movement
displays very good drive and reach with overall good firmness .
RAMARA TOTALLY TRASHED 10/1/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Amstine Appy Dance AZ) Exh. N. Ainley
65.5cm Large, strong masculine, expressive male of very good type and proportions strong masculine head
good expression good dark mask good length of neck high withers, firm clean topline, croup could be longer and
better angled, well angled but short upper arm, very good hindquarter angulation, good breadth of thigh,
forechest needs further development, very good underchest development, stands correct in front, shows good
sequence of steps coming and going, hocks and elbows should be firmer, during movement shows very good
drive and good reach with good overall firmness
CH. STOBAR QUENTIN 28/11/12 (*Odin delle terre Matildiche a ED x *Stobar Diksy AZ) Exh. S. Macdonald
64cm Well above medium size, medium strong masculine male of very good type and proportions, shows good
masculinity of the head, underjaw should be stronger, ears should be set a little higher, neck length could be
longer, high wither, firm clean topline, croup should be longer and better angled, slightly short slightly steep
upper arm, good hindquarter angulation, lower thigh could be longer, good fore slightly short underchest
development, stands correct in front, steps close going, hocks and elbows should be tighter, good drive and
reach, good overall firmness.

Open Dog Stock Coat
Excellent
1
*HAYO aus AGRIGENTO a ED 30/10/10 (*Dux de Intercanina a ED x *Gwendy aus Agrigento a ED) Exh.
Kail/Anderson
65cm. Large, medium strong, masculine male overall of very good type and proportions, strong masculine
head, planes could be better, tips of ears could be more erect, good length of neck, high withers, firm straight
back, croup is quite well laid and of good length, well laid slightly short upper arm, very good hindquarter
angulation with good breadth of thigh, good fore and underchest development, stands correct in front, steps
close going, with good firmness of hocks and elbows, during movement shows very good drive and reach
maintaining very good firmness
*ODIN
2 *ODIN DELLE TERRE MATILDICHE a ED 08/06/09 (*Furbo Degli Achei a ED x *Hella Delle Terre Matildiche a ED)
Exh. S. Pitelli
66cm. Standing on the upper limit of size, strong masculine expressive male, overall very good type and
proportions with very good colour, strong masculine head, good dark masking, good length of neck, high
withers, firm straight back, croup should be longer and better angled, very good length and angle of upper arm
pronounced hindquarter angulation, has good fore and very good underchest development, stands correct in
front, steps cow hocked behind, elbows could be tighter, during movement displays very good drive and reach
with good overall firmness.
3
CLAUDIUS v CHRISTINEN BRUNNEN 18/12/11 (*Fulz di Zenevredo x Rosienna v Christinen Brunnen) Exh. M.
VG Pascuzzi
64cm Well above medium size, strong masculine male, good proportions and very good type, strong masculine
head with good expression, ideally the neck could be longer, high withers, firm clean topline, croup could be
longer and better angled, upper arm could be longer, good hindquarter angulation lower thigh should not be
any longer, good fore and underchest development, stands correct in front, steps cowhocked behind, elbows
should be tighter, during movement shows very good drive and the reach should be freerer.
Graded Very Good
4
CH. *AYKO v NORD WIND a ED 15/2/09 (*Peik v Holtkamper a ED x *Shakira v Nord Wind a ED) Exh. F. Grigons
64.5cm Well above medium size, medium strong masculine male, very good type and proportions, strong
masculine head, very good dark eye, level withers with a dip behind, slight rise over the loin, croup should be
better angled but is of good length, well angled but short upper arm, very good hindquarter angulation, good
forechest where underchest should be longer, should stand more correct in front, steps close going, elbows
should be tighter, during movement displays very good drive with good reach and pasterns should be firmer.
5
CH. *VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 04/12/12 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x Ch. *Vonpeta Champagne AZ)
Exh. Pike/Damarell
63.5cm Medium size, medium strong, still masculine male of overall very good type, strong masculine head with
good dark mask, pronounced stop, good eye colour, good length of neck, good withers, firm clean topline,
croup could be longer and better angled, well laid but slightly short upper arm, very good hindquarter
angulation, good fore and underchest development, stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows could be
tighter, during movement display good reach and drive but ideally he should have more power.
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Baby Puppy Bitch Stock Coat
Very Promising
BODECKA CRACKED PEPPER 20/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Bodecka Xrated AZ) Exh. J. Joseph
KAPERVILLE VALKYRIE 14/9/14 (*Odin delle terre Matildiche a ED x *Hinterhause French Tennessee AZ) Exh. F.
Pittelli
KARABACH LIVIN LAVIDA LOCA 13/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Kantenna Venus Williams AZ) Exh. J.
Carter
GRANDWEST YO YO 11/9/14 (Ch. *Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x *Grandwest Malisas Genie AZ) Exh. F. Grigons
DIENAMIC HOT SMOOCHY KIMBA 28/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab x *Bronacre Hot Agenda AZ) 3100311591
Brd/Exh. S. Diegan
DIENAMIC HOT SILHOUTTE 28/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab x *Bronacre Hot Agenda AZ) Exh. S. Diegan
KELEBEC AZURE SKY 21/10/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Keedara Naughty By Nature AZ) Exh. Harley/Tape
KINBAR LITTLEFOOT 09/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund Indiana AZ) Exh. S. Kinsman
AUSQUINN AMERICAN HONEY 30/09/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x Ch. *Aljudan Kwinella AZ) 3100312478
Brd/Exh I. Austin
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Promising
VANHARLEY NARLA 14/8/14 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x (*Vanharley Sorority Girl AZ) Exh. D. Colson
Minor Puppy Bitch Stock Coat
Very Promising
VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA 26/7/14 (*Toby vd lassenburg a ED x *Vonpeta Our Evas Image AZ) Exh.
Arkahla Knls.
KINBAR CANDY 28/06/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund Hanna AZ) Exh. S. Kinsman
HARDROKK VEGAS LUCK BE A LADY 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Rantino Hard Rock) Exh. S. Bell
Promising
FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/06/14 (Ch. *Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED x Ch. *Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ)
Exh. I. Borodinova
Puppy Bitch
Very Promising
VONPETA XMISSUSTOO 12/04/14 (*Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED x *Vonpeta Ourbillidakid Exh. Damarell/Pike
SADRIA TILLYS PEPPER 23/03/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Conkasha Spring Mist) Exh. J. Carter
VOLSCAIN ELLE 12/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x *Volscain Xilla AZ) Exh. Volscain Knls.
VANLAND BLYSS 28/02/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ) Exh. Stocks/Auwema
AWATEA SASSIE BROAD 02/03/14 (Ch. *Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x Awatea Kookies N Creme AZ) Exh. F. & I.
Grigons
Junior Bitch Stock Coat
Very Good
LEBERHINE UMEEKO AZ 26/08/13 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Leberhine Maggie AZ) Exh. Evans/Garvican
60cm. Large, medium strong, feminine, dry and firm expressive female, very good type and proportions, strong
feminine head, with good expression, good length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline, croup is good of
length but could be better angled, well angled upper arm, very good hind angulation, good fore and underchest
development for her age, stands correct in front, good sequence of steps coming and going but elbows could be
firmer, during movement shows very good powerful far reaching movement maintaining her overall very
goodfirmness, ideally she could be presented in better coat condition
WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ)
Exh. S. & J. Wade
59cm. Well above medium size, strong feminine substantial female, very good type and good proportions,
strong feminine head, eye could be darker, planes of the head ideally should be more balanced and the
underjaw should be stronger, high withers, firm clean topline, croup is well laid but should be longer, well
angled slightly short upper arm, very good hind angulation with good breadth of thigh, good fore and
underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, steps close going but the elbows should be tighter,
during movement she shows powerful drive with good reach maintaining very good overall firmness.
DERHARV PURE BLONDE 11/12/13 (Seigen Crunchies Time Out AZ x Derharv Gold Dust AZ) Exh. H. Kelly
61cm. Standing on the upper limit of size, medium strong, feminine bitch of very good type, good proportions,
strong feminine head with good dark mask where the planes of the head should be more balanced, underjaw
should be stronger, good length of neck, high wither, firm clean topline, croup should be longer and better
angled, long well laid upper arm with very good hind angulation, good fore and underchest development for her
age, stands correct in front, close going, elbows should be firmer, shows in movement very good drive where
the reach should be more pronounced
SCHAEFERHUND ELPHIE 26/09/13 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x *Schaeferhund Quanta AZ) Exh.
Bohdal/Gridassov
60cm. Large, medium strong feminine bitch of very good type, strong feminine head, ideally the planes could be
more balanced and the eye darker, underjaw could be stronger, good length of neck, high withers, firm clean
topline, the croup could be longer and better angled, upper arm could be longer and better angled with very
good hind angulation, good breadth of thigh, good fore and underchest development for her age, stands correct
in front, steps close going, elbows could be tighter, during movement displays very good drive where the reach
should be more pronounced.

SCHAE
5
SCHAEFERHUND ENYA 26/09/13 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x *Schaeferhund Quanta AZ) Exh. I. Bohdal
61cm. Standing on the upper limit of size, strong feminine, good proportions and very good type, strong
feminine head where the eye could be darker, good withers, firm clean topline, croup is of good angle but could
be longer, has a well angled but short upper arm, very good hind angulation, good breadth of thigh,
pronounced underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, good sequence of steps coming and
going elbows and hocks should be tighter, during movement shows very good drive and good reach maintaining
overall firmness.
Good
6
SANRANCHO LICKAPRIZE 18/12/13 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Sanrancho Fizz Wizz AZ) Exh. P. Spear
62cm. Oversize, medium strong slightly stretched female, still of very good type, good strength of head where
the eye should be darker, the planes of the head should be more balanced, good withers, firm clean topline,
croup should be longer and better angled, short upper arm, pronounced hind angulations, pronounced
underchest development, stands correct in front, steps bcowhocked behind and correct coming, elbows should
be firmer, during movement shows good drive where the reach should be more pronounced. She should
present herself with more confidence in the ring.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
Very Good
SCHAE
1
*SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Ryzack Acacia AZ) Exh. I. Bohdal
58.5cm Medium size, medium strong feminine expressive female, very good proportions and type, strong well
formed head with good expression, good length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline, good croup, well
angled but slightly short upper arm, very good hind angulation but should not become any deeper, good fore
and underchest development for her age, steps cow hocked behind narrow in front during movement she
shows very good drive and reach with very good firmness.
FIREN
2
LAGO FIRENZE AZ 20/01/13 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche a ED x *Tiffany vd Fossombrone a ED) Exh. S. Pittelli
60cm Large, medium strong feminine expressive female, very good proportions and very good type, well
formed feminine head, good expression, good eye colour and masking, good length of neck, high withers, firm
clean topline, croup should be longer and better angled, slightly short upper arm, pronounced hind angulation,
good fore and underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, slightly long front toes, elbows
could be firmer, during movement displays very good drive and reach with very good overall firmness.
3
LEBERHINE BABE AZ 19/03/13 (*Focus vd Piste Trophe a ED x *Bruangie Octavia AZ) 5100074652 Brd/Exh.
Evans/Garvican
61cm Standing on the upper limit of size, strong, feminine bitch, good proportions and substance and type,
strong feminine head, good eye colour and expression, good length of neck, high withers, firm straight back,
firm clean topline, croup could be longer and better angled, well angled but slightly short upper arm, very good
hind angulation with good breadth of thigh, good fore and underchest development, stands correct in front,
good sequence of steps where elbows and hocks should be firmer, in movement displays very good drive and
reach with good overall firmness.
4
DEBBY v HEFERWEG AZ 26/2/12 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x * Issy v Tamaraspitze a ED) Exh. Volscain Knls.
58.5cm Medium size, strong feminine, very good type, good proportions, strong feminine head, eye should be
darker, ideally the planes of the head should be more balanced, good withers, firm straight back, the croup
should be longer and better angled, a short but but well angled upper arm, very good hind angulation with
good breadth of thigh, very good underchest development, stands correct in front, shows good sequence of
steps where the hocks should be firmer, during movement shows very good drive and reach with very good
overall firmness.
5
EVERLIEB BAZINGA AZ 11/7/12 (*Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED x *Rhosyn Fantasia AZ) Exh. B. & H. DeLuca
60cm Large, medium strong feminine bitch of very good type and proportions, strong feminine head, underjaw
should be stronger, good withers, firm clean topline, croup is of good angle but should be longer, upper arm
could be longer very good hind angulation with good breadth of thigh, good fore and underchest development
for her age, stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows should be tighter, in movement shows good drive
and reach with good overall firmness
6
LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK 06/07/13 (*Focus vd Trophe a ED x *Lewisland Foxy Lady AZ) 5100076513 Brd. T.
Metcalfe Exh. McGinty/Metcalfe
61cm. Standing on the upper limit of size, strong feminine bitch of overall very good type, a good feminine head
with good dark mask, good expression, high withers, firm clean topline, croup could be longer and better
angled, tail is set high, well laid but short upper arm, very good hind angulation, good underchest development,
stands correct in front, coming and going elbows should be tighter, During movement shows good drive and
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good reach which should be more consistent and good overall firmness
PREUSSEN ROCKEN MAIDEN 12/3/13 (Ch. *Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x Awatea Onya Baby AZ) Exh. F. Grigons
59cm Medium size, medium strong, very good type and proportions, good strength of the head, good length of
neck high withers, firm clean topline, croup should be longer and better angled, stands correct in front, good
sequence of steps, hocks and elbows should be tighter, during movement displays very good drive and good
reach with good overall firmness. Should be shown in better coat condition.
STOBAR SASKIA 26/07/13 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Diksy AZ) Exh. Auwema/Berry
61cm. Upper limit in size, medium strong feminine bitch of still very good type, good strength of the head, level
wither, firm clean topline, croup could be a little longer and better angled, upper arm could be longer and
better angled, hindquarter should not become any deeper, fore and underchest need further development,
stands correct in front, good sequence of steps where the elbows should be tighter, in movement shows very
good drive and good reach where the wither could remain higher.
JAKYNA COUGAR 26/6/13 (*Andacht Feel The Fire AZ x *Karmay Kasey AZ) Exh. H. Peters
60cm Large, medium strong bitch of good substance, slightly stretched bitch but still of very good type, strong
feminine head, underjaw could be stronger, slight roman nose, good withers, firm clean topline, the croup could
be longer and better angled, upper arm and shoulder blades should be better angled, pronounced hind
angulation, good fore and underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, steps close going,
elbows could be tighter, in movement shows good reach and drive with still good overall firmness. Pasterns
should be firmer.
VICTORIA ad ASTRA GLORIA (IMP Blr) (*Joker v Eichenplatz a ED x Treska v Lacroz) Exh. I. Borodinova
59.5cm Well above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch of good type, strong feminine head, ears could
be carried higher, masking could be more pronounced, ideally the neck could be longer, high withers, firm clean
topline, croup should be longer and better angled, upper arm should longer and better angled, very good hind
angulation, good underchest development, stands correct in front, hocks and elbows should be firmer during
movement she displays good reach and drive which should be more powerful. She should be more confident
when measured.
AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH
Good
Ch. Bozeeb Vanilla Brandy 26/8/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Bozeeb Ultrafox AZ) Exg. J. Jordan
63cm Oversize, strong, female of good type, head is bordering on masculine where the planes of the skull
should be better balanced, right ear tilts in slightly, neck should be longer, high withers, firm clean topline,
croup should be better angled, well angled but short upper arm with pronounced hind angulation, good
underchest development, stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows need to tighten, good reach and
drive, good overall firmness
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
Excellent
*KINBAR ANGEL ABBI AZ 05/07/12 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x *Schaeferhund Fanta AZ) 3100275128 Brd/Exh.
S. Kinsman
58.5cm. Medium size, medium strong, very good construction and type, strong feminine head, good dark
masking with good eye colour, good length of neck, high withers, firm topline, croup could be a little longer and
better angled, well angled but short upper arm, very good hind angulation with good breadth of thigh, good
fore and underchest development, stands correct in front, good sequence of steps coming and going, hocks and
elbows could be tighter, in movement shows powerful drive and reach and very good firmness
*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ 15/07/10 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x *Schaeferhund Celina Celena AZ)
Exh. Walter/Schulz
59cm Well above medium size, strong substantial feminine bitch of very good type, strong feminine head,
where the planes of the head could ideally be more balanced, good length of neck, good wither, firm clean
topline, croup could be a little longer and better angled, slightly short upper arm, very good hind angulation,
good breadth of thigh, very good fore and underchest development, stands correct in front, steps close going,
elbows could be tighter, during movement displays very good drive and reach with very good overall firmness.
*BODECKA ZENSATION AZ 16/11/12 (Ch. *Sirio v Rauhtal a ED x Ch. *Lashadas Xquisite AZ) Exh. J. Joseph
59.5cm. Well above medium size, strong feminine bitch of very good type, strong feminine head where masking
and underjaw should be stronger, good length of neck, high wither, firm clean topline, croup should be longer
and better angled, well laid but slightly short upper arm, very good hind angulation, good breadth of thigh,
good fore and underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, correct coming and going, elbows
should be tighter, during movement shows very good drive and reach with overall very good firmness.
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*WILLMAURS QUEENSWAY QUONDO AZ 10/10/12 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x *Willmaurs Notting Hill
Nina AZ) Exh. A. Vasiliou
58.5cm. Medium size, strong feminine slightly stretched female of very good type, feminine head where the
planes of the head should be more balanced, good withers, firm clean topline, croup could be longer and better
angled, well angled but slightly short upper arm, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and very good
underchest development, stands correct in front, cowhocked going, elbows could be tighter, in movement
shows very good drive and good reach where the pasterns should be firmer, she should be firmer in
ligamentation.
*VOLSCAIN AKIRA AZ CCD 01/07/12 (Ch. *Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x *Molle vd Werther Muhle a ED) Exh. C.
Anderson
59cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, good proportions and very good type, well formed strong
feminine head, good expression, good withers, firm clean topline, croup is well laid but could be longer, well
laid but short upper arm, very good hind angulation, good forechest development where the underchest could
be longer, stands correct in front, good sequence of steps coming and going, elbows could be tighter, in
movement shows very good drive and good reach with good overall firmness.
*AWATEA NIGHTIME HUSSEY AZ 22/12/12 (h. *Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x *Awatea Patta Puss AZ) Exh. F.
Grigons
59cm Well above medium size, medium strong, feminine bitch, very good type, good feminine head where the
planes should be more balanced with a more defined stop, level wither, clean topline, croup could be longer
and better angled, well laid but short upper arm, very good hind angulation, good forechest development
where the underchest should be longer, stands correct in front, elbows should be tighter, in movement shows
very good drive and good reach with good overall firmness.

Challenge Bitch *KINBAR ANGEL ABBI AZ
Res. Challenge Bitch LEBERHINE UMEEKO AZ
Challenge Dog *HAYO aus AGRIGENTO a ED
Res. Challenge Dog *ODIN DELLE TERRE MATILDICHE a ED
Best of Breed *KINBAR ANGEL ABBI AZ
Runner Up LEBERHINE UMEEKO AZ
Baby of Breed BODECKA CRACKED PEPPER
Minor of Breed VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA
Puppy of Breed VONPETA XMISSUSTOO
Junior of Breed LEBERHINE UMEEKO AZ
Intermediate of Breed *SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ
Australian Bred of Breed CH. BOZEEB VANILLA BRANDY
Open of Breed *KINBAR ANGEL ABBI AZ
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Baby Puppy Dog Long Stock Coat
Very Promising
BODECKA CASANOVA 20/8/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Bodecka Xrated AZ) Exh. J. Joseph

1

Minor Puppy Dog Long Stock Coat
Very Promising
HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Rantino Hard Rock) 3100307974 Brd/Exh. S. Bell

1

Junior Dog Long Stock Coat
Very Good
BODECKA ACTION PACKED 11/08/13(*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Bodecka Xrated AZ) Exh. N. Sullivan
65cm Large, strong masculine impressive male, very good type and proportions, strong masculine head strong
masking, high withers, firm straight back, well laid croup but could be longer, well laid but short upper arm very
good hind angulation but should not become deeper, good underchest development, stands correct in front,
steps close going, elbows could be tighter, in movement shows very good drive and reach and very good
firmness.
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Good
CASTASTAR DIPLOMAT 19/10/13 (*Yester Feuermelder a ED x *Castastar Alexi AZ) Exh. M. Bauer
66cm. Standing on the upper limit of size, strong masculine, good type, strong masculine head, good eye colour,
underjaw should be stronger, ears are tilting in, neck should be longer, high wither, firm straight back, croup
should be longer and better angled, upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, good fore and underchest for his age, should stand more correct in front, steps close coming and
going, elbows should be more tighter, good reach and drive but should be more powerful in movement, ears
should be firmer.
Intermediate Dog Long Stock Coat
Very Good
CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW 24/07/13 (Ch. *Ustinov v Romerland a ED x *Jayshell Winona ED) Exh. D. & L. Organ
65.5cm. Large, medium strong, masculine type of very good type, strong masculine head, good expression, neck
is carried erect, good withers, firm clean topline, croup is well laid but should be longer, upper is well angled but
should be longer, very good hind angulation, good fore and underchest development, should stand more
correct in front, close going, elbows could be tighter, in movement very good drive and reach with good overall
firmness.
Australian Bred Long Stock Coat
Very Good
BOZEEB VALIANT KNIGHT 26/8/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Bozeeb Ultrafox AZ) Exh. J. Jordan
66cm. Standing on upper limit of size, strong masculine male, strong masculine head, where the planes should
be more balanced, good withers firm clean topline, croup should be better angled, short upper arm, very good
hind angulation very good underchest development, should stand more correct in front, steps close going,
elbows should be tighter, in movement shows very good drive and good reach which overall should be more
powerful.
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Baby Puppy Bitch Long Stock Coat
Very Promising
KARABACH LICKERTY SPLIT 13/8/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Kantenna Venus Williams AZ) Exh. N. Cullen
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Minor Puppy Bitch Long Stock Coat
Very Promising
KAZKIRI XIVAS MA BELLE AMIE 24/7/14 (Ch. *Siobahn Apollo AZ x Kazkiri Kiva AZ) Exh. N. Symes
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Puppy Bitch Long Stock Coat
Very Promising
ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Kantenna Venus Delight AZ) Exh. D.
& L. Organ
Intermediate Bitch Long Stock Coat
Very Good
BRONACRE CHEW BACCA 01/08/13 (*Bronacre Yoda AZ ET x *Bronacre Imogen AZ) 3100293001 Brd. Bronacre
Knls. Exh. S. Diegan
59cm Well above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch of very good type, very good proportions, well
formed feminine head, underjaw should be stronger, high withers, firm clean topline, croup could be better
angled, well angled but short upper arm, lower thigh should not become any longer, good forechest
development, underchest could be longer, should stand more correct in front, close going, elbows could be
tighter, in movement shows very good drive and good reach with good overall firmness
Good
CH. RAMARA TOTALLY WICKED AZ RA 10/01/14 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x Amstine Appy Daze AZ) Exh. W.
Seng Hpa
63cm Oversize, strong feminine female of very good type, strong feminine head, neck should be longer, good
wither, good clean topline, croup should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, upper
arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and very good underchest
development, stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows should be tighter, good reach and drive which
should be more powerful.

Challenge Bitch ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE
Res Challenge Bitch BRONACRE CHEW BACCA
Challenge Dog BODECKA ACTION PACKED
Res Challenge Dog CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW
Best of Breed BODECKA ACTION PACKED
Runner Up of Breed ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE
Minor of Breed KAZKIRI XIVAS MA BELLE AMIE
Puppy of Breed ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE
Junior of Breed BODECKA ACTION PACKED
Intermediate of Breed BRONACRE CHEW BACCA
Australian Bred of Breed BOZEEB VALIANT KNIGHT

GSDCV 2015 STATE BREED EXHIBITION
7th & 8th March 2015
KCC Park Skye
Judge: Mr Greg Green (Vic) – baby, minor, puppy, junior & intermediate classes
Judge: Mrs Jenny Yuen (Vic) – all Open classes
LONG STOCK COAT – BITCHES & DOGS – Baby Puppy to Intermediate Classes.
Exh. No
001

Grading
VP

Placing
1

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VANLAND CARA 22/09/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100311645 Brd/Exh. H. & S. Van de Beek

002

VP

2

VANHARLEY PROMISCUOUS GIRL 06/11/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Vanharley
Zena AZ) 3100314353 Brd/Exh. D. Colson

003

P

3

KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL 14/11/14 (*Kazkiri Ximon AZ x *Kooronya In The
Purple AZ) 3100314328 Brd/Exh. K. Cooper

005

VP

1

006

VP

2

007

P

3
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MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
KANJELESE GEISHA GIRL 30/06/14 (*Bodecka Yoda AZ ET x *Kanjelese Dominatrix
AZ) 3100308886 Brd/Exh. A. Beard
8 Mths. Well above medium size, medium strong, substantial very well
proportioned very well coloured and very well pigmented. Very good head with
good expression. Right ear tilts inwards. Good length of neck. Stands with normal
wither, straight back slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. Good chest development. Good length of foreleg and
stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide behind, correct coming. In movement
shows very good ground cover, very good drive with good reach where the back
remains firm
KAZKIRI XIVAS MA BELLE AMIE 24/7/14 (Ch. *Siobahn Apollo AZ x Kazkiri Xiva AZ)
3100310493 Brd/Exh. N. Symes
8 mths. Above medium size, strong, substantial bitch of good proportions. Very
good head with very good expression very good masking of the foreface. Good
length of neck. Stands with normal withers, straight firm back. Slightly short
slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hind angulation. Very good breadth
of thigh. Good lay of the upper arm. Ideally could be a little longer in foreleg.
Stands correct in front. Steps correct going and correct coming. In movement
shows balanced gait with very good drive and reach where the back remains
sufficiently firm
KARABACH LICKERTY SPLIT 13/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Kantenna Venus
Williams AZ) 3100310348 Brd. J. Carter Exh. N. Cullen
7 mths. Above medium size, medium strong substantial well proportioned bitch
presented in just slightly heavy condition. Very good expression. Good placement
of the ears. Good masking of foreface. Good length of neck. Normal withers.
Straight back slightly short just slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation very good breadth of thigh. Would not like her to become
any deeper. Good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front.
Ideally could be a little longer in foreleg. Steps close behind, correct coming. In
movement shows good ground cover which overall could be more expansive where
the back should remain firmer.
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PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
DELKIT BRIGID 17/03/14 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Delkit One Of A Kind AZ)
3100303152 Brd/Exh. A. Kerr
11.5Mths. Above medium size medium strong very well proportioned bitch of
overall very good type. Very good head with just slightly wide ear set. Good
expression, good masking of foreface. Ideally the eye should be darker. Very good
length of neck. Stands with high wither slight nick behind. Good back, slightly short
just slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm is well angled but could
be slightly longer. Very good hind quarter angulation with very good breadth of
thigh. Balanced fore and underchest development for her age. Very good length of
foreleg. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide going, slightly wide coming.
Elbows are yet to firm. In movement shows balanced ground cover with very good
reach and drive where the back remains firm and her wither height is maintained.
She carries her tail with a slight curve.
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Kantenna Venus Delight AZ) Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. D. & L. Organ
13 Mths. 59cm. Large medium strong, substantial very well coloured very well
pigmented bitch of slightly elongated proportions. Very good head, very good
masking of fore face and skull. Good expression where the eye could be darker.
Good length of neck. High withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup.
Good fore where the upper arm is of good angle but could be slightly longer. Very
good hindquarter angulation with very good breadth of thigh. Good fore chest
development, ideally she should not become any deeper. Ideally could be a little
longer in foreleg. Stands correct in front. Steps wide behind where the hocks
should be firmer. Correct coming where the elbows could be tighter. In movement
shows very good drive with good reach where ideally the top line could remain a
little firmer.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
NO EXHIBIT
BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
JAYSHELL KALYPSO 15/09/14 (Ch. *Bluemax Salt AZ x Ch. *Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100311545 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
MINOR PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
BODECKA CASANOVA 20/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Bodecka Xrated AZ)
3100310454 Brd. J. Joseph Exh. V. Cevik
6.5Mths Large strong substantial dog. Very well coloured and very well
pigmented.. Very good masking of skull and foreface, where the planes of the head
could be a little more correct. Good expression very good eye colour. Overall he
has very good proportions Very good length of neck and stands with high wither.
Straight back. Slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. He has balanced fore and underchest development. Very
good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. In movement shows very good
ground cover with very good reach and drive where the back remains firm.
HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Rantino Hard Rock)
3100307974 Brd. S. Bell Exh. D. Mitchell
8.5 Mths. Above medium size, medium strong dog of very good type and
proportions. Good head, with good expression where the eye should be darker.
Very good ear set. Good length of neck. Normal withers firm back slightly short
croup. The coat is slightly wavy over the backline. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. Very good breadth of thigh. Good angle of the upper arm
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that could be longer. Good forechest development, slightly short underchest
development. Stands correct in front. Moves close behind correct coming. Shows
good ground covering gait. Very good drive and very good reach. Where the back
remains firm.
KARDIN LUCKY LAD 20/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Kardin Burgundy Rose
AZ) Brd. R. Mindin Exh. K. Marrs
6.5Mths. Large, strong, substantial very well coloured and very well pigmented dog
of good type. Good head good strength of skull. Good length of neck. Stands with
normal wither, straight back, good fore and just slightly deep hind angulation with
very good breadth of thigh. Good fore and underchest development. Good length
of fore leg. Presented in slightly heavy condition. Stands correct in front. Moves
correct coming and going. In movement shows good reach and drive which overall
should be more expansive where the wither should be carried higher and the back
could remain a little firmer. The bite is not correct, the lower jaw is too narrow
where both canines go inside the upper jaw.
JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
ZANDRAC DARTH VADAR 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Kantenna Venus
Delight AZ) 3100303321 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
12.5Mths.62cm. just medium size, medium strong, very well coloured dog. Very
well proportioned. Good head with good expression where the eye should be
darker with just slightly wide ear set. Very good length of neck. Stands with a high
wither, straight back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good
hind angulation. Presented slightly out of coat. He is dry and firm. Very good
length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Balanced fore and underchest
development. Moves wide going and correct coming hocks should be firmer. In
movement shows very good drive and reach where the back remains firm.
CASTASTAR DIPLOMAT 19/10/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x Ch. *Castastar
Alexi AZ ET) 4100235122 Brd. A. Doyle Exh. M. Bauer
16.5 Mths. 67cm. Oversize, strong, substantial dog of overall good type and
proportions. Strong masculine head, very good masking of the foreface. Both ears
tilt inwards. Good length of neck which ideally could be a little longer. Stands with
a huigh wither, straight back. Slightly short and steep croup. Good fore and very
good hind angulation. He has good breadth of thigh. Good fore and underchest
development. Good length of foreleg. Slightly upright in pasterns. Not quite
correct in front. Moves correct going, correct coming, elbows are yet to firm. In
movement shows good ground cover with good reach and drive which overall
could be a little more powerful and where the back remain firms.

INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
JAYSHELL GLASGOW 24/07/13 (Ch. *Ustinov v Romerland a ED x *Jayshell
Winona AZ) 3100292456 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ
19.5Mths. 65.5cm. large, strong substantial very well proportioned dog of overall
very good type. Presents a pleasing picture in stance. Very good head with good
expression. The eye should be darker. He has good strength of skull. Very good
length of neck. Stands with a high wither, firm straight back. Croup is good length
just slightly steep. Good fore where the upper arm is of a good angle that could
be slightly longer. Very good hind angulation. Very good breadth of thigh.
Balanced fore and underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands
correct in front. Presented in dry and firm condition. Moves correct behind
correct coming elbows could be firmer. In movement shows very good ground
cover with powerful drive, very good reach where the back remains firm and the
wither height is maintained.
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BOZEEB VALIANT KNIGHT 26/8/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Bozeeb
Ultrafox AZ) 3100293761 Brd. J. Jordan Exh. S. Thompson
18 Mths. 67cm. Oversize, strong, substantial well proportioned dog. Very good
strength of head, good expression, the planes of the skull and foreface could be
slightly better aligned. Good length of neck. Stands with high wither, firm back.
Slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be
slightly better angled. Very good hind angulation with good breadth of thigh.
Good fore and underchest develop0ment. Good length of foreleg which ideally
could be slightly longer. Could stand a little more correct in front. Moves close
behind slightly wide coming, flips his pasterns out slightly. In movement shows
good ground covering gait with good reach and drive where the back remains
firm.

STOCK COAT – BITCHES & DOGS.
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BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 22
KAPERVILLE VALKYRIE 14/09/14 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche a ED x *Hinterhaus
Butterscotch AZ) Brd. Kaperville Knls. Exh. F. Pittelli
JAYSHELL KENZIE 15/09/14 (Ch. *Bluemax Salt AZ x Ch. *Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100311547 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
TAURORN TAKE THAT 21/10/14 (*Schaeferhund Xesko AZ x Taurorn Quarallia)
5100084916 Brd/Exh. G. Wellman
VONISAR RALPH LAUREN 04/10/14 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x Vonisar Jerry Hall
AZ) 3100312773 Brd/Exh V. Dobson
FREMONT NIKE 21/09/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Fremont Ive Got The Magic
AZ) 2100417604 Brd/Exh. S. L. & J. Lynch
KARDIN NAUGHTY BUT NICE 23/10/14 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Kardin Destin
To Dream AZ) 3100313311 Brd/Exh Kardin Knls.
GRANDWEST YO YO 11/9/14 (Ch. *Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x *Grandwest Malisas
Genie AZ) 6100089462 Brd. D. & C. Willis Exh. Willis/Grigons
BRONACRE MM HERE I GO AGAIN 02/10/14 (Ch. *Bluemax Salt AZ x Ch. *Bronacre
Dark Diamond AZ ET) 3100312697 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls.
DELLARESS ZANDRA RHODES 02/11/14 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Dellaress
Femme Fatale AZ) 3100313759 Brd/Exh. J. Colenso
DELLARESS YOLANDA 04/10/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED X *Dellaress Jezzabell AZ)
3100313701 Brd/Exh. J. Colenso
JAYSHELL JOKER 11/09/14 (*Enosch di Casa Nobili a ED x *Jayshell Petra AZ)
3100311556 Brd. N. McDermott Exh. Peacock/Bick
LEPPSDORF XEVA 10/10/14 (*Schaeferhund Xesko AZ x *Azurebright Exanadou AZ)
5100084270 Brd/Exh. L. Hume
TAURORN TAKE MY BREATH AWAY 21/10/14 (*Schaeferhund Xesko AZ x Taurorn
Quarallia) 5100084918 Brd. G. Wellman Exh. S. Pilgrim
KELEBEC AMAZING GRACE 31/10/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Keedara Naughty
By Nature AZ) 5100084817 Brd. Tape/Harley Exh. S. Taylor
DREAMSTAR GEENA DAVIS 07/12/2014 (*Schaeferhund Xesko AZ x Regalshep Good
Golly Miss Molly) 5100084918 Brd/Exh. S. Pilgrim
AWATEA WATTLE FLOWER 18/11/14 (Ch. *Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x *Angie in
Regnum Marianum a ED) 3100314526 Brd/Exh. F. & I. Grigons
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1
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2

KINBAR LITTLEFOOT 09/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund Indiana AZ)
3100309923 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
7 mths. Above medium size medium strong very well coloured and pigmented bitch
of good proportions. Feminie expressive head with good masking of foreface and
skull with very good eye colour. Very good length of neck. Stands with normal wither
slight nick behind. Straight back slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore where
the upper arm should slightly longer and better angled very good hind angulation.
Balanced chest development for her age. Good length of foreleg. Stands correct in
front. Slightly down in pasterns. Moves slightly cow hocked from behind. Correct
coming. In movement shows very good drive and reach where the back remains firm.

046

3

LEWISLAND JUICY FRUIT 27/07/14 (*Schaeferhund Xesko AZ x *Lewisland
Gobsmacked AZ) 5100082612 Brd/Exh. T. Metcalfe
7.5 mths. Above medium size medium strong very well proportioned bitch. Feminine
head, good strength of skull. Good masking of foreface. Good ear placement. Ideally
eye should be darker. Very good length of neck. Stands with a high wither, straight
back slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be
slightly longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Good fore and
underchest development. Good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Shown
slightly out of coat. Moves correct behind correct coming. In movement shows very
good drive with good reach where the back remain firm.

060

4

VONPETA AM I THE REAL DEAL 04/09/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Beychief
Storm Dancer AZ) 5100083436 Brd/Exh. Pike/Damarell
6 Mths. Medium size, medium strong sable bitch of overall good type. Feminine
head with good expression, eye should be darker. Good masking of foreface. Good
length of neck. Stands with normal wither straight back. Slightly short, but well laid
croup. Good fore and very good hind angulation. Good breadth of thigh. Very good
fore and underchest development. Good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front.
Correct coming and going. In movements shows very good drive, with good reach
where the ears should remain firmer in movement.

056

5

BODECKA CRACKED PEPPER 20/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Bodecka Xrated
AZ) 3100310460 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
6.5Mths. above medium size medium strong very well pigmented very well coloured
bitch of overall good proportions. Very good head very good expression, very good
masking of foreface and skull. Very good ear placement. Good length of neck, stands
with normal wither, straight back. Slightly short just slightly steep croup. Good fore
upper arm should be slightly longer & better angled very good hind angulation with
good breadth of thigh. Balanced underchest development. Good length of foreleg.
Stands correct in front. Moves slightly cowhocked behind correct coming. In
movement shows very good drive with good reach where the back remains firm.
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MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT VP: 1-12, P 13-15
KARABACH LIVIN LAVIDA LOCA 13/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Kantenna
Venus Williams AZ) 3100310347 Brd/Exh. J. Carter
7 Mths. Double P1 Upper Left & Right.
Above medium size, mnedium strong very well proportioned very well coloured and
very well pigmented. Very good head. Good masking of the foreface and skull. Ideally
eye should be darker. Very good length of neck. Stands with high wither straight back
slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep hind angulation. Very
good fore and underchest development for her age. Very good length of foreleg.
Moves correct behind hocks should be firmer. Slightly wide coming. In movement
has very good drive and reach transmitted through a firm back.
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6

KARASTRO MUSTANG SALLY 10/08/14 *Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Karastro Ephrodite
AZ) 3100309909 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer
7mths. Medium size, medium strong substantial bitch of very good proportions.
Good head good masking of foreface where they eye should be darker. The right ear
tilts outwards. Very good length of neck. High withers straight back slightly short and
slightly steep croup. Good lay of the upper arm. Very good hind angulation. Balanced
fore and underchest development for her age. Stands correct in front. Steps close
behind correct coming. In movement shows very good drive and good reach where
the ear should remain firmer.

041

7

KYJHAN ABSOLUTE RESILIENCE 18/06/14 (*Chacco v Volkerson AZ x Kuirau Brandy
AZ) 3100308103 Brd. D. Newnham Exh. C. MacAlister
8 Mths. Large, medium strong well proportioned bitch of good type. Feminine head,
with good expression and ear set. The eye should be darker. Good length of neck.
Normal withers, slight nick behind. Straight back slightly short slightly steep croup.
Good fore where the upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled, with good
hindquarters. Balanced fore and underchest development. Very good length foreleg.
Stands correct in front. Moves correct going wide coming, elbows could be firmer.
Good ground covering gait. Good reach and drive where the back remains sufficiently
firm. Ideally the ears should remain firmer in movement.

042

8

FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/06/14 (Ch. *Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED x Ch.
*Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ) 2100409070 Brd. M. & C. Morris Exh. I. Borodinova
7 mths.Large medium strong bitch of good proportions. Feminine head with good
expression. where the eyes could be darker. Good length of neck. Normal withers,
slight nick behind. Straight back slightly short steep croup. Good fore where the
upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation.
Balanced fore and underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Shown
slightly out of coat. Stands correct in front. Moves wide behind, correct coming hocks
are yet to firm. Shows good ground covering gait with good reach and drive where
the back remains firms.

043

9

044

10

KINBAR CANDY 28/06/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund Hanna AZ)
3100308491 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
8 Mths. Well above medium size medium strong bitch of good proportions.
Feminine expressive head with very good eye colour and good ear placement. Very
good length of neck stands with a level wither slight nick behind. Straight back
slightly short and steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be longer and
better angled. Good hind angulation where I would like to see more breadth of thigh.
Good underchest development. Shown slightly out of coat. Very good length of fore
leg. Stands correct in front. Moves close behind close coming. Elbows and hocks are
yet to firm. In movement shows good ground covering fait with good reach and drive
where the wither should be carried higher.
VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA 26/7/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Vonpeta Our
Evas Image AZ) 51000082950 Brd. Damarell/Pike Exh. Arkahla Knls. Dble P1 Upper
Left.
Well above medium size, medium strong bitch of good type. Very good masking of
foreface. Very good head with good ear placement. Very good length of neck. Stands
with a high wither, straight back slightly short, steep croup. Good fore and good
hindquarter angulation. The upper arm should be a little longer and better angled.
Very good length of foreleg. Good fore and underchest development. Shown slightly
out of coat. Stands correct in front. Moves correct behind, slightly wide coming,
elbows are yet to firm. In movement shows good ground covering gait with good
reach and drive where the back remains firm.
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BIGURRA ARIANA 31/07/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x Leppsdorf Havana AZ)
3100309680 Brd/Exh. L. McGrath
7 Mths. Above medium size medium strong bitch of good proportions. Good head
with good expression the eye could still be darker. Good length of neck. Stands with
a high wither straight back slightly short and steep croup. Good fore where the upper
arm should be better angled, very good hind angulation. Good forechest and under
chest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves
slightly wide going and coming, elbows and hocks yet to firm. Shown slightly out of
coat. In movement shows good reach and drive which is balanced where the wither
could be carried a little higher.

058

12

DIENAMIC HOT SILHOUETTE 28/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab x *Bronacre Hot Agenda
AZ) 3100311591 Brd/Exh. S. Diegan
6.1Mths. medium size medium strong very well coloured bitch pigmented bitch of
overall good type. Feminine head, good strength of skull. They eye should be darker.
Good length of neck. Level withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup.
Good fore with very good hind angulation. Good fore and underchest development.
Good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct t behind slightly wide
coming. In movement shows good ground covering gait with good reach and drive
where I would like to see her carry her wither higher.

053

13

KARDINBACH MONA LISA 11/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x Ch. *Debbar
Ramani) 3100311633 Brd/Exh. K. Glasheen
7th Mths. Above medium size, medium strong compact bitch of good type.
Feminine head the eye could be darker. Good length of neck. Normal withers straight
back slightly short steep croup. Good fore and very good hind angudlation. Slightly
high tail set. Very good fore and underchest deveflopment. Very good length of
foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going slightly wide coming. Both
elbows and hocks yet to firm. In movement shows good ground covering gait with
good reach and drive where the back remains firm.

049

14

KILLARA MISS PHRYNE FISHER 09/08/14 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x D.Ch.(T) TS Ch.
*Killara Winter Solstice AZ) P. & D. Howard
7 Mnths,. Missing P1 Upper right. Above medium size medium strong feminine
bitch of overall good type and proportions. Feminine head, good expression, eye
should still be darker. Very good length of neck. Stands with a normal wither, straight
back slightly short just slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm should
be slightly longer. Very good hind angulation. Balanced fore and underchest
development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves slightly
cow hocked behind, correct coming, elbows are yet to firm. In movement shows
good ground covering gait, good reach and drive where ideally she should carry her
wither a little higher in movement and peaking slightly over the back.

052

15

KARDINBACH MACY GRAY 11/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x Ch. *Debbar
Ramani) 3100311632 Brd/Exh. K. Glasheen
7mths. Medium size medium strong feminine bitch slightly compact proportions. .
Feminine head where the eye should be darker. Good length of neck, stands with
normal wither slight nick behind. Straight back slightly short steep croup. Good fore
where the upper arm is short and steep. Good hind angulation. Good fore and under
chest development. Very good hind angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Slight
bowing of the foreleg Moves slightly cowhocked behind, correct in front. In
movement shows good reach and drive which should be overall a little more ground
covering and slightly high tail set.
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VOLSCAIN ELLE 12/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x *Volscain Xilla AZ)
3100304537 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls.
11.5Mths. Above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch of overall very good
type and proportions. Dry and firm. Feminine head with good ear placement. Eye
should be a little darker. Very good length of neck. High withers, firm straight back.
Slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore where the upper arm is of a good angle
but should be slightly longer. Very good hind angulation, very good breadth of thigh.
Very good fore and underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands
correct in front. Steps wide behind, slightly wide coming elbows yet to firm. In
movement has very good ground covering gait with very good reach and drive where
the back remains firm.

062

3

DELKIT IRISH EYES 17/03/14 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x Delkit One Of A Kind AZ)
3100303154 Brd. A. Kerr Exh. D. Whitford
11.5Mths. above medium size med strong very well coloured bitch of overall very
good type and proportions. Very good head, good strength of skull and foreface.
Ideally eye should be a little darker. Very good length of neck. Stands with normal
wither, slight nick behind. Slightly short steep croup. Upper arm is of good angle but
could be slightly longer. Very good hind angulation. Very good breadth of thigh.
Good fore and underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct
in front. Moves close behind, correct coming. In movement shows very good ground
cover and very good drive and good reach where the back remains firm.

064

4

SADRIA TILLYS PEPPER 23/03/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Conkasha Mist AZ)
2100403602 Brd. S. Morrissey Exh. J. Carter
11.1Mths large strong substantial bitch of very good type and proportions. Very
good head with good expression where they eye colour good be darker. Good length
of neck, high withers, straight back. Slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore,
where the upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled. Very good hind
angulation with good breadth of thigh. Very good fore and underchest development.
Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves slightly cowhocked
behind, correct coming. In movement shows very good ground cover with very good
drive and good reach where the hocks should remain firmer.

066

5

AWATEA TU TU SWEETHEART 17/04/14 (Ch. *Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x Awatea
Arapho Maiden AZ) 3100302725 Brd. F. Grigons Exh. A. Van der Heiden
10.5Mths. Large, medium strong sable bitch of good type and proportions. Good
head ideally eyes colour could be darker. Good length of neck, level withers, slight
nick behind. Straight back slightly short steep croup. Good fore and very good hind
angulation. Good forechest development. Slightly short underchest development.
Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. The pasterns could be firmer.
Ideally the colour could be richer. Steps correct coming, elbows yet to firm, moves
slightly cowhocked behind. In movement shows good reach and drive which overall
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PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 7
VONPETA XMISSUSTOO 12/04/14 (*Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED x *Vonpeta
Ourbillidakid) 51000815787 Brd/Exh. Damarell/Pike
11 Mths large strong substantial bitch of overall very good type. Presents a pleasing
picture in stance. Very good head where the eye could still be darker. Very good
length of neck, high wither, clean top line. Slightly short croup of good lay. Very good
length of upper arm, very good hind angulation with very good breadth of thigh.
Balanced fore and underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands
correct in front. Moves close behind, correct coming, elbows are yet to firm. In
movement shows very good ground covering gait with powerful drive and very good
reach where the back remains firm.
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could be a little more expansive.
Vg 1-17. 1 Ungraded.
073
1

JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT 24
KHANIQUE GRACIE AZ 20/10/13 (*Toby vd Plassenburg AZ x *Volscain Questa AZ)
2100393159 Brd/Exh. C. Booth
16.5Mths. 60cm. Large, medium strong substantial well proportioned bitch of
overall very good type. Very good head with very good strength of skull and foreface,
ideally eye could be darker. Very good length of neck. Stands with a high wither,
straight back, slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore where the upper arm is of
good length but could be better angled. Very good hind angulation with very good
breadth of thigh. Balanced fore and underchest. Very good length of foreleg. Stands
correct in front. Dry and firm. Moves correct coming, elbows could be a little firmer.
Slightly wide behind. In movement shows very good ground covering gait with
powerful drive and very good reach where the back remains firm and the witherline
is maintained.

082

2

WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J. Wade
13.5 Mths. 60.5cm. Very large medium strong substantial bitch of overall very good
type colour and pigmentation. Very good masking of the foreface. Feminine head the
eye colour could be a little darker, could be a little stronger lower jaw. Very good
length of neck. Stands with high wither, firm straight back, slight short slightly steep
croup. Good fore where the upper arm is of good length but could be a little longer.
Very good hind angulation with very good breadth of thigh. Dry and firm. Very good
forechest development and good underchest development. Very good length of
foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct behind, correct coming where elbows
could be a little firmer. In movement shows very good ground covering gait, very
good drive and reach where the back and witherline is maintained.

089

3

VANLAND BLYSS 28/02/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100302166 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. Stocks/Auwema
12 mths. 60cm. Large medium strong very well coloured, very well pigmented bitch
of overall very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression. Very
good ear placement. Very good length of neck. Stands with a normal wither, firm
straight back, just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hind
angulation. She has good fore and underchest development. Very good length of
foreleg. Stands correct in front. Presented in dry and firm condition. Moves correct
coming elbows could be firmer, moves just slightly cowhocked behind. In movement
shows very good ground covering gait with very good reach and drive where the back
remains firm, wither height is maintained.

081

4

RAMARA TALK DIRTY TUME 15/01/14 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x Ramara
Unique AZ) 3100303195 Brd. M. Raftopoulos Exh. N. Ainley
13.5mths. 58.5cm. above medium size, medium strong, very well proportioned bitch
of overall very good type. Very good head with good masking of the foreface, the eye
should be darker. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm straight back. Slightly
short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm is of good length but
could be better angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good forechest
development, good underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands
correct in front. Presented in a dry firm condition. Moves slightly cowhocked behind,
correct coming. In movement shows very good drive and reach where the back
remains firm. An overall bitch of pleasing type.
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070

5

SCHAEFERHUND ENYA 26/09/13 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x *Schaeferhund
Quanta AZ) 3100294757 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
17.5 Mths. 61cm. Very large, medium strong substantial bitch of overall very good
type and proportions. Feminine head with good strength of skull. The eye should be
darker. Very good length of neck stands with a high wither, slight nick behind.
Straight back, good croup, good fore, the upper arm could be just slightly better
angled and slightly longer, Just slightly deep hind angulation. With good breadth of
thigh Very good fore and underchest development. Very good length of foreleg.
Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming, elbows should be tighter, slightly
cowhocked behind. In movement shows very good drive and reach where the bitch
maintains her top line and wither height.

091

6

LEPPSDORF VENDETTA 05/03/14 (Ch. *Kardin Kruger AZ x *Leppsdorf Eldora AZ)
5100080555 Brd/Exh L. Hume
12 mths. 60.5cm. very large, medium strong feminine bitch of overall very good
type and proportions. Very good head with good strength of skull, and good ear
placement the eye should be darker. Very good length of neck. Stands with a high
wither, straight back. Slightly short but with a well laid croup. Good fore and very
good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Very good
length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming, elbows could be a
little firmer, moves correct behind where hocks could be a little firmer. Carries her
tail with a slight curl. In movement shows very good ground cover with very good
reach and drive where the back remains firm.

076

7

LEPPSDORF TILLY AZ 20/11/13 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche a ED x Leppsdorf Elmos
Izzata) 500079036 Brd. L. Hume Exh. L. Quinn
15.5 Mths. 59.5cm. Large, medium strong, feminine bitch of overall very good type
and proportions. Very good head, good strength of skull, the eye should be darker.
Very good length of neck, stands with a high wither, straight back. Slight short
slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm is of good length but should be
better angled. Very good hind angulation. Good fore and underchest development.
Very good length of foreleg. Should stand a little more correct in front. Presented in
dry and firm condition. Moves correct behind correct coming. Should be slightly
firmer in elbows. In movement shows very good ground covering gait with very good
drive and reach where the back remains firm.

071

8

SCHAEFERHUND ELPHIE 26/09/13 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x *Schaeferhund
Quanta AZ) 3100294759 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Bohdal/Gridassov
17.5mths. 60.5cm. Very large, medium strong , substantial, very well proportioned
bitch of overall very good type. Feminine head where the eye should be darker. Very
good length of neck. Stands with a high wither, straight back, slightly short slightly
steep croup. Good fore the upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled.
Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Very good
length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct behind and correct coming.
Hocks could be a little firmer. In movement shows very good ground cover with
balanced reach and drive where the back remains firm.

068

9

KARASTRO IMA BLAZIN BEAUTY 10/09/13 (*Zamb v Schwarzaugen a ED x *Karastro
Aphrodite AZ) 3100294964 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer
18 Mths. 61cm. Very large, feminine very well proportioned bitch of overall good
type. Very good head, the eye should be darker. Good length of neck which she hold
just slightly erect. High withers, firm straight back slighty short, slightly steep croup.
Good fore where the upper arm could be slightly better angled. Very good hind
angulation. Very good underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands
correct in front. Dry and firm. Moves slightly wide behind, slightly wide coming. Both
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elbows and hocks should be firmer. In movement shows very good drive with good
reach where ideally the wither could be carried a little higher.
072

10

ALBATA IZABELLA 16/10/13 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Albata Yolee AZ)
4100236692 Brd. F. & C. Aili Exh. Aili/Jones
17Mths. 58.5cm. Above medium size, med strong substantial bitch of overall good
type and very good proportions. Feminine head with good expression the eye could
still be darker. She has good length of neck, high withers, slight nick behind straight
back. Slight short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm is of good
angle but could be slightly longer. Very good hind angulation with very good breadth
of thigh. Good forechest development. Would not like her to become any deeper.
Good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front, moves correct going, correct coming.
In movement shows very good ground covering gait, with very good drive and good
reach where the back remains firm.

079

11

KANEKARA EVERYBODY SHUFFLING 30/12/13 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ
x
*Bronzehund Imadorable AZ) 3100299143 Brd/Exh. N. Moissis
14 Mths. 61cm.
Very large, medium strong substantial bitch of overall good type and proportions.
Feminine head, very good ear placement, the eye should be darker. Very good length
of neck which she holds slightly erect. Normal with slight nick behind. Straight back.
Slight short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be slightly
longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Balanced fore and under chest
development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Correct coming,
the elbows could be a little firmer. Correct behind. In movement shows very good
ground cover with good reach, very good drive where the back remains firm.

085

12

BRONACRE ULURU MATILDA 26/01/14 (Ch. *Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bronacre
Philadelphia Freedom ET CCD AZ) 3100301407 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls.
13.5mths. 57cm. Correct medium size, medium strong, very well coloured very well
proportioned bitch of overall very good type. Very good head with very good ear
placement, very good strength of skull, the eye should be darker. Very good length of
neck, stands with a high wither, firm straight back slight short, just slightly steep
croup. Good fore with very good hind angulation. Balanced fore and underchest
development for her age. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves
correct coming, slightly narrow going. In movement shows very good ground
covering gait with very good drive and good reach where the back remains firm.

083

13

WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. V. Lewis
13.5mths. 58.5cm. above medium size med strong, bitch of overall good type.
Feminine head with good expression and good ear placement. Very good length of
neck. Stands with normal wither slight nick behind. Straight back. Slightly short
slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be slightly longer and
better angled. Very good Hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest
development. Shown slightly out of coat. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct
in front, moves correct coming elbows could be tighter, correct going hocks could be
a little firmer. In movement shows very good ground covering gait with good reach
and very good drive where the back remains firm.

078

14

SANRANCHO LICKAPRIZE AZ 18/12/13 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Sanrancho Fizz
Wizz AZ) 5100079458 Brd. R. & G. Cameron Exh. P. Spear
14.5Mths. 62cm. Oversize, medium strong substantial bitch of very good colour and
pigment. Very good proportions. Very good head with good masking of the foreface
and skull. The eye should be darker. Good length of neck, high wither, straight back,
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slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be slightly
longer and better angled. Just slightly deep hind angulation. Very good fore and
underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves
close behind where hocks should be firmer. Moves correct coming. In movement
shows very good drive with good reach where the back remains firm and the wither
height is maintained.
077

15

DERHARV PURE BLONDE 11/12/13 (Seigen Crunchies Time Out AZ x Derharv Gold
Dust AZ) 3100299249 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
14.5mths. 62cm. Oversize, strong substantial well proportioned bitch of good type.
Good head with good expression. Good length of neck, stands with a high wither,
straight back slightly short just slightly steep croup. Good fore, where upper arm
could be slightly longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Balanced fore
and underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front.
Moves slightly wide going, correct coming, elbows should be firmer. In movement
shows very good drive with good reach where the wither height is maintained and
the back remains firm.

088

16

ZANDRAC PRINCESS LEIA 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Kantenna Venus
Delight AZ) 3100303315 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. K. Blain
12.5 mths. Dble P1 upper right.58cm. Just above medium size, medium strong
substantial bitch of very good colour and proportions. Feminine head with good
placement of the ears. The eye colour should be darker. Good length of neck. Normal
withers, straight back slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper
arm could be slightly longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation good
breadth of thigh. Good fore chest development but just slightly deep underchest
development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves slightly
wide behind, correct coming, elbows could be firmer. Shows balanced movement
with good drive and reach where the back remains firm.

090

17

AWATEA SASSIE BROAD 02/03/14 (Ch. *Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x Awatea Kookies N
Creme AZ) 3100302288 Brd/Exh. F. & I. Grigons
12 mths. 60cm. Large medium strong bitch of good type and proportions. Very good
head with good expression. Good length of neck. Stands with normal withers with a
slight nick behind. Straight back. Slight short slightly steep croup. Good fore where
the upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation.
Good fore and underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct
in front. Moves correct behind, correct coming. Elbows yet to firm. In movement
shows good ground covering gait with good reach and drive. Ideally could carry her
with just a little higher.

075

18

AWATEA QUATRO DANCER AZ 31/10/13 (Ch *Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x Awatea Holli
Bgezus AZ) 3100296411 Brd/Exh. F. & I. Grigons
16 Mths. Double P1 Upper Right. 61cm. Very large medium strong, very well
proportioned bitch of good type. Feminine head, very good eye colour, good
expression, slightly wide ear set. Good length of neck just carried slightly erect. Level
withers, straight back. Slightly short slight steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep
hind angulation. Balanced fore and underchest development. Very good length of
foreleg. Stands correct in front. Steps narrow behind correct coming. In movement
shows good ground cover with good reach and drive where the back remains firm.
She should show herself with a little more confidence in the measuring.
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ALL VERY GOOD.
103

1

093

2

*VANLAND AVA AZ 11/03/13 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100285575 Brd. H. Steek Exh. H. & C. Auwema
Double P1 Lower right. Discoloured Canine Upper Left. 60.5cm. very large, medium
strong substantial bitch of overall very good type and proportions. Feminine head
the eye should be darker. The top of the right ear is missing. Very good length of
neck. Stands with high wither. Firm straight back. Slightly short well laid croup. Good
fore where the upper arm should be slightly longer better angled. Very good fore and
underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front.
Presented in firm dry condition. Moves correct going, correct coming, elbows could
be firmer In movement has very good ground covering gait with very good reach and
drive where the back remains firm and the wither is maintained.

104

3

NATCHEZ EVAS REVENGE AZ 26/08/13 (*Bluemax Shrek AZ x *Vonpeta Our Evas
Image AZ) 5100077337 Brd. P.L. Smith Exh. Pike/Damarell
18.5Mths. 61cm. Large strong substantial sable bitch of overall very good type. Very
good head, good strength of skull and foreface. Very good masking of the foreface
very good ear placement. Very good length of neck. Stands with a high wither slight
nick behind. Straight back. Slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore where the
upper arm could be slightly better angled. Very good hind angulation with good
breadth of thigh. Very good forechest development, good underchest development.
Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Presented in firm dry condition.
Moves close behind, slightly wide coming. Elbows could be firmer. In movement
shows very good ground covering gait with very good drive and very good reach
where the back remains firm and the wither line is maintained.

105

4

HARLEROSE ANGEL AZ 28/08/13 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Bronacre Indian Sunset
AZ) 3100294285 Brd. M. & S. Stedwell Exh. J. Urie
18.5Mths. Double P1 Upper Left. 60cm. Large medium strong substantial bitch of
overall very good type and very good proportions. Presented in dry firm condition.
Very good head with good expression and very good ear placement. Very good
length of neck, stands with a high wither, slight nick behind, straight back slightly
short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be slightly longer
and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest
development. Very good foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming and
going where elbows and hocks are yet to firm. In movement shows very good drive
with good reach where the back remains firm.

096

5

BLAKNGOLD CROWD GOES WILD AZ 02/06/13 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Volscain
Xilla AZ) 3100290129 Brd/Exh. V. & H. Stocks
20 Mths. 60.5cm. Very large medium strong substantial bitch of overall very good
type and proportions. Dry and firm. Very good head with good expression, eyes could
be darker and very good ear placement. Very good length of neck. Stands with
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LEBERHINE UMEEKO AZ 26/08/13 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Leberhine Maggie
AZ) 5100077058 Brd/Exh. Evans/Garvican
18.5Mths. 61cm. Very large, medium strong substantial feminine expressive bitch of
overall very good type and proportions. Presents a very pleasing picture in stance.
Good head, good masking of foreface ideally eye should be darker. Very good length
of neck. High withers, firm straight back. Slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore
where the upparm arm is of a very good angle. Very good hind angulation .Good
breadthof thigh. Very good fore and underchest development. Very good length of
foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves slightly wide coming, elbows should be a little
firmer, moves slighly wide going. In movement shows a powerful drive with very
good forehand reach where the back remains absolutely firm.
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normal wither slight nick behind, just a slight peak over the back. Slightly short but
well laid croup. Good fore where the upper arm is of good length but could be better
angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest angulation. Very
good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming, correct going.
Hocks could be a little firmer. In movement shows very good ground covering gait
with very good reach and drive where the back remains firm.
095

6

CH. *SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Ryzack
Acacia AZ) 3100287963 Brd/Exh I. Bohdal
23 Mths. 58cm. Above medium size, medium strong substantial bitch of overall very
good type and of very good proportions. Very good head with good ear placement.
She has good masking of the foreface. The eyes should be darker. Very good length
of neck. Stands with a normal wither slight nick behind. Slightly short well laid croup.
Good fore and very good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest
development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct
coming, elbows should be tighter, moves slightly cowhocked behind. In movement
shows very good drive with good reach where the back remains firm.

099

7

*STOBAR SASKIA AZ 26/07/13 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Diksy AZ)
3100292450 Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. Auwema/Berry
19.5Mths. 61cm. Very large medium strong, substantial bitch of good type and
proportions. Very well coloured. Feminine head with good expression the eyes
shouldl be darker. She has good masking of the foreface. Good length of neck,
normal withers slight nick behind and just a slight peak over the topline, straight
back. Slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be
slightly longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Good fore chest
development, good underchest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands
correct in front. Moves slightly wide coming and going. Both elbows and hocks could
be slightly firmer. In movement shows good ground covering gait with verygood
drive and reach where the back remains firm. Carry’s her tail with a slight curve.

100

8

BRONACRE FLYING SOLO AZ 03/08/13 (*Bodecka Yoda AZ x *Bronacre Lucy In The
Sky AZ) 3100292998 Brd/Exh. S. Hargreaves
19Mths. Double P1 Upper Left. 58cm. Just Above medium size, medium strong
substantial well pigmented bitch of good colour and proportions. Feminine head,
very good placement of ears. Good length of neck which she holds slightly erect.
Normal withers, straight back. Slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very
good hind angulation. Good forechest development slightly deep underchest
development. Good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves slightly wide
coming, correct going, where elbows and hocks could firmer. In movement shows
very good drive with good reach where the back remains firm.

094

9

*PREUSSEN ROCKEN MAIDEN AZ 12/03/13 (Ch. *Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x Awatea
Onya Baby AZ) 3100287150 Brd. H. Mitchell Exh. F. & I. Grigons
23.5 Mths. 59cm. Large medium strong bitch of overall very good type and good
proportions. Very good head. She has very good expression and good eye colour.
Very good length of neck. Stands with normal wither slight nick behind, straight back
slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be slightly
longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest
development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in from. Moves wide
coming where the elbows are open. Correct going. In movement shows good drive
and reach where the back remains firm.
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092

10

VICTORIA ad ASTRA GLORIA (IMP Blr) 10/03/13 (*Joker v Eichenplatz a ED x Treska v
Lacroz) BCU 026583 Brd. V. Verbitskji Exh. I. Borodinova
24 Mths.60cm. large medium strong bitch of overall good type. Very good
proportions. Feminine head, eye could be darker and both ears tilt inwards. Good
length of neck which she holds slightly erect. High withers, firm back slightly short
slightly steep croup. Good fore, upper arm should be longer and better angled.. Very
good hind angulation. Good forechest development and underchest development.
Very good length of foreleg. Slightly flat feet. Stands correct in front. Moves correct
coming and going, elbows and hocks should be firmer. Moves with good ground
covering gait, good reach and drive, the back remains firm but the ears should be
firmer in movement.

098

11

LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK 06/07/13 (*Focus vd Trophe a ED x *Lewisland Foxy Lady
AZ) 5100076513 Brd. T. Metcalfe Exh. McGinty/Metcalfe
20 Mths. 61cm.Very large medium strong bitch of good type. Very good head good
breadth of skull, good masking of the foreface and skull. The eye should be darker.
Good length of neck, normal withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup.
Good fore where the upper arm should be slightly longer and better angled. Good
hind angulation. Good fore and underchest development. Very good length of
foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going, slightly wide coming. Elbows
could be little firmer. In movement shows good ground covering gait. Good reach
and drive which overall could be a little more expansive where the back remains
firm.

OPEN BITCH.

106

VG
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OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
*KOORONYA IN THE PURPLE AZ 04/05/10 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
Kooronya Fyre Cracker) 3100242730 Brd. B & C. Newson Exh. K. Cooper
58 Mths. 60cm. A very large femine well coloured and pigmented bitch Femine
head, dark masking, skull and foreface could be a little broader and thee eye a little
darker. Very good ear set. Good length of neck. Slightly erect. Normal wither, firm
back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be still a little longer
and more angled. Very good hind angulations. Very good fore and underchest
development. Stands and steps correctly at rear, wide in front with very loose
elbows. During movement she shows a balanced gait where she should carrier
herself with a higher wither and show a little more enthusiasm. The outline is spoilt a
little by a high set tail. Performed the off lead gait very well but demonstrated
further the need for a higher wither. She is gun sure.
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JUDGE – MRS. JENNY YUEN
OPEN BITCH & OPEN DOG CLASSES
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
*KOORONYA IN THE PURPLE AZ 04/05/10 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
Kooronya Fyre Cracker) 3100242730 Brd. B & C. Newson Exh. K. Cooper
58 Mths. 60cm. A very large, feminine, well coloured and pigmented bitch.
Feminine head, dark masking, skull and foreface could be a little broader and the
eye a little darker. Very good ear set. Good length of neck, slightly erect. Normal
wither. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be a
little longer and more angled. Very good hind angulations. Very good fore and
underchest development. Stands and steps correctly at rear, wide in front with
very loose elbows. During movement both on and off lead she shows a balanced
gait where she should carry herself with a higher wither and show a little more
enthusiasm. The outline is spoilt by a high set tail. She is gun sure.
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
23
Excellent Merit: 1 – 4. Excellent: 5 – 13. Very Good: 14 – 16. Ungraded: 17.
110
Ex Merit
1
CH. *JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 11/01/10 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Blakngold Honey Jumble AZ) 3100233082 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
61Mths. 57.5cms. An absolutely correct medium size, medium strong,
convincingly firm, dry and very feminine bitch. Very good head and expression.
Desired breadth of skull and foreface. Very good dark masking with desired dark
eye. Well set ears. Very good length of neck. High withers. Very good length and
lay of croup. The upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. Very good
hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Stands and steps
correctly at rear. Elbows could still be a little tighter. Correct in front. During
movement both on and off lead shows powerful, far-reaching, expansive gait
maintaining an absolutely firm back and wither connection.
She is confident, lively and outgoing with an enthusiastic willingness to run. Gun
sure.
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1

CH. *BRONACRE DARK DIAMOND AZ ET 13/01/11 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ
ET x *Bronacre Imogen AZ) 3100250573 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls.
49Mths. 58.5 cm. An above medium size, medium strong, beautifully coloured
and well pigmented bitch of slightly stretched proportions. Very good head and
expression with very good dark masking, dark eyes and very good ear placement.
Very good length of neck. High withers, firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep
croup. The upper arm could be slightly longer and a little more angled. Very good
hind angulation. Very good fore and slightly short underchest development. Steps
correctly front and rear. During movement both on and off lead she shows a
powerful, far-reaching, expansive gait whilst maintaining a firm back and very
good wither connection.
She was calm and outgoing with a keen willingness to run. Gun sure.
*ALBATA YOLEE AZ 25/01/09 (Ch. *Kwint v Juerikstall a ED x *Albata Hayley AZ)
4100169751 Brd/Exh. F. & C. Alli
73 Mths. 61cm. Very large, strong, feminine bitch of very good type. Feminine,
expressive head with desired dark masking and dark eyes. Very good ear
placement. Good length of neck. High withers. Firm back. Slightly steep croup of
good length. The upper arm while of good length should be better angled. Very
good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Steps
correctly in rear where the hocks could be a little firmer. Steps slightly wide in
front, the elbows should be firmer. During movement both on and off lead
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shows a powerful, far-reaching, expansive gait during which at times she should
carry her wither with more prominence. She was calm and confident. Gun sure.
*JAKYNA ALEXIS AZ 04/10/11 (Ch. *Kwint v Juerikstall a ED x *Karmay Kasey
AZ) 3100262201 Brd. Tanner/Jackson Exh. V. & F. Tantaro
41Mths.60cms. Very large, strong, substantial bitch of excellent brood type.
Strong yet feminine head with very good breadth of skull and foreface and
strength of both upper and lower jaw. The colour and pigment should be stronger
overall. Very good ear set. Presented slightly out of coat. Good length of neck.
High withers, slight nick behind. Firm back. Just slightly short, slightly steep
croup. Good fore and very good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest
development. Stands and steps correctly in front. The hocks and elbows should
be a little firmer. During movement both on and off lead, she shows a powerful,
expansive far-reaching gait with a very good wither connection.
She is confident and outgoing with a very good desire to run. Gun sure.
*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ 15/07/10 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET
*Schaeferhund Celena AZ) 3100241339 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Walter/Schulz
55Mths. 59cms. Well above medium size, slightly stretched, very feminine,
expressive bitch of very good type. Very feminine head where the skull could be
just a little broader. Very good dark masking. Very good ear placement and dark
ears. Good length of neck. High withers, firm back. Just slightly steep croup of
very good length. The upper arm could be just a little longer and more angled.
Very good hind angulation. Strong broad thighs. Stands and steps correctly both
front and rear. During movement both on and off lead she shows a powerful, farreaching expansive gait whilst maintaining a firm back. At times she could carry
the wither a little higher.
She is confident, calm and outgoing. Gun sure.
*VOLSCAIN AKIRA AZ 01/07/12 (Ch. *Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x *Molle vd
Werther Muhle a ED) 3100275847 Brd. Volscain Knls. Exh. C. Anderson.
32 Mths. 59.5cm. A large, feminine, well proportioned bitch. Well structured
head with very good breadth of skull and foreface. Very good ear set. The eye
could still be darker. Very good length of neck. High withers, just slight nick
behind. Firm back. Just slightly steep croup of very good length. Strong, broad
thighs. The upper arm could be a little longer and more angled. Very good hind
angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Stands and steps
correctly front and rear. During movement both on and off lead she shows a
powerful, far-reaching, expansive gait where at times she should just carry her
wither with a little more prominence.
She is confident, lively and outgoing. Gun sure.
This bitch also won the Novice Class in the Obedience ring with a score of 197
points.
*KINBAR ANGEL ABBI AZ 05/07/12 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x *Schaeferhund
Fanta AZ) 3100275128 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
32 Mths. 57.5cms. Absolutely correct, medium size, medium strong, very
expressive, well coloured bitch. Very good head and expression with very good
breadth of skull and foreface. Dark eyes. Very good ear set. Very good length of
neck set slightly erect. High withers, firm back. Just slightly steep croup of good
length. Strong broad thighs. The upper arm should be a little longer and more
angled. Very good hind angulation. Pasterns are a little upright. Stands and steps
correctly in front. The hocks should be firmer. During movement both on and off
lead she carries a high wither, firm back and shows a powerful, far-reaching gait.
She is confident, lively and outging. Gun sure.
*ALBATA HAVANNA AZ 08/09/12 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Albata Niki AZ)
4100219482 Brd/Exh. Aili/Jones
30 Mths. 60cms. Very large, slightly stretched, very feminine bitch. Very good
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head with very good dark masking, good breadth of skull, just not quite correct
planes of skull and foreface. Very good ear set. Good length of neck. High
withers, firm back. Just slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm could
be a little longer and more angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and
underchest development. Stands and steps correctly in front where the elbows
should be firmer. Steps not quite correctly at rear where the hocks should be
firmer. In movement both on and off lead shows powerful, far- reaching,
expansive gait whilst maintaining a good wither connection.
She was calm and workmanlike throughout. Gun sure.
*TARDEL JERICHO MOON AZ 11/03/11 (*Rico vd Kleinen Birke a ED x *Torkelli
Blueprint AZ) 3100252269 Brd. R. & L. Dyer Exh. M. Bar-tor
48 Mths. 59.5cms. Large, strong, substantial, slightly stretched, feminine bitch.
Strong yet feminine head with desired dark eye and dark masking. Large but firm
ears. Very good breadth of skull and foreface. Good length of neck. Normal
withers, slight nick behind. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Upper
arm should be a little longer but quite well angled. Very good fore and
underchest development. Very good hind angulation. Stands and steps a little
close at rear, hocks should be firmer. Steps just a little wide in front, elbows
should still be firmer. During movement both on and off lead she has a farreaching, powerful, expansive gait where at times she just falls slightly on the
forehand.
Calm and self-assured throughout. Gun sure.
*DEBBY v HOFERWEG AZ 26/02/12 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x *Issy v
Tamaraspitze a ED) SZ2279857 Brd. A. Beckers Exh. Volscain Knls.
36 Mths. Double P1 upper left and lower right. 59cms. Very feminine, well
proportioned bitch of very good type. Strong yet feminine head with very good
dark masking. The eye could still be darker. Very good ear set. Very good strength
of skull and foreface. Good length of neck, held just slightly erect. High withers,
firm back. Just slightly steep croup of good length. Upper arm while of good
length should be a little better angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore
and underchest development. Strong broad thighs. Stands and steps just a little
wide both front and rear. The elbows should be a little firmer. During movement
both on and off lead, shows very good, ground-covering gait where at times she
could carry her wither with more prominence.
She is confident and outgoing. Gun sure.
*BODECKA ZENSATION AZ 16/11/12 (Ch. *Sirio v Rauhtal a ED x Ch. *Lashadas
Xquisite AZ) 3100280431 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
27Mths. 61cms. Very large, feminine bitch. Very good feminine head with very
good strength of skull and foreface. Good dark masking. Well set ears. Very good
length of neck. High withers. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm
could be a little longer and more angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good
fore and underchest development. Stands and steps correctly in front, hocks
should be a little tighter. During movement both on and off lead shows a good
ground covering gait with free forehand reach. The drive should be a little more
pronounced.
She is confident and outgoing. Gun sure.
*JAYSHELL EVIE AZ 15/01/13 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Jayshell Petra AZ)
3100283298 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
25 Mths. 58cms. Just above medium size, medium strong, very feminine bitch.
Feminine, expressive head with desired dark eye. Very good dark masking. Very
good breadth of skull and foreface. Ears are set just a little wide. Very good
length of neck. High withers, firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Upper
arm should be little longer and more angled. Very good hind angulations. Very
good fore and just slightly short underchest development. Stands correct front
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and rear. Hocks should be firmer. During movement both on and off lead shows
a balanced ground-covering gait. She falls just slightly on the forehand at times
and the ears should be firmer in movement. She is lively and outgoing with a
keen desire to run. Gun sure.
*ZELLBURG BUFFY AZ 21/02/13 (*Logo v Radhaus a ED x *Zellburg Angel AZ)
4100225055 Brd. A. Sheppard Exh. S. Hargreaves
25mths. 56cms. A below medium size, just medium strong, feminine bitch. Very
good, well structured head with good breadth of skull and foreface. The eye
could be darker. Very good length of neck. High withers, firm back. Good length
and lay of the croup. Strong broad thighs. The upper arm should be a little longer
and more angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and slightly short
underchest development. Stands and steps just a little wide in front, elbows
should be firmer. Correct at rear where hocks could still be firmer. During
movement both on and off lead shows a balanced gait that could be a little more
expansive, maintaining a good wither connection.
Calm and relaxed temperament. Gun sure.
*KILLARA AELLA TDX AZ 07/01/13 (Ch. *Bronzehund Iron Man AZ x D. Ch. (T)
Killara Winter Solstice CD RA) 3100283203 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh. I. & D.
Woollard
26mths. 60cms. Very large, feminine bitch. Feminine head with not quite correct
planes of the skull and foreface. Very good breadth of skull. Very good ear set.
Very good length of neck. Normal wither, firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep
croup. The upper arm should be just a little longer and more angled. Very good
hind angulation. Very good fore and slightly short underchest development.
Stands and steps correctly front and rear. During movement both on and off lead
she shows a balanced gait that should be a little more expansive overall.
Presented in very firm and dry condition.
She is calm and confident. Gun sure.
This bitch also achieved a score of 193 points in the Novice class in the obedience
ring.
*LEWISLAND GOBSMACKED AZ 11/08/11 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x *Lewisland
Foxy Lady AZ) 5100066003 Brd/Exh T. Metcalfe
42Mths. 61.5cms. An oversize, strong, slightly stretched bitch. Strong yet
feminine head with very good dark masking, desired dark eye, just slightly roman
nose. Slightly wide set ears. Just good length of neck carried slightly erect. High
withers, firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm should still
be a little longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore
and underchest development. Stands and steps just not quite correct in front,
hocks and elbows should be a little firmer. During movement both on and off
lead shows a ground covering gait where the drive should be a more powerful
and at times she falls a little on the forehand.
She is calm and confident. Gun sure.
*EVERLIEB CRAZY EIGHTS AZ 28/09/12 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x Rhosyn
Nutmeg AZ) 5100071892 Brd/Exh. B. & H. DeLuca
29 Mths. 61.5cms. Oversize, stretched bitch. Feminine head where the eye
could be darker and the skull and foreface a little broader. The upper and lower
jaw could be a little stronger. Good ear set. Neck could be a little longer and is set
a little erect. High withers, straight back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The
upper arm should be little longer and more angled. Very good hind angulation.
Very good fore and underchest deevelopment. Stands and steps not quite
correctly in front. Both hocks and elbows should be a little tighter. During
movement both on and off lead she maintains a good wither, shows a balanced
gait that could be more expansive and the back ligamentation should be a little
tighter.
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She is calm and confident. Gun sure.
D.CH. (T) TS *KILLARA WINTER SOLSTICE AZ CD RE TSD (21/06/08 (Ch. *Orrinshir
Elton John AZ ET x D.Ch. (T) *Killara Padraigin AZ) 3100161063 Brd/Exh. P. & D.
Howard
80 Mths. 57cm. Medium size, medium strong, very feminine, slightly stretched
bitch. Feminine expressive head with good dark mask and breadth of skull. Very
good ear placement. Good length of neck. High withers. Sufficiently firm back.
Just slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be a little longer.
Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and slightly short under chest
development. Stands and steps correctly in front, close at rear where the hocks
should be firmer. During movement both on and off lead shows a balanced gait
with a good wither connection. The back could remain just a little tighter and she
should show more enthusiasm
Was uncomfortable during the gun test. Withdrawn with permission after the
individual.
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CH. *BLUEMAX SALT AZ 08/09/10 (Ch. *Jimmy v Baruther Land a ED x *Bluemax
Sophie AZ) 4100190920 Brd/Exh. A. Brinkworth
54Mths. 63.5cms. A well above medium size, medium strong masculine, well
proportioned male whose colour could be a little richer. Very good head and
expression with very good dark masking. Very good breadth of skull. Very good
eye colour. Well placed ears. Good length of neck. High withers. Very good length
and lay of the croup. The upper arm should be a little longer and better angled.
Very good hind angulation. Strong broad thighs. Stands and steps just a little
wide in front, correct in rear. The elbows should be a little tighter. During
movement both on and off the lead he displays a far-reaching, ground covering,
expansive gait whilst maintaining a firm back and very good wither connection.
Confident and outgoing. Gun sure. Presented in not quite ideal coat condition.
Sire typical.

156
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*HAYO aus AGRIGENTO a ED 30/10/10 (*Dux de Intercanina a ED x *Gwendy aus
Agrigento a ED) SZ2259256 Brd. L. Schweikert Exh. Kail/Anderson
52Mths. 65.5cm. Very large, slightly stretched, well coloured male of very good
masculine impression. Expressive head that could be just a little broader in the
skull and foreface. Very good dark masking. The eyes could still be just a little
darker. Good length of neck. High withers, slight nick behind. Firm back. Slightly
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OPEN DOG STOCK COAT 16
*TOBY vd PLASSENBURG a ED 03/01/10 (*Wegas v Fichtenschlag a ED x *Grace
de Cuatro Flores a ED) Brd. Habgall Exh. Jones/Carroll/Zammit
62Mths. 65.5cms. Very large, very strong, convincingly masculine, beautifully
coloured, slightly stretched male of very good type and proportions Masculine
head with good strength of skull and foreface. Very good dark masking. Eyes
could still be a little darker. Very good ear set. Very good leg of neck. High withers
slight peak behind, firm back. Just slightly steep croup of very good length. Strong
broad thighs. Upper arm while of good length could be a little more angled. Very
good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Presents a
very harmonious picture in stance. Steps slightly close at rear, correct in front.
During movement both on and off lead shows a powerful, far-reaching, expansive
gait whilst maintaining a firm back. At times he lifts a little in front.
Calm and confident he showed a keen desire to run. Gun sure.
A convincing winner of this class Toby presented 4 Open class Excellent graded
animals. Presented in excellent show condition.
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steep croup of very good length. Good fore and very good hind angulation. Good
fore and underchest development. Stands and steps just a little wide in front, the
elbows should be firmer. Steps close at rear with good hock firmness. In
movement both on and off lead he shows balanced ground covering gait whilst
maintaining a firm back and good wither connection.
Calm, confident and outgoing temperament. Gun sure.
*VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 04/12/12 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x Ch.
*Vonpeta Champagne AZ) 5100073113 Brd/Exh. Pike/Damarell
27 Mths. 65cms. Large, convincingly masculine, very well coloured and
pigmented male of very good type. Very good head and expression. Very good
dark masking. Dark eyes. Very good ear placement. Very good length of neck.
High withers, slight nick behind. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation.
Very good fore and underchest development. Stands and steps correctly in front
with quite good firmness of elbow joints. The hocks could still be a little firmer.
In movement both on and off lead shows a powerful far-reaching, expansive gait
whilst maintaining a firm back. Outgoing, confident temperament. Gun sure.
*SCHAEFERHUND XESKO AZ 02/08/12 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Ryzack
Alexa AZ) 3100276038 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Hume/Brabham
Double P1 upper left and upper right.
31 Mths. 66 cms. Very large, stretched, well coloured and pigmented, masculine
male. Expressive head with very good dark masking. Good breadth of skull. Very
good ear placement. Good eye colour. Good length of neck. High wither. Firm
back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The long upper arm should be better
angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest development.
Stands and steps slightly narrow and not quite correct in front. Correct at rear,
the hocks should be a little firmer. In movement both on and off lead he shows a
far-reaching, ground covering, expansive gait where at times he just lifts a little in
front.
Outgoing and confident temperament. Gun sure.
*JAYSHELL ARCHIMEDES AZ 09/06/11 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x *Blakngold
Honey Jumble AZ) 3100256952 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh.
Auwema/McDermott
45 Mths. 65cm. Large, masculine, dry, firm male of very good colour and
pigmentation. He has a strong, masculine head with very good dark masking.
Very good eye colour. Very good ear placement. Good breadth of skull and
foreface. Good length of neck. High withers. Firm back. Slightly steep croup of
good length. Upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. Very good hind
angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Strong broad thighs.
Stands and steps correctly in front, slightly close in rear. Good firmness of hocks.
During movement both on and off lead he shows very good ground covering gait
maintaining a firm back.
Confident and outgoing temperament with a keen desire to run. Gun sure.
*ZANDRAC THE HARD WAY AZ 07/01/13 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Grundelhardt Quest For Gold AZ) 3100283245 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh.
Dobson/Jones
26 Mths. Double P1 upper left. 66.5cms. Over size, very masculine, beautifully
coloured and pigmented dog. Expressive masculine head. Very good dark eyes
and dark masking. The skull and foreface could be a little broader. Very good ear
placement. High withers. Firm back, slight nick behind. Slightly steep croup of
good length. The upper arm could be a little longer and more angled. Very good
hind angulation. Stands and steps a little close at rear, the hocks should be
firmer. Slightly narrow and not quite correct in front where the elbows should be
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firmer. In movement both on and off lead shows a balanced ground covering gait
while maintaining a very good wither and top line.
Outgoing and confident temperament. Gun sure.
*BLUEMAX ZOOMBA AZ 27/05/10 (Ch. *Jimmy v Baruther Land a ED x Bluemax
Shiloh AZ) 4100186824 Brd. A. Brinkworth Exh. F. Farley
57Mths. 65cms. A large masculine, well coloured and pigmented male. Strong,
masculine head. Very good breadth of the skull and foreface. Dark eyes. Very
good ear set. Good length of neck. High withers, slight nick behind. Just slightly
steep croup of very good length. Very good hind angulation. Strong broad thighs.
Very good fore and underchest development. Stands and steps correctly front
and rear. The hocks could be a little tighter. During movement both on and off
lead shows a very good ground covering gait.
Outgoing and confident temperament. Gun sure.
*SCHAEFERHUND RAFAEL AZ 15/12/10 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x
*Schaeferhund Celena AZ) 3100247886 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. S. Hargreaves
51Mths. 65cms. A large, convincingly masculine, slightly stretched male of very
good masculine style. A very strong masculine head with very good expression.
Strong upper and lower jaw. Very good breadth of skull. Very good ear set. Dark
eyes. The planes of the skull are not quite correct. Very good length of neck. High
withers, slight nick behind. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The
upper arm should be a little longer and more angled. Very good hind angulation.
Very good fore and underchest development. Toes in slightly in front. Steps
correctly at rear where the hocks should be firmer. In movement both on and off
the lead he shows a powerful, expansive gait. At times he could carry his wither
with just a little more prominence.
Outgoing and confident temperament. Gun sure.
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/01/13 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J.
Wade
25 Mths. 64cms. Well above medium size, very masculine, slightly stretched
male of very good colour. Strong, masculine head. Very good dark masking. Very
good strength of upper and lower jaw. Good breadth of skull. Dark eyes. Large
but firm, well placed ears. Good length of neck. High withers. Firm back. Slightly
short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled.
Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Stands
and steps correctly in front, steps a little wide in rear where the hocks should be
firmer. During movement both on and off lead shows a balanced ground
covering gait where his back could just remain a little firmer.
Confident, outgoing temperament. Gun sure.
*VANHARLEY CASTRO AZ 24/09/12 (Ch. *Iturna Noble Knight AZ x *Vanharley
Glamour Girl AZ) 3100278548 Brd/Exh. D. Colson
29 Mths. 63.5cms. An above medium size, medium strong masculine young
male. Very good head with desired dark masking. Good breadth of skull and
foreface. Very good ear placement. Good length of neck. High withers, slight nick
behind. Firm back. Slightly steep croup of very good length. Good fore and very
good hind angulation. Good fore and underchest development. Stands and steps
just not quite correct in front with good firmness of elbows. Steps correct at rear
where the hocks should be firmer. In movement both on and off lead he shows a
balanced expansive gait whilst maintaining a very firm back. Still to fully mature.
Confident and outgoing temperament. Gun sure.
*KUIRAU ASSLAN AZ 02/02/12 (Ch. *Jimmy v Baruther Land a ED x Kuirau
Oceana) 2100355602 Brd. P. D. & J. Murray Exh. D. & J. Jacobson
37 Mths. 64cms. Well above medium size, medium strong masculine, well
coloured dog. Expressive, masculine head with very good breadth of skull and
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foreface. Very good strength of upper and lower jaw. Very good ear placement.
Neck could be a little longer. Normal withers, slight nick behind. Slightly short
slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be a little longer and better angled.
Good hind angulation. Good fore and slightly short underchest development.
Stands and steps slightly wide in front. Elbows should be firmer. Steps correctly at
rear. Hocks should be firmer. During movement both on and off lead he was
balanced and ground covering. The back should remain firmer and he could show
more animation and desire to run.
Calm and relaxed temperament. Gun sure.
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*BODECKA YODA AZ ET 04/10/11 (*Djenuen Rock Machine AZ x Ch. *Lashadas
Xquisite AZ) 3100262044 Brd. J. Joseph Exh. Bronacre Knls
Uncomfortable during gun test. Withdrawn with permission.

Junior Handlers
Judge: Ms Jane Pike (S.A.)
7years & under 10 years
1st
Ayden Jones
10 years and under 13years
1st
Stephanie Jones
13years & under 18 years
1st
Trinity Jones
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KILMORE KENNEL CLUB
25th April 2015
Judge: Mr. Ian Urie

GRADING BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
VP
WILLMAURS VICTORY VALDO 08/11/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Oxley Olive Oil AZ) Exh. J. & H. Withington
VP
ZAMPERIOUR I ACED IT 15/01/15 (Ch. Kylain After Hours Fantasy x Ch. Kylain
Gossip Girl) Exh. Zamperiour Knls.

VP
VP

VP

VG

VG

MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
TANVELD TRUMAN 26/09/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Kantenna Venus
Delight AZ) Exh. V. & F. Tantaro
KARASTRO MCNABBADABADOO 10/08/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Karastro
Ephrodite AZ) 3100309908 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer
PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
SCHAEFERHUND GRUBER 23/05/14 (*Schaeferhund Xasko AZ x
*Schaeferhund Nelke AZ) Exh. B. Turcarelli
JUNIOR DOG STOCK STOCK
SHALEEDY SECRET IDENTITY AZ 07/01/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Shaleedy Royal Highness AZ) Exh. Sammacann Knls.
66.5cm Very large, medium strong, good proportions, good head, dark eyes,
ears should be firmer, high wither, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep
croup, upper arm should be longer and better angled, good hindquarter
angulation, slightly short underchest, stands correct in front, steps correct
coming and going, good firmness of hocks and elbows, moves with good drive,
slight restriction in the fore reach.
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ
ET x *Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ) Exh. S. & J. Wade
64cm Above medium size, medium strong, masculine dog of very good type,
slightly long proportions, very good head, well set ears and dark eyes, good
wither, firm back, well laid slightly short croup, good forequarter where the
upper arm could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, very
good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and
going, shows very good reach and drive.

VG

CH. KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ 14/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET
x D.Ch. (T) Killara Padraigin AZ RN TSDX) Exh. McPhan/Dejong
65cms Large, strong masculine dog of very good type with slightly long
proportions, very good head with dark eyes, high wither, firm back, slightly
steep croup, very good fore and hind angulations, good chest proportions,
stands correct in front, steps correct going slightly narrow coming, shows
good far reaching movement.

VG

CH. STOBAR QUENTIN 28/11/12 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche a ED x *Stobar
Diksy AZ) Exh. S. MacDonald
64cms Above medium size, medium strong dog, very good type and
proportions, good head with medium eye colour, ideally the muzzle could be
stronger, high wither, firm straight back, slightly steep croup, good fore and

very good hind angulations, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and
going with good firmness of hocks and elbows, shows good drive and good
fore reach which could still be more pronounced.
VG

VG

Exc.

VP
VP
VP
VP
VP
VP

VP
VP
VP
VP

RAMARA TOTALLY TRASHED AZ 10/01/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
Amstine Appy Daze AZ) 3100284046 Brd M. Raftopoulos Exh. N. Ainley
Dbl P1 Upper Left. 66cms. Large, strong, masculine dog, of good type and
proportions, strong masculine head with medium eye colour, good wither
with slight dip behind, firm back with a well laid croup, upper arm should be
better angled, very good hind angulation, stands correct in front, steps slightly
narrow going, correct coming, elbows should be firmer, good drive with slight
restriction in the fore reach.
AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG STOCK COAT
VINDEL MIDNITE RAMBLA 08/04/13 (Ch. Awatea Xplosivewick AZ x Ch.
Awatea Ebonys Eyes AZ) Exh. A. Xerakias
64cms. Large, medium strong dog of good type, slightly long proportions,
good head with dark eyes, well set ears, underjaw should be stronger, high
wither, firm straight back, well moulded slightly short croup, upper arm
should be longer and better angled, very good hind angulation, good chest
proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, elbows
should be firmer, shows good movement where the fore reach should be
more pronounced.
OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
*CH. AYKO v NORD WIND a ED 15/02/09 (*Peik v Holtkamper a ED x Shakira v
Nord Wind) Exh. F. & I. Grigons
64.5cms. Above medium size, strong dog of good proportions, good breadth
of skull, dark eyes, slightly wide set ears, high wither, firm back, slightly steep
croup, very good fore and hind angulations, good fore chest and slightly short
underchest, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going with firm
hocks and elbows, shows good ground covering gait.
BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
DELLARESS ZANDRA RHODES 02/11/14 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x
*Dellaress Femme Fatale AZ) Exh. J. Colenso
KINGKESHA ALUMINUS 09/11/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x *Sannjesa
Living The Dream AZ) Exh. M. Raftopoulos
ZANDRAC BLACK WIDOW 31/12/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Zandrac The
Razors Edge AZ) Exh. A. & R. Jones
KELEBEC AMAZING GRACE 31/10/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Keedara
Naughty By Nature AZ) Exh. S. Taylor
ZAMPERIOUR CHAMPAGNE FLOWERS 15/01/15 (Ch. Kylain After Hours
Fantasy x Ch. Kylain Gossip Girl) Exh. Zamperiour Knls.
MELJENKA GO GO GIRL 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty
Dancer AZ) Exh. V. & L. Ebejer
MINOR PUPPY BITCH
GRANDWEST YO YO 11/9/14 (*Ch. Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x *Grandwest
Malisas Genie AZ) Exh. F. & I. Grigons
VONISAR RALPH LAUREN 04/10/14 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x Vonisar
Jerry Hall AZ) Exh. V. Dobson
KARABACH LIVIN LAVIDA LOCA 13/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x
Kantenna Venus Williams AZ) Exh. J. Carter
NAKAME BANYA 20/10/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Volscain Aria) Exh. R.

VP
VP
VP

VP
VP

VG

Christie
KINBAR LITTLEFOOT 09/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund
Indiana AZ) Exh. S. Kinsman
KARASTRO MUSTANG SALLY 10/08/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Karastro
Ephrodite AZ) Exh. D. Berghofer
KILLARA MISS PHRYNE FISHER 09/08/14 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x D.Ch.(T) TS
*Ch. Killara Winter Solstice AZ) Exh. P. & D. Howard
PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/06/14 (*Ch. Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED x
Ch. *Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ) Exh. I. Borodinova
HARDROKK VEGAS LUCK BE A LADY 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
Rantino Hard Rock) Exh. S. Bell
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
VANLAND BLYSS AZ 28/02/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
Exh. Stocks/Auwema
61cms. Large, expressive bitch of very good type and proportions, well
coloured, good head, well set ears, high wither, firm back, well laid croup,
very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter, good top and underline,
stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, moves with very good
reach and drive.

VG

WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a
ED x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) Exh. S. & J. Wade
59.5cms. Large, medium strong, good type and proportions, good head, high
wither, firm back, well laid croup, good fore and very good hind angulation,
good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and
going, moves with good reach and drive.

VG

RAMARA TALK DIRTY TUME 15/01/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
Ramara Unique AZ) Exh. N. Ainley
59.5cms. Large, medium strong bitch, good type and slightly stretched
proportions, expressive head with dark masking, very good length of neck,
high wither, firm back, well laid croup, very good chest proportions, very good
fore and hind angulations, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and
going, shows very good ground covering movement.

VG

VOLSCAIN ELLE 12/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x *Volscain Xilla AZ) Exh.
Volscain Knls.
59.5cms. Well above medium size, medium strong bitch, good type and
proportions, expressive head where the underjaw could be a little stronger,
high wither, firm back, well laid but slightly short croup, very good fore and
hind angulations with good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps
correct coming and going, moves with good sequence of steps, fore reach
could be more pronounced.

VG

BLUEMAX JADEITE 03/02/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Chayessa Gemica
AZ) Exh. A. Mosen
59.5cms. Large, medium strong, feminine bitch of good type and proportions,
slightly narrow head, high wither, firm back, well laid but slightly short croup,
good fore and very good hind angulations, slightly short underchest, stands
correct in front, steps narrow going, correct coming, moves with good drive
and slightly restricted fore reach.

VG

VG

SADRIA TILLYS PEPPER AZ 23/03/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Conkasha
Mist AZ) Exh. J. Carter
62cms. Very large, strong, substantial bitch of good type and slightly compact
proportions, good head with slightly wide set ears, high wither, firm straight
back, short steep croup, good fore chest, slightly deep underchest, very good
fore and hind angulations, stands correct in front, steps narrow going, correct
coming, moves with good reach and drive.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
ALBATA IZABELLA 16/10/13 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Albata Yolee AZ)
Exh. Aili/Jones
58cms. Above medium size, well coloured bitch of very good type and
proportions, good head with well set ears, high wither, firm back, well laid
slightly short croup, good forehand where the upper arm could be slightly
longer, very good hind angulations, good chest proportions, steps correct
coming and going, very good ground covering movement.

VG

*STOBAR SASKIA AZ 26/07/13 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Diksy AZ)
Exh. Auwema/Berry
61cms. Very large, strong bitch of very good type and proportions, strong
feminine head with well set ears, high wither, firm back, well laid but slightly
short croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be
slightly longer, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore chest, slightly
short underchest, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going,
shows very good ground covering movement.

VG

ZANDRAC YOURE THE ONLY ONE AZ 26/12/12 (*Ch. Kwint v Juerikstall a ED x
*Vecia v Noort a ED) Exh. A. & R. Jones
57cms. Medium size, expressive feminine bitch, very good type and
proportions, good head with dark eyes, good wither, firm back, slightly short
and slightly steep croup, upper arm is well angled but could be longer,
pronounced hind angulation, good chest proportions, stands correct in front,
steps correct going, slightly wide coming, very good ground covering
movement.

VG

BLAKNGOLD CROWD GOES WILD AZ 02/06/13 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x
*Volscain Xilla AZ) Exh. V. & H. Stocks
60.5cms. Large, strong bitch, very good type and slightly stretched
proportions, good head with slightly wide set ears, high wither, firm back, well
laid but short croup, very good fore and hind angulation, very good chest
proportions, stands correct in front, steps slightly narrow going, correct
coming, moves with good reach and drive.

VG

KARASTRO IMA BLAZIN BEAUTY 10/09/13 (*Zamb v Schwarzaugen a ED x
*Karastro Aphrodite AZ) Exh. D. Berghofer
60cms. Large, feminine bitch, good type and proportions, slightly elongated
head where the underjaw should be stronger, high wither, firm back, well laid
but short croup, good fore and very good hind angulations, good chest
proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, moves
with good drive but slightly restricted fore reach.

VG

VICTORIA ad ASTRA GLORIA (IMP Blr) 10/03/13 (*Joker v Eichenplatz a ED x
Treska v Lacroz) Exh. I. Borodinova
61cms. Large, medium strong bitch, good type and slightly stretched
proportions, good head, slightly close ear set, slightly short neck, good

withers, firm back, well laid croup, good fore and very good hind angulation,
good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct going, slightly
wide coming, moves with powerful drive with slightly restricted fore reach.

VG

Exc

AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH
*CLEYELDA KIMIKO LADY AZ 13/10/09 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x
Cleyelda Joyful Ren AZ) Eh. M. Lanfranchi
60cms. Large, strong bitch, very good type and proportions, expressive
feminine head with dark eyes, high wither, firm back, slightly short slightly
steep croup, very good forehand angulation and pronounced hind angulation,
very good chest proportions, stands correct in front, stands and steps cow
hocked at rear and steps correct in front, moves with good ground coverage
where the hocks should remain firmer.
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
*ALBATA HAVANNA AZ 08/09/12 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Albata Niki
AZ) Exh. Aili/Jones
61cms. Large, medium strong bitch, very good type and proportions, very
good head, dark eyes, well set ears, high wither, firm back, croup is of good
length but slightly steep, very good fore and hindquarter angulations, very
good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and
going, very powerful far reaching movement.

Exc

*CH. BRONACRE DARK DIAMOND AZ ET 13/01/11 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John
AZ ET x *Bronacre Imogen AZ) Exh. Bronacre Knls.
59cms Large, very well coloured bitch, very good type and proportions,
expressive head with well set ears, dark eyes and pronounced masking, high
wither, firm back, well moulded slightly short croup, good fore chest, slightly
deep under chest, very good angulations of the fore and hind quarter, stands
correct in front, steps correct coming and going, very good ground covering
movement.

Exc

*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ 15/07/10 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET
*Schaeferhund Celena AZ) Exh. Walter/Schulz
60cm, Large medium strong, well coloured bitch of very good type and
proportions. Good head with dark eyes and well set ears. High wither, firm
back, well laid croup. Very good fore and hind angulation and very good chest
proportions. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, very
good ground covering movement.

Exc

*JAKYNA ALEXIS AZ 04/10/11 (*Ch. Kwint v Juerikstall a ED x *Karmay Kasey
AZ) Exh. V. & F. Tantaro
60.5cms. Large, strong, substantial bitch of very good type and proportions,
very strong head, dark eyes, high wither, firm back, well laid croup, well
angled upper arm which could still be longer, very good hind angulation, very
good forechest, slightly deep underchest, stands correct in front, steps correct
coming and going, very powerful far reaching movement.

Exc

*CH. SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
*Ryzack Acacia AZ) Exh I. Bohdal
58.5cms. Above medium size, expressive, black and gold bitch of very good
type, slightly stretched proportions, good feminine head with dark eyes and
well set ears, high wither, firm back, well laid but slightly short croup, good
forequarter where the upper arm could still be longer, very good hind

angulation, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, shows
very good ground covering movement.
Exc

*BODECKA ZENSATION AZ 16/11/12 (*Ch. Sirio v Rauhtal a ED x Ch.
*Lashadas Xquisite AZ) Exh. J. Joseph
59.5cms Large black and gold bitch of very good type and proportions, good
head, well set ears, masking should be stronger, high wither, firm back,
slightly short and slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hind
angulation, very good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct
coming and going, very good ground covering movement.

Exc

*KINBAR ANGEL ABBI AZ 05/07/12 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x
*Schaeferhund Fanta AZ) Exh. S. Kinsman
58cms. Medium size, medium strong, well coloured bitch of good type and
proportions, good head with dark eyes and well set ears, high wither, firm
back, well laid croup, upper arm should be longer and better angled, very
good hind angulation, good forechest, slightly short underchest, stands
correct in front, steps correct coming and going, moves with good reach and
drive.

Exc

*WILLMAURS MAYFAIR MILLIE AZ 24/06/09 (*Lashadas Ace O Hearts AZ x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
58cm, Above medium size medium strong well coloured bitch of very good
type and slightly long proportions. Expressive feminine head with dark eyes.
Good length of neck, high wither, firm back, and a slightly short but well
moulded croup. Very good fore and hind angulations. Good forechest and
slightly deep underchest. Stands correct in front. Steps correct going and
slightly wide coming. Moves with good reach and drive.

Exc

*VOLSCAIN AKIRA AZ CCD 01/07/12 (*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x *Molle
vd Werther Muhle a ED) Exh. C. Anderson
60cm, Large medium strong bitch of good type and proportions. Good
feminine head with medium eye colour. High wither, firm back and well laid
slightly short croup. Good fore and very good hind angulation and good chest
proportions. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, shows
good ground covering movement.

VG

*KILLARA AELLA TDX AZ 07/01/13 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ x *D. Ch. (T)
Killara Winter Solstice AZ CD RA) Exh. I. & D. Woollard
60cms. Large, medium strong bitch of overall good type and proportions, high
wither, firm back, well laid but slightly short croup, good fore and very good
hind angulation, good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct
coming and going, moves with good reach and drive.

VG

*PREUSSEN ROCKEN MAIDEN AZ 12/03/13(*Ch. Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x
Awatea Onya Baby AZ) Exh. F. & I. Grigons
60cms. Large, medium strong bitch, good type and proportions, good
feminine head with dark eyes, high wither, firm back, slightly short slightly
steep croup, good forequarter where the upper arm should be longer and
better angled, very good hind angulation, stands correct in front, steps correct
going, slightly wide going, good movement where the fore reach should be
more pronounced.

VG

*DELLARESS QUICKSILVER AZ 23/09/11 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Dellaress Kalani AZ) Exh. J. Colenso

59cms. Large, strong, substantial well coloured bitch, good type and
proportions, good head with well set ears, high wither, firm back, croup is
short and rather steep, very good fore and hind angulations, slightly deep
chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct going, slightly wide
coming, moves with good reach and drive, falling slightly on the forehand.
VG

*VIVIEN vd HERDERSFARM AZ 08/04/13 (*Schumann v Tronje a ED x *Nicki
vd Herdersfarm a ED) Exh. Volscain Knls.
62cms. Very large, strong and substantial brood type bitch, slightly stretched
proportions, good head with slightly wide set ears, high wither, firm back, well
laid slightly short croup, very good fore and hind angulations, good chest
proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct going, slightly wide coming,
shows good ground covering movement.
CHALLENGE DOG
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ
RES. CHALLENGE DOG
*CH. AYKO v NORD WIND a ED
CHALLENGE BITCH
*ALBATA HAVANA AZ
RES. CHALLENGE BITCH
*CH. BRONACRE DARK DIAMOND AZ ET
BOB
*ALBATA HAVANA AZ
RUBOB
*CH. BRONACRE DARK DIAMOND AZ ET
BABY OF BREED
WILLMAURS VICTORY VALDO
MINOR OF BREED
TANVELD TRUMAN
PUPPY OF BREED
FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL
JUNIOR OF BREED
VANLAND BLYSS AZ
INTERMEDIATE OF BREED
ALBATA IZABELLA
AUSTRALIAN BRED OF BREED
VINDEL MIDNITE RAMBLA
OPEN OF BREED
*ALBATA HAVANA AZ

VP

VG

BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGET 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka
Dirty Dancer AZ) Exh. S. Petrella
JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
ZANDRAC DARTH VADAR 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Kantenna
Venus Delight AZ) Exh. A. & R. Jones
62cms. Medium size, medium strong dog, good type and proportions, good
head, wide set ears, underjaw should be more developed, high wither, firm
back, slightly short croup, very good fore and hind angulations, slightly short
underchest, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, very good
reach and drive.

VG

VG

VP
VP
VP
P

VP
VP

VP
VP

VG

G

INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/07/13 (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED x *Ch.
Jayshell Winona AZ) Exh. D. & L. Organ
65cms. Large, strong, masculine dog of very good type and proportions, broad
head, underjaw should be more developed, medium eye colour and slightly
wide set ears, high wither, firm back, well laid slightly short croup, very good
angulations of the fore and hind quarter, very good chest proportions, stands
correct in front, steps correct coming and going, powerful movement with
very good reach and drive.
*BODECKA ACTION PACKED AZ 11/08/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
*Bodecka Xrated AZ) 3100293140 Brd. J. Joseph Exh. N. Sullivan
65.5cms Large, strong masculine dog of very good type, slightly long
proportions, expressive head with dark masking, high wither, firm back, well
laid croup, very good fore and hind angulations, good forechest, slightly short
underchest, stands correct in front, steps close going, correct coming with
slightly loose elbows, moves with good reach and drive.
BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VANHARLEY PROMISCUOUS GIRL 06/11/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x
*Vanharley Zena AZ) Exh. D. Colson
ZANDRAC SHAKE IT OFF 31/12/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Zandrac The
Razors Edge AZ) Exh. A. & R. Jones
KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/01/15 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Karastro
Havana Knights AZ) Exh. D. Berghofer
KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL 14/11/14 (*Kazkiri Ximon AZ x *Kooronya In The
Purple AZ) Exh. K. Cooper
MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VANLAND CARA 22/09/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ) Exh.
H. & S. Van de Beek
KARABACH LICKERTY SPLIT 13/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Kantenna
Venus Williams AZ) Exh. N. Cullen
PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
KAZKIRI XIVAS MA BELLE AMIE 24/7/14 (*Ch. Siobahn Apollo AZ x Kazkiri Xiva
AZ) Exh. N. Symes
KANJELESE GEISHA GIRL 30/06/14 (*Bodecka Yoda AZ ET x *Kanjelese
Dominatrix AZ) Exh. A. Beard
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
BRONACRE CHEW BACCA 01/08/13 (*Bronacre Yoda AZ ET x *Bronacre
Imogen AZ) Exh. S. Diegan
59cms. Above medium size, very well coloured feminine bitch, good type and
slightly long proportions, high wither, firm back, well laid slightly short croup,
good angulations of the fore and hindquarter, good chest proportions, stands
correct in front, steps correct coming and going, very good ground covering
movement.
CH. RAMARA TOTALLY WICKED AZ RE 10/01/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED
x Amstine Appy Daze AZ) Exh. W. Seng Hpa

62.5cms. Over size, well coloured bitch of good type, slightly long proportions,
expressive head with dark masking, high wither, firm straight back, short
steep croup, upper arm should be better angled, correct hind angulation,
good fore chest and short underchest, stands correct in front, steps correct
coming and going, shows good drive and falls slightly on the forehand.

Exc

OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
*KOORONYA IN THE PURPLE AZ 04/05/10 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
Kooronya Fyre Cracker) Exh. K. Cooper
59cms. Large, well coloured bitch, good type and proportions, very good
masking, underjaw should be more developed, high wither, firm back, slightly
short and slightly steep croup, good angulations of the fore and hindquarter
and good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct going,
slightly wide coming
DOG CHALLENGE LONG STOCK COAT
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ
RES. DOG CHALLENGE LONG STOCK COAT
*BODECKA ACTION PACKED AZ
RES. CHALLENGE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
KAZKIRI XIVAS MA BELLE AMIE
BOB
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ
RUBOB
BRONACRE CHEW BACCA
BABY PUPPY OF BREED
VANHARLEY PROMISCUOUS GIRL
MINOR PUPPY OF BREED
VANLAND CARA
PUPPY OF BREED
KAZKIRI XIVAS MA BELLE AMIE
JUNIOR OF BREED
ZANDRAC DARTH VADAR
INTERMEDIATE OF BREED
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ
OPEN OF BREED
*KOORONYA IN THE PURPLE AZ
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Judges: Russell Wenham (Qld) – Dogs and Herr Eric Boesl (SV) - Bitches
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DAMONTE HURRICANE 18/07/15 (*Ch. Simonelli Chevy Boy AZ x Zukerpuppe
Dina Bay) 5100088692 Brd. Damonte Knls. Exh. C. Macalister
3 1/2mths.
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STOBAR ZOLTAN 31/05/15 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ TD ET x *Stobar Erika
AZ) 3100324292 Brd/Exh. Stobar Knls.
5mths.
KAZKIRI CHEROKEE 25/06/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kazkiri Xiva) 3100326338
Brd. N. Symes Exh. M. Pascuzzi
4mths.
GLENRACO MORGANS RUN 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325285 Brd. G. Johnston Exh. J. Poole
4 1/2mths.
GLENRACO TOTAL RECALL 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325284 Brd. G. Johnston Exh. D. Jackson
4 1/2mths.
MINOR PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
DIENAMIC IM A HARD ASH BOSS 31/03/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x
*Dienamic Flaming Phoenix AZ) 3100322308 Brd/Exh. S. Diegan
7mths.
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
BABENBERG NERO 29/04/15 (*Odin delle Terre Matildiche a ED x *Charon v
Overledingerland a ED) 5100087463 Brd/Exh. Babenberg Knls.
6mths.
DIENAMIC HARD ASH MACK 31/03/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Dienamic
Flaming Phoenix AZ) 3100322307 Brd/Exh. S. Diegan
7mths.
ZANDRAC BED OF ROSES 11/04/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Shes
Gotta Be AZ) 3100322 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
6 1/2mths.
LEGIONAIRE BARTENDER 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321811 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
6 1/5mths.
INIFF AUUMN FIRE 09/04/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Iniff Southern Belle
AZ) 3100321806 Brd. Iniff Knls. Exh. M. Kelly
6 1/5mths.
PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGET 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty
Dancer AZ) 3100317745 Brd. V. & L. Ebejer Exh. S. Petrella
9 1/2mths.
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WILDHERTZ GAUCIS PRIDE 07/01/15 (*Ch. Simonelli Chevy Boy AZ x
Dampdouges Zulu Princess) 5100085576 Brd. C. Beckett Exh. Cakular/Gauci
9 1/2mths.
PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
SANNJESA NITRO CIRCUS 17/11/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Ch. Sannjesa
Electra AZ) 3100314497 Brd. S. & S. Mase Exh. Butler/Paterson
11 1/5 mths.
AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE 18/11/14 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Ambala
Funky Miss AZ) 2100417901 Brd. Stokes/Berechree Exh. J. Eaton
11 1/2mths.
MELJENKA GOLDEN SPIRIT 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty
Dancer AZ) 3100317743 Brd/Exh. V. & L. Ebejer
10mths.
JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
BODECKA CASANOVA 20/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Bodecka Xrated
AZ) 3100310454 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
14 1/2mths. 65.5cm. Standing on the upper limit, very large, strong, substantial,
well coloured and pigmented long stock coat male of very good type. Strong
masculine head with very good skull planes and very good eye colour. Correct
length of neck. Level withers, firm back, good length and mould of the croup.
Very good forequarter angulations with straight front lines. Very good length of
foreleg. Very good hindquarter angulation with broad well muscled thighs.
Moves correct going with firm hocks, moves correct coming where the elbows
should be a little tighter. At the gait shows very good sequence of steps. The
hindquarter thrust is powerful and has free forehand reach.
HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Rantino Hard
Rock) 3100307974 Brd. S. Bell Exh. D. Mitchell
16 1/2mths. 63 cm. Ideal medium size, sightly stretched, well coloured, long
stock coat of overall good type. Good head and expression with desired eye
colour, ideally the planes of the skull should be a little broader. Slightly short
neck and level withers, firm back, croup should be a little longer and better
moulded. Very good forequarter angulations. Stands with straight front lines,
correct chest development and very good hindquarter angulation .Moves
correct going where the hocks should be a little firmer, correct coming, where
the elbows should be a little tighter. At the gait shows very good sequence of
steps. Ideally the reach should be a little more expansive.
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
KARASTRO MCNABBADABADOO 10/08/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Karastro
Ephrodite AZ) 3100309908 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer
14mths 65cm. Large, medium strong generally well constructed sable male.
Presents a good picture in stance. Very good head and expression, ideally the
eye should be a little darker. Correct length of neck, level withers with a nick
behind, firm back, croup is of good length but could be better moulded. Very
good forequarter angulation. Correct length of foreleg. Stands not quite correct
in front. Very good hindquarter angulation. Moves wide going where the hocks
should be firmer, moves correct coming where the elbows should be a little
tighter. At the gait shows very good sequence of steps. Hindquarter thrust is
very good and the reach is very free.
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INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
ZANDRAC DARTH VADAR 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Kantenna
Venus Delight AZ) 3100303321 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
20mths. 64cm. Above medium size, strong, compact very well constructed long
stock coat male presented in very good condition today. Very good head and
expression, ideally the eye should be a little darker. Good skull planes, slightly
short neck, level withers, firm back. Croup is of good mould but should be a little
longer. Very good forequarter angulations, stands with straight front lines,
pronounced chest development and very good hindquarter angulation with
broad thighs. Moves correct going with firm hocks and moves correct coming
with firm elbows. At the gait shows very good sequence of steps where the
hindquarters are powerful and the reach far reaching.
GRUNDELHARDT CIRCLE OF LIFE 26/02/14 (*Ray v Fichtenschlag a ED x
Grundelhardt Tainted Love HT) 5100080730 Brd. P. & J. Cocks Exh. R. & S.
Murphy
20mths.Double P1 Upper Left. 67cm. Standing on the upper limit of size, very
large, strong, substantial well coloured well pigmented long stock coat male of
very good type presented in very good condition. Has a strong masculine head
with very good skull planes and correct eye colour. Slightly short neck, level
withers, firm back, good length and lay of the croup. Very good forequarter
angulations. Very good length of foreleg. Pronounced chest development.
Stands not quite correct in front. Has very good hindquarter angulation with
broad well muscled thighs. Moves correct going where the hocks should be
firmer, correct coming where the elbows should be a little tighter. At the gait
shows good sequence of steps with powerful hindquarter thrust and very good
reach.
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
ESKO vd ZWEI STEINEN a ED 06/04/14 (*Ballack vd Brucknerallee a ED x Udi vd
Zwei Stenien) SZ304294 Brd. E. Reich Exh. F. Grigons
18mths. 66cms. Standing on the upper limit of size, very large, strong,
harmonious, well coloured well pigmented male presented in very good
condition today. Strong masculine head with very good skull planes and desired
eye colour. Correct length of neck, level withers, firm back, good length and lay
of the croup. Good forequarter angulation ideally the upper arm should be a
little better laid. Correct chest development for his age. Very good length of
foreleg. Stands with straight front lines. Good underline and very good
hindquarter angulations. Moves slightly narrow going where the hocks should be
a little firmer, correct coming where the elbows should be a little tighter. At the
gait he shows very good sequence of steps where the drive is powerful and the
reach is far reaching where the back remains firm.
MISTEISHAH FERDINAND AZ 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Kantenna
Lady Ga Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. S. & L. Carroll
21mths. 65cm. Large strong, well coloured well pigmented male presented in
very good condition today. Strong masculine head with very good skull planes,
desired eye colour and good strength of upper and lower jaw. Slightly short
neck, level withers, firm back, croup is good length but should be moulded a
little better. Very good forequarter angulation. Correct chest development for
his age. Very good length of foreleg. Stands with straight front lines. Good
underline, very good hindquarter angulations, broad thighs and short strong
hocks. Moves correct going where the hocks could be a little tighter, correct
coming with firm elbows. At the gait displays very good sequence of steps, drive
is powerful and reach is far reaching.
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UHLMSDORF BLACK DOUGLAS AZ 23/02/14 (*Odin Delle Terra Matildiche a ED x
*Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ) 9100009979 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Knls.
20mths. 65cm. Large, strong, very well constructed male presenting a very good
picture in stance. Strong masculine head, very good skull planes, good strength
of upper and lower jaw. Ideally eye could be a little darker. Correct length of
neck, high withers, firm back. Good length and mould of the croup. Very good
forequarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Stands with straight front
lines. Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulations broad well muscled
thighs. Moves correct going where the hocks should be a little firmer, correct
coming where the elbows should be a little tighter. At the gait shows very good
sequence of steps, drive is powerful and the reach is far reaching.
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J.
Wade
2yrs 9mths. 65CM. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched male of good type
presented a little out of coat today. Strong masculine head with very good skull
planes, desired eye colour. Correct length of neck, level withers, firm back, and
the croup should be a little better angled and a little longer. Good forequarter
angulations. The upper arm is long but should be a little better angled. Stands
not quite correct in front. Shows very good hindquarter angulation with broad
well muscled thighs. Moves correct going, moves correct coming where both the
elbows and the pasterns should be firmer. At the gait displays very good ground
covering movement with powerful drive and free forehand reach.
HILLMAGIC BLACK AVENGER 20/12/13 (*Ch. Tais v Haus Alfabo a ED x *Ch.
Hillmagic Nix AZ) 2100397482 Brd/Exh. Jones/Parsons/Toretto
22mths. 65cm. Large, medium strong, compact, generally well constructed male
presented a little out of coat today. Very good head and expression ideally the
eye should be a little darker. Good strength of upper and lower jaw. Correct
length of neck, level withers, firm, back, croup is of good mould but should be a
little longer. Very good forequarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Stands
with straight front lines. The underchest is a little shallow. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going where the hocks should be firmer,
moves correct coming where the elbows should be tighter. At the gait he
displays very good sequence of steps, drive is powerful and the reach is far
reaching.
MISTEISHAH FLETCHER 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Kantenna Lady Ga
Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. P. Dammo
21mths. 65cm. Large, strong slightly stretched male of good type. Good
colouration and pigmentation. Strong masculine head with very good skull
planes, desired eye colour. Good strength of upper and lower jaw. Correct
length of neck. High withers, firm back, croup is of good mould but should be a
little longer. Very good forequarter angulation .Correct chest development for
his age. Very good length of foreleg. Stands with straight front lines, good
underline. Very good hind angulation with broad well muscled thighs. Moves
correct going where the hocks could be a little firmer. Correct coming elbows
should be a little tighter. At the gait shows very good sequence of steps, drive is
powerful and reach is expansive.
ARKAHLA YOU CAN NOT B SERIOUS AZ 04/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
*Ch. Arkahla Waltzing Matilda AZ) 5100080690 Brd. Arkahla Knls. Exh. B. & H. De
Luca
19mths. 65cm. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched male presented a little
out of coat today. Good head and expression, however the skull planes should
be a little more pronounced and the masking a little darker. Slightly short neck,
level withers, firm back. Good length and lay of the croup. Very good forequarter
angulations. Correct chest development for his age. Slightly steep pasterns.
Stands not quite correct in front. Good underline. Very good hindquarter

angulations. Moves narrow going where the hocks should be firmer, moves
slightly narrow coming where the elbows should be tighter. At the gait he shows
good sequence of steps, both the reach and drive should be more effective.
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AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG LONG STOCK COAT
FOLLOWTREK USS ENTERPRISE PT 17/02/12 (Ch. Freevale Strikes Gold HSCs x
D.Ch. Fax Casata Dreamtime) Brd. K. Burke Exh. A. McGauren
3 1/2yrs 65cm. Large, medium strong, generally very well constructed long
stock coat male presented in very good condition today. Strong masculine head
with very good skull planes and desired eye colour. Good strength of upper and
lower jaw. Slightly short neck, normal withers, firm back good croup line. Very
good hindquarter angulation correct length of foreleg. Stands with straight front
lines, good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation, broad well muscled
thighs, short strong hocks. Moves correct going where the hocks should be a
little firmer, correct coming, where the elbows should be a little tighter. At the
gait displays very good ground cover with very good reach and drive.
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OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
*CH. EROICA CATCH ME IF YOU CAN AZ 11/09/13 (*Astasia Paca AZ x *Ch.
Narathor Jazz Diva AZ) 5100077759 Brd/Exh. K. Leonard
2yrs 65cm. Large strong slightly stretched well coloured well pigmented long
stock coat of excellent construction. Strong masculine head, very good skull
planes, good strength of upper and lower jaw. Desired eye colour. Correct length
of neck. High withers, firm back, and the moulding of the croup approaches the
ideal. Very good forequarter angulation with exceptional length and lay of the
upper arm. Correct chest development for his age. Stands with straight front
lines. Very good underline and very good hindquarter angulation with broad
powerful thighs and short strong hocks. Moves correct going where the hocks
should be a little firmer, correct coming where the elbows could be a little
firmer. At the gait he displays very good ground cover, where the drive is
powerful and the reach is effective..
*CH. SHERNAA PAKROS a ED 12/06/12 (*Pakros v Pendler a ED x *Shernaa
Cookie a ED) APO2551901 Brd. Shernaa Knls. Exh. N. Hammond
3yrs. 65.5cm. Large, strong, well coloured well pigmented long stock coat male
of very high quality. Strong masculine head with very good skull planes, desired
eye colour. Correct length of neck, high withers, firm, back, good mould of the
croup that could be a little longer. Presented a little out of coat today. Very good
forequarter angulations, very good length of foreleg. Pronounced chest
development. Stands with straight front lines. Very good underline. Very good
hindquarter angulation, broad powerful thighs and short strong hocks. Moves
correct going with firm hocks, correct coming, where the elbows should be a
little tighter. At the gait he displays very good ground cover with powerful drive
and free forehand reach.
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/07/13 (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED x *Ch.
Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100292456 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ
2yrs. 65cm. Large, strong, harmonious substantial long stock coat male who
presents a very good picture in stance. Has a strong masculine head with very
good skull planes. Correct length of neck, level withers, firm back. Croup is of
good mould but could be a little longer. Very good forequarter angulation,
correct chest development for his age. Very good length of foreleg. Stands with
straight front lines, very good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation,
broad well muscled thighs and short strong hocks. Moves correct going with firm
hocks, correct coming where the elbows should be a little tighter. At the gait he
displays very good ground cover, drive is powerful and the reach is far reaching
and the back remains firm.
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OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
*XARO vd PLASSENBURG a ED 11/11/10 (*Remo v Fichtenschlag a ED x *Wendy
vd Piste Trophe a ED) SZ2259567 Brd. W. Hasgall Exh. A. & R. Jones
5yrs. 65cm. Large, strong, harmonious, very well constructed male who presents
an excellent picture in stance. Strong masculine head, very good skull planes
desired eye colour. Good strength of upper and lower jaw. Correct length of
neck. High wither, firm back, the croup is of good mould but should be a little
longer. Very good forequarter angulation, very good length of foreleg. Stands
with straight front lines. Very good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation
with broad well muscled thighs. Moves correct going with firm hocks, correct
coming with firm elbows. At the gait displays very good sequence of steps,
powerful drive, expansive reach and the back remains absolutely firm.
*SENSEN MANN YOKON a ED 17/07/12 (*Enosch v Amasis a ED x Flair vd
Martinskapelle) Brd. K. Baggstrom Exh. Henderson/Knuckey/Bobbin
3yrs 3mths. 65.5cm. Large, strong, harmonious well coloured well pigmented
male who presents a very good picture in stance. Strong masculine head with
very good skull planes. Desired eye colour. Good strength of upper and lower
jaw. Correct length of neck, high wither, firm back, croup is of good mould but
should be a little longer. Very good forequarter angulation. Correct length of
foreleg. Stands with straight front lines. Good underline. Very good hindquarter
angulation. Broad well muscled thighs with short strong hocks. Moves correct
going with firm hocks, correct coming with firm elbows. At the gait displays good
ground covering movement, the drive is powerful and the reach is far reaching.
*ZANDRAC THE HARD WAY AZ 07/01/13 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Grundelhardt Quest For Gold AZ) 3100283245 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh.
Dobson/Jones
2yrs 10mths. Double P1 Upper Left. 66.5cm. Standing on the upper limit, very
large, strong, and substantial well coloured well pigmented male who presents
an excellent picture in stance. Strong masculine head. Good skull planes, desired
eye colour. Good strength of upper and lower jaw. Slightly short neck, high
withers, firm back, good length and mould of the croup. Very good forequarter
angulation. Pronounced chest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands
with straight front lines. Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation
broad well muscled thighs, short strong hocks. Moves correct going with firm
hocks, moves correct coming where the elbows should be a little tighter. At the
gait he displays very good ground covering movement, drive is powerful, reach
effective and ligaments of the back remain absolutely firm.
*XENO v ARJAKJO a ED 01/12/11 (*Omen v Radhaus a ED x *Nadja v Arjakjo a
ED) SZ2267318 Brd. A. Eitens Exh. M. Pascuzzi
3 1/2yrs 65.5cm. Large, strong, well coloured well pigmented male who
presents a very good picture in stance. Strong masculine head, good breadth of
skull. Good strength of upper and lower jaw. Slightly short neck, level withers,
firm back. Croup is of good mould but should be a little longer. Pronounced
chest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands with straight front lines,
very good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation, broad well muscled
thighs. Moves correct going with firm hocks, correct coming with firm elbows. At
the gait displays very good ground covering movement, drive is powerful and
the reach is expansive..
*CH. INDIO di CASA NOBILI a ED 20/06/10 (*Geck di Casa Nobili a ED x Dolly di
Casa Nobili) ROI10/196762 Brd. L. Nobili Exh. N. Hammond
5yrs.4 mths. 66cm. Large, strong, substantial well coloured well pigmented
male of very good type. Shows much harmony in stance. Strong masculine head,
very good skull planes, desired eye colour. Good strength of upper and lower
jaw. Correct length of neck, high wither, firm back, croup is of good mould but
should be a little longer. Very good forequarter angulation, ideally the upper
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arm should be a little better laid. Pronounced chest development. Very good
length of foreleg. Stands with straight front lines. Good underline, very good
hindquarter angulation, broad well muscled thighs. Moves correct going with
firm hocks, moves correct coming with firm elbows. At the gait he displays very
good ground covering movement, drive is powerful and the reach is very free.
*CH. VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 04/12/12 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Ch. Vonpeta Champagne AZ) 5100073113 Brd/Exh. Pike/Damarell
2yrs 11mths. 65cm. Large, strong, harmonious, well coloured well pigmented
male of very good outlook. Strong masculine head, very good skull planes with
the desired eye colour. Very good strength of lower and upper jaw. Correct
length of neck. High withers, croup should be little longer and better laid. Very
good length of foreleg, very good chest development for his age. Stands with
straight front lines. Very good hindquarter angulation, broad thighs. Moves
correct going with firm hocks, correct coming where the elbows should be a
little tighter. At the gait he displays very good ground covering movement, drive
is powerful and the reach is far reaching.
*JAKNELL COZ IM TNT AZ 14/07/12 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x *Ch. Aldaina
Bijanka AZ) 2100367479 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada
3yrs 3mths 65cm. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched, well coloured well
pigmented male of good type presented in very good condition today. Very good
head and expression with good skull planes. Desired eye colour. Good strength
of upper and lower jaw. Slightly erect neck, level withers, firm back, croup is of
good length but should be better moulded. Good forequarter angulation , the
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled. Yet to achieve final chest
development. Stands with good front lines, very good underline. Very good
hindquarter angulation which should not get any deeper. Moves correct going,
hocks should be a little firmer, correct coming where the elbows should be a
little tighter. At the gait displays very good ground covering movement, powerful
hindquarter thrust and free reach.
*SCHAEFERHUND RAFAEL AZ 15/12/10 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x
*Schaeferhund Celena AZ) 3100247886 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Pereira/Pritchard
4 1/2yrs. 65.5cm. Large, medium strong, harmonious well coloured well
pigmented male of overall very good type. He has a strong masculine head with
broad skull planes. Desired eye colour, good strength of upper and lower jaw.
Very good forequarter angulation, very good length of foreleg. Stands with
straight front lines, very good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation,
broad well muscled thighs, short strong hocks. Moves correct going, hocks
should be a little firmer, correct coming where the elbows should be a little
tighter. At the gait the displays very good ground covering movement, drive is
powerful and the reach expansive, however, ideally the ears should be a little
firmer on the move.
*CH. STOBAR QUENTIN AZ CCD ET 28/11/12 (*Odin delle Terre Matildiche a ED
x *Stobar Diksy AZ) 3100280635 Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. S. McDonald
3yrs. 64.5cm. Above medium size, medium strong well coloured well pigmented
male of overall good type. Very good head and expression with desired eye
colour, ideally the masking should be a little darker. Slightly short neck, level
withers, firm, back, short steep croup. Good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm should be a little longer and better laid. Yet to achieve final chest
development. Good length of foreleg. Stands not quite correct in front. Very
good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going with firm hocks, correct
coming where elbows should be a little tighter. At the gait displays very good
ground cover ideally the drive should be more effective.
*RAMARA TOTALLY TRASHED AZ 10/01/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
Amstine Appy Daze AZ) 3100284046 Brd M. Raftopoulos Exh. N. Ainley
2yrs. 10mths. Double P1 Upper Left. 66cm. Standing on the upper limit, very
large, strong, and substantial harmonious very well constructed male of good
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type. Strong masculine head, desired eye colour and masking. Good strength of
upper and lower jaw. Slightly short neck, level withers, firm back, good length
and mould of the croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm is
long and should be better angled. Correct chest development. Steep in pasterns
and stands not quite correct in front. Good underline. Very good hindquarter
angulation however the bones of the upper thigh should be a little longer.
Moves correct going with firm hocks, moves correct coming with firm elbows. At
the gait displays good ground covering gait however the reach and drive should
be a little more effective.
*CH. KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ 14/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*D.Ch. (T) Killara Padraigin AZ RN TSDX) 3100283304 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh.
McPhan/Dejong
2yrs mths. 65cm. Large, strong, slightly stretched, very well constructed male
who presents a good picture in stance. Ideally the saddle markings should be
more pronounced. Strong masculine head with very good skull planes. Desired
eye colour. Correct length of neck, level withers, firm back, croup should be a
little longer and better angled. Good forequarter angulation where the upper
arm is long but should be better angled. Good length of foreleg. Slightly steep
pasterns. Stands with straight front lines. Good underline and very good
hindquarter angulation. Moves slightly wide going where hocks should be a little
firmer, correct coming, the elbows should be a little tighter. At the gait he
displays good sequence of steps however both the reach and drive should be
more effective.

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
STOBAR YALINA 28/05/15 (*Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324086
Brd. B. & C. Auwema Exh. N. Cullen
5mths.
AMBALA FUNKY TOWN 06/05/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Ambala Funky
Chic AZ) Brd. Stokes/Berechree Exh. T. Waixel
6mths.
BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK
DERHARV GOLDESS 30/05/15 (Seigen Jack In A Box AZ x Derharv Gold Dust AZ)
3100324695 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
5mths.
KYJHAN CARTEL KARYSMA 16/05/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kuirau Brandy AZ)
3100325237 Brd/Exh. D. Newnham
5 1/2mths.
SCHAEFERHUND NAKAYLA 14/06/15 (*Schaeferhund Xasko AZ x *Derkieser Amy
AZ) 3100324779 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
4 1/2mths.
TANVELD UMA 30/06/15 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Jakyna Alexis AZ)
3100326240 Brd/Exh. V. & F. Tantaro
4mths.
STOBAR YANKE 28/05/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324083
Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. M. Siktars
5mths.
GLENRACO CLASSY GIRL 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco Upsadaisy
AZ) 3100325286 Brd/Exh. G. Johnston
4 1/5mths.
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BODECKA EWWW 18/06/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Bodecka Yeehaw AZ)
3100325627 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
4 1/5mths.
GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325281 Brd/Exh. G. Johnston
4 1/2mths.
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
ZANDRAC LET IT GO 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A Love
Thing AZ) 3100322818 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
7mths.
ZANDRAC CHEERLEADER 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A
Love Thing AZ) 3100322815 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
7mths.
RAMARA HOT DAMN FUNK 18/03/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kantenna Venus
Star AZ) 3100322711 Brd/Exh. M. Raftopoulos
7 1/2mths.
DELLARESS ASHANTI 11/02/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Dellaress Kalani AZ)
3100318870 Brd/Exh. J. Colenso
8 1/2mths.
KARABACH MAGGIE MAY 03/04/15 (*Ch. Hinterhaus French Liaison AZ CD ED x
Kantenna Venus Williams AZ) 3100321745 Brd/Exh. J. Carter
7mths.
LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321814 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
6 1/2mths.
RAMARA EVENSTAR 22/03/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Ramara Unique AZ)
3100322704 Brd/Exh. M. Raftopoulos
7mths.
VONPETA CLAPPA THUNDA 30/04/15 (*Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED x *Vonpeta
Ourbillidakid AZ) 5100087366 Brd/Exh. Pike/Damarell
6mths.
RHOSYN ON THE LOOSE 20/02/15 (*Ch. Babenberg Joachim AZ x *Rhosyn Ima
Rascal AZ) 5100085980 Brd/ Rhosyn Kennels Exh. Johnston/Collins
8 1/2mths.
ICCARA ITS EVOLUTION BABY 15/02/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Iccara
Evolutions Finest AZ) 6100091989 Brd. Mailata/Woollard Exh. A. McAnuff
8 1/2mths.
PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VANHARLEY PROMISCUOUS GIRL 06/11/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Vanharley
Zena AZ) 3100314353 Brd/Exh. D. Colson
11 1/2mths.
KANJELESE HIGH PRIESTESS 24/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kanjelese
Dominatrix AZ) 3100318037 Brd. A. Beard Exh. H. Kelly
11mths.
KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/01/15 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Karastro Havana
Knights) 3100317615 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer
11 1/5mths.
KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL 14/11/14 (*Kazkiri Ximon AZ x *Kooronya In The
Purple AZ) 3100314328 Brd/Exh. K. Cooper
11 1/5mths.
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PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
ASTASIA UNA 26/11/14 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Astasia Yoko AZ)
4100252492 Brd/ Exh. B. & P. Hersant
11mths.
BABENBERG MAJESTIK PRINCESS 29/11/14 (*Schaeferhund Xesko AZ x
*Dreamstar Dare To Dazzle AZ) 5100084756 Brd/Exh. Babenberg Knls.
11mth.
ZANDRAC BLACK WIDOW 31/12/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Zandrac The
Razors Edge AZ) 3100318286 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
10mths.
SCHAEFERHUND LATISHA 16/01/15 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x *Schaeferhund Xeena
AZ) 3100317520 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
9 1/2mths.
SANNJESA NOVEMBER RAIN 17/11/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Ch. Sannjesa
Electra AZ) 3100314499 Brd/Exh. S. & S. Mase
11 1/2mths.
AWATEA WATTLE FLOWER 18/11/14 (*Ch. Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x *Angie in
Regnum Marianum a ED) 3100314526 Brd/Exh. F. & I. Grigons
11 1/2mths.
DELLARESS ZANDRA RHODES 02/11/14 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Dellaress
Femme Fatale AZ) 3100313759 Brd/Exh. J. Colenso
12mths.
SANNJESA NAUGHTY LASS 17/11/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Ch. Sannjesa
Electra AZ) 3100314500 Brd/Exh. S. & S. Mase
11 1/2mths.
BEKANNTE COCO CHANEL 30/01/15 (*Karliza Titan AZ x *Bekannte All About
Moiye Amy AZ) 7100033465 Brd. G. & J. Priest Exh. L. Summers
9mths.
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VANLAND CARA 22/09/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100311645 Brd/Exh. H. & S. Van de Beek
13mths. 60cms. Medium strong, good type, good wither, very good angulations
and chest proportions, correct front, very good movement
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT 1-8 Very Good 9-10 Good
ASTASIA ROXI 11/07/14 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Astasia Holly AZ)
4100246631 Brd/Exh. B. & P. Hersant
16mths.Dbl P1 Upper left 61cms Very large, medium strong, large ears, high
wither, croup could be a little longer, correct front, good chest proportions,
hocks should be firmer. Very good movement.
TAURORN SHADOW DANCER AZ 07/05/14 (*Ch. Kardin Kruger AZ x Taurorn
Niabi) 5100081740 Brd. Taurorn Knls. Exh. A. Johnston
17mths. 58.5cms. Medium size, medium strong, good head, good type, wither
should be more pronounced, good length and lay of croup, very good
angulations, chest proportions. Good movement but should be firmer.
JACKNELL SWEET PAINTED LADY 26/05/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ) 2100410263 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada
17mths. 59cms. Medium size, medium strong, croup should be a little longer,
very good angulations front and rear, correct front, correct coming and going.
Very good movement.
SIEGERHEIMS RIHANNA AZ 25/08/14 (*Gerry v Schacher a ED x *Babenberg Jaci
AZ) 5100083393 Brd/Exh. P. & K. Flynn
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14mths. 61cms. Large, medium strong, good type, high wither, croup should be
a little longer, good front angulations, very good rear angulation good chest
proportions, hock should be strong, correct coming. Good movement.
DIENAMIC HOT SMOOCHIE KIMBA 28/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Bronacre Hot Agenda AZ) 3100311592 Brd. S. Diegan Exh. McPhan/Dejong
14mths. 61cms. Large, medium strong, wither should be more pronounced,
croup should be longer, good front angulations, very good rear angulations,
correct front, correct coming and going. Good movement.
JAYSHELL JOKER 11/09/14 (*Enosch di Casa Nobili a ED x *Jayshell Petra AZ)
3100311556 Brd. N. McDermott Exh. Peacock/Bick
13mths. 61cms. Large, medium strong, good head, wither should be more
pronounced, steep croup, very good angulations, front is nearly correct, correct
coming and going. Good movement.
VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA AZ 26/7/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Vonpeta Our Evas Image AZ) 51000082950 Brd. Damarell/Pike Exh. Arkahla
Knls.
15mths. 61cms. Very large, medium strong, not in the best coat condition, high
wither, short croup angulations should be more pronounced, underchest should
be a little longer, straight front, moves narrow going, correct coming. Movement
should have more power and elbows should be tighter.
KINBAR LITTLEFOOT AZ 09/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund
Indiana AZ) 3100309923 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
14mths. 62cms. Oversize, medium strong, level withers, good length and lay of
croup, upper arm should be longer, very good hind angulations, pasterns should
be stronger, hocks should be stronger. Good movement.
HILLMAGIC COST A MINT 22/09/14 (*Chacco vd Freiheit Westerholt a ED x
*Hillmagic Mischief AZ) 2100415272 Brd/Exh. Jones/Parson/Toretto
13mths. 58cms. Medium size, medium strong, short croup, upper arm should be
longer, very good hind angulations, correct front, narrow going, correct coming.
Movement should have more power.
FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/06/14 (*Ch. Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED x
Ch. *Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ) 2100409070 Brd. M. & C. Morris Exh. I.
Borodinova
17mths. 61.5cms. Very large, medium strong, high withers, steep croup, upper
arm should be better angled, underchest should be longer, pasterns should be
firmer. Movement should have more reach.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Kantenna Venus Delight AZ) 3100303316 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. D. & L. Organ
20mths. 59.5cms. Over medium size, medium strong very good type good head,
high wither, croup should be longer, very good angulations, correct front, hock
should be strong, correct coming. Very good movement.
UHLMSDORF PINK GIN AZ 23/02/14 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche a ED x
*Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ) 9100009984 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Knls.
20mths. 63cms. Oversize, strong, good type, high withers, short croup good
angulations, underchest should be longer, correct going, narrow coming. Good
movement.
CH. RAMARA TOTALLY WICKED AZ RAE TD CCD 10/01/13 (*Yester v
Feuermelder a ED x Amstine Appy Daze AZ) 3100284048 Brd. M. Raftopoulos
Exh. W. Seng Hpa
2 1/2yrs. 63cms. Oversize, strong, very good head, good type, high withers,
steep upper arm is short, good rear angulations, good chest proportions, nearly
correct front, coming and going is correct. Movement should have more reach.
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INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT 8 VERY GOOD 2 GOOD
*KHANIQUE GRACIE AZ 20/10/13 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Volscain
Questa AZ) 2100393159 Brd/Exh. C. Booth
2yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong, slightly light eyes, high wither, good length
and lay of the croup, very good angulations, correct chest proportions, correct
front. Coming and going is correct. Very good movement.
ALBATA IZABELLA 16/10/13 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Ch. Albata Yolee AZ)
4100236692 Brd. F. & C. Aili Exh. Aili/Jones
2yrs. 59.5cm. Over medium size, medium strong, high wither, good length and
lay of the croup, very good angulations, good chest proportions, correct front,
going and coming is correct. Very good movement, the face should have more
pigmentation.
VANLAND BLYSS AZ 28/02/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100302166 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. Stocks/Auwema
20mths. 61cm. Very large, medium strong, good type, high wither, croup has a
good length and lie, good angulations in front, very good angulations in hind,
good chest proportions, correct front. Going is narrow, coming is correct. Very
good movement.
SADRIA TILLYS PEPPER AZ 23/03/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Conkasha Mist
AZ) 2100403602 Brd. S. Morrissey Exh. J. Carter
19mths. 62cm. oversize, medium strong, high wither, croup should be a little
longer good angulations in front very good angulations in hind correct chest
proportions in front, going is narrow, coming is correct. Very good movement.
HILLMAGIC BLACK CHERRY 20/12/13 (*Ch. Tais v Haus Alfabo a ED x *Ch.
Hillmagic Nix AZ) 2100397490 Brd/Exh. Jones/Parsons/Toretto
22mths. 59cm. Medium size, medium strong, high wither, good length and lay
of the croup, good angulations in front, very good angulations in hind. Nearly
correct front. Hock joints are loose, coming is correct. Good movement.
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a
ED x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. &
J. Wade
21mths. 60cm. Large, medium strong, good type, high wither, short croup.
Good angulations in front and behind, correct front, good chest proportions.
Coming and going is correct. Good movement.
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
21mths. 59cm. Over medium size, medium strong, high wither, short croup, the
upper arm should be a little longer, good angulations behind, correct front.
Hock joints are loose. Good movement.
UHLMSDORF RAIN DROPS 17/02/14 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Uhlmsdorf
Fergie AZ) 9100009989 Brd/Exh. Fairbairn/Meffert
20mths. 60cm. Large, medium strong, not in the best coat today, high wither,
croup should be longer, good angulations in front, very good angulations behind,
good chest proportions, correct front. The hock joints are loose. Good
movement.
VICTORIA ad ASTRA GLORIA (IMP Blr) 10/03/13 (*Joker v Eichenplatz a ED x
Treska v Lacroz) BCU 026583 Brd. V. Verbitskji Exh. I. Borodinova
2 1/2yrs. 59.5CM. Over medium size, medium strong, wither should be more
pronounced, croup could be longer, upper arm could be longer, very good
angulations of the hind, underchest should be more pronounced, front is not
correct. Going is narrow, coming is wide. Good movement ears should be a
little stronger.
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TARDEL LET IT BE AZ 16/12/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Tardel Jericho
Moon AZ) 3100298098 Brd. Tardel Knls. Exh. M. Bartor
22mths. 61cm. Very large, medium strong, very good head, high wither, short
croup, correct front, the left ear is slightly tilted. Movement should have more
power.
AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
MOREKOS BEJEWELLED AZ 07/09/13 (Monsimbee Kaleb AZ x *Beychief Hoop La
AZ CD ET) 2100391107 Brd. M. Stendara Exh. A. Smith (IB LSC 31/10/15)
2yrs. 61cm. Very large, medium strong, high wither, steep croup, upper arm is
short, good angulations behind, good chest proportions, correct front, the
movement behind is powerful, the step in front is close.
AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH STOCK COAT
*CLEYELDA KIMIKO LADY AZ 01/10/09 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Cleyelda Joyful Ren AZ) 3100226988 Brd/Exh. M. Lanfranchi (OB 31/10/15)
6yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong, good head, flat wither, steep croup, the
angulations should be more pronounced, good chest proportions, correct front,
hock joints are loose, very good movement.
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT EXCELLENT
*CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ ET 24/12/11 (*Calli v Fiemereck a ED x
*Freevale Secret Girl Stuff AZ) 3100266027 Brd. D. Mayne Exh. Hayton/Mayne
3yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong, very good type, good head, high wither,
croup should be a little longer, very good angulations, harmonious chest
proportions, straight front. Coming and going is correct. Very good movement.
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
*CH. FRIEDENTAL BLISS FULICIOUS AZ 17/05/10 (*Rico vd Kleinen Birke a ED x
*Friedental Colas Karisma AZ) 6100067340 Brd. N. Humphries Exh.
Humphries/Gallacher
5 1/2yrs. 61cm. Very large, medium strong, good type, high wither, good length
and lay of the croup, very good angulations, good chest proportions, correct
front, coming and going is correct. Very good movement.
*CH. LEBERHINE UMEEKO AZ 26/08/13 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Leberhine
Maggie AZ) 5100077058 Brd/Exh. Evans/Garvican
2yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong, good wither, good length and lay of the
croup, very good angulations, good chest proportions, straight front. Coming
and going is correct. Very good movement.
*BABENBERG JACI AZ 06/04/12 (*Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED x *Charon v
Overledingerland a ED) 5100069282 Brd. Babenberg Knls. Exh. P. & K. Flynn
3 1/2yrs. 61cm. Large, medium strong, high wither, croup should be a little
longer however good lay, good angulations in front, very good angulations
behind, good chest proportions, correct front. Coming and going is correct.
Good movement, the backline must be firmer.
*ZANDRAC BLACK ICE AZ 10/01/10 (*Ch. Kardin Kruger AZ x *Bonita v Streek AZ)
3100232062 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
6yrs. 61cm. Large, medium strong, good type, high wither, short croup, very
good angulations, straight front, good chest proportions. Coming and going is
correct. Very good movement.
*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ 15/07/10 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET
*Schaeferhund Celena AZ) 3100241339 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Walter/Schulz
5yrs. 60.5cm. Large, medium strong, good type, high wither, good length and
lay of croup, very good angulations, straight front, harmonious chest
proportions, coming and going is correct. Good movement.
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*HILLMAGIC MISCHIEF AZ 20/01/12 (*Ch. Tais v Haus Alfabo a ED x *Ch.
Hillmagic Rogue Trader AZ) 2100397490 Brd/Exh. Jones/Parsons/Toretto
3 1/2yrs. 61cm. Very large, medium strong, the wither should be more
pronounced, steep croup, upper arm should be a little longer, good angulations
hind, correct front, hock joints should be stronger, correct coming. Good
movement.
*TARDEL JERICHO MOON AZ 11/03/11 (*Rico vd Kleinen Birke a ED x *Torkelli
Blueprint AZ) 3100252269 Brd. R. & L. Dyer Exh. M. Bar-tor
4 1/2yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong, large ears, high wither, short croup,
good angulations in front, very good angulations behind, front is nearly correct,
good chest proportions. The hocks are loose, coming is correct. During
movement the wither should be higher.
*KILLARA AELLA TDX AZ 07/01/13 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ x *D. Ch. (T)
Killara Winter Solstice AZ CD RA) 3100283203 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh. I. & D.
Woollard
2 1/2yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong, should have more pigmentation, high
wither, good croup should be a little longer the upper arm also, good
angulations, underchest should be a little longer, correct front. Coming and
going is correct. Good movement.
*BLAKNGOLD CROWD GOES WILD AZ 02/06/13 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x
*Volscain Xilla AZ) 3100290129 Brd/Exh. V. & H. Stocks
2 1/2yrs. 59cm. Medium size medium strong, wither should be more
pronounced, short croup, good angulations, straight front, good chest
proportions. Coming and going is correct. Good movement.
*CH. SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
*Ryzack Acacia AZ) 3100287963 Brd/Exh I. Bohdal
21/5yrs. 58cm. Medium size medium strong, flat wither, croups should be a
little longer, good angulations, good chest proportions, straight front, going is
narrow coming is correct. Good movement.
*NATCHEZ EVAS REVENGE AZ 26/08/13 (*Bluemax Shrek AZ x *Vonpeta Our
Evas Image AZ) 5100077337 Brd. P.L. Smith Exh. Pike/Damarell
2yrs. 61cm. Very large, medium strong, not in best coat, high wither short
croup, upper arm should be a little longer, good angulations behind, front not
correct, good chest proportions. Going is narrow coming is wide. Movement
should have more power.
*CLEYELDA KIMIKO LADY AZ 01/10/09 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Cleyelda Joyful Ren AZ) 3100226988 Brd/Exh. M. Lanfranchi (OB 31/10/15)
6yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong, good head, flat wither, steep croup, the
angulations should be more pronounced, good chest proportions, correct front,
hock joints are loose, very good movement.
*BLUKRISTALL BRONTE AZ 02/08/11 (*Fakir v Heinrichplatz a ED x Kardin High
Light) 3100260509 Brd. C. Blumoser Exh. G. Rizkalla
4yrs. 58cm. Medium size, medium strong, more pigmentation, flat wither, short
croup, good angulations, good chest proportions, nearly correct front. Going is
correct, coming is slightly wide. Movement should have more power, wither
should be higher during movement.
NEUTERED BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
JAYSHELL CHLOE 17/02/12 (*Vladimir Envy This AZ x *Blakngold Honey Jumble
AZ) 3100268222 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh. S. Thompson
3 1/2yrs. 64cm. Oversize, strong, high wither, short croup, very good
angulations, good chest proportions, front not correct, pasterns should be
stronger, the drive behind is powerful, the reach in front should be more free.

CHALLENGE DOG LSC – 142
RES CHALLENGE LSC - 140
CHALLENGE BITCH LSC - 107
RES CHALLENGE LSC - 143
Best of Breed LSC – 142
Runner Up BOB LSC – 140
Best BP LSC – 3
Best Minor LSC – 22
Best Puppy LSC - -54
Best Junior LSC – 80
Best Intermediate LSC – 107
Best Aus Bred LSC - -138
Best Open LSC - -142

CHALLENGE DOG SC – 147
RES CHALLENGE SC - 153
CHALLENGE BITCH SC - 162
RES CHALLENGE SC - 121
Best of Breed SC – 147
Runner Up BOB SC – 162
Best BP SC – 15
Best Minor SC – 31
Best Puppy SC - 70
Best Junior SC – 89
Best Intermediate SC – 121
Best Aus Bred SC -139
Best Open SC - 147

German Shepherd Dog Club of Victoria
94th Championship Show
Saturday October 31st 2015
Sunbury

Judges: Herr Eric Boesl (SV) – dogs and Russell Wenham (Qld) – bitches
Exh.No.
001

Grading Placing
VP
1

BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
DAMONTE HURRICANE 18/07/15 (*Ch. Simonelli Chevy Boy AZ x Zukerpuppe
Dina Bay) 5100088692 Brd. Damonte Knls. Exh. C. Macalister
3 1/2mths.
BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
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KAZKIRI CHEROKEE 25/06/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kazkiri Xiva) 3100326338
Brd. N. Symes Exh. M. Pascuzzi
4mths.
STOBAR ZOLTAN 31/05/15 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ TD ET x *Stobar Erika
AZ) 3100324292 Brd/Exh. Stobar Knls.
5mths.
GLENRACO MORGANS RUN 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325285 Brd. G. Johnston Exh. J. Poole
4 1/2mths.
GLENRACO TOTAL RECALL 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325284 Brd. G. Johnston Exh. D. Jackson
4 1/2mths.
MINOR PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
DIENAMIC IM A HARD ASH BOSS 31/03/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x
*Dienamic Flaming Phoenix AZ) 3100322308 Brd/Exh. S. Diegan
7mths.
Medium size medium strong, very good type. Good head. High wither, croup
should be a little longer. Very good angulations, Good chest proportions, Stands
correct in front, steps narrow in rear. Very good movement.
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
BABENBERG NERO 29/04/15 (*Odin delle Terre Matildiche a ED x *Charon v
Overledingerland a ED) 5100087463 Brd/Exh. Babenberg Knls.
6mths.
Medium size, medium strong. Good head, high wither, steep croup. Good
angulations, Stands correct in front. Good chest proportions. In movement the
hock joints are loose.
ZANDRAC BED OF ROSES 11/04/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Shes
Gotta Be AZ) 3100322 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
6 1/2mths.
Medium size medium strong of good type. Strong head. High wither, short
croup. Very good angulations. Moves correct coming and going. Very good
movement.
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DIENAMIC HARD ASH MACK 31/03/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Dienamic
Flaming Phoenix AZ) 3100322307 Brd/Exh. S. Diegan
7mths.
Large, medium size, medium strong. High wither, steep croup. Good angulations
in front and very good in rear. Stands not correct in front. Moves correct coming
and going. Powerful drive where the reach should be better.
LEGIONAIRE BARTENDER 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321811 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
6 1/5mths
Medium size medium strong. Good type. High wither, steep croup. Upper arm
should be a little longer. Good hind angulations. Stands correct in front. The
hocks should be firmer. Moves correct coming. Shows good movement.
INIFF AUUMN FIRE 09/04/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Iniff Southern Belle
AZ) 3100321806 Brd. Iniff Knls. Exh. M. Kelly
6 1/5mths.
Medium size medium strong with good pigmentation. High withers, steep croup.
Good angulations in front and very good in rear. Stands correct in front. Moves
close going and correct coming. He has a“bounding movement“.
PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
WILDHERTZ GAUCIS PRIDE 07/01/15 (*Ch. Simonelli Chevy Boy AZ x
Dampdouges Zulu Princess) 5100085576 Brd. C. Beckett Exh. Cakular/Gauci
9 1/2mths.
Over medium size, strong. Strong head. The wither should be more pronounced.
The croup is steep. Good angulations. Stands correct front. Moves correct
coming and going. Shows powerful drive but the reach could be better.
MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGET 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty
Dancer AZ) 3100317745 Brd. V. & L. Ebejer Exh. S. Petrella
9 1/2mths.
Medium Size, strong, and substantial. High wither, steep croup. Good
angulations, deep underchest. The right ear slightly tilts inwards. Moves correct
coming and going. Shows good movement.
PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
SANNJESA NITRO CIRCUS 17/11/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Ch. Sannjesa
Electra AZ) 3100314497 Brd. S. & S. Mase Exh. Butler/Paterson
11 1/5mths.
Large, medium strong, strong head. High wither, short croup. Good front and
rear angulations. Underchest should be a little longer. Stands correct in front.
Moves correct coming and going. Very good movement.
AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE 18/11/14 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Ambala
Funky Miss AZ) 2100417901 Brd. Stokes/Berechree Exh. J. Eaton
11 1/2mths.
Over medium size medium strong. Strong head with a short neck. High withers,
short croup. Upper arm should be a little longer. Good angulations in rear.
Underchest should be a little longer. Stands correct in front. Correct coming and
going. Good movement.
MELJENKA GOLDEN SPIRIT 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty
Dancer AZ) 3100317743 Brd/Exh. V. & L. Ebejer
10mths.
Over medium size, medium strong of good type. High withers, croup should be a
little longer. Good angulations in front and very good in rear. Stands not correct
in front. Moves correct going and steps wide coming. The movement should
be more powerful.
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JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
BODECKA CASANOVA 20/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Bodecka Xrated
AZ) 3100310454 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
14 1/2mths.
65.5cm. Large, medium strong of good type. High withers, good length and lay of
the croup. Very good angulations. Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming
and going. Shows very good movement.
HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Rantino Hard
Rock) 3100307974 Brd. S. Bell Exh. D. Mitchell
16 1/2mths.
60cm.Small, medium strong. High withers, good croup. Good angulations. Good
chest proportions. Moves correct coming and going. Shows good movement.
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
KARASTRO MCNABBADABADOO 10/08/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Karastro
Ephrodite AZ) 3100309908 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer
14mths.
63cm. Medium size, medium strong. Shown in not the best coat condition. High
withers, short croup. Good angulations in the front and very good in the rear.
Short underchest. Stands correct in front. Steps wide going and steps narrow
coming. During movement he should present himself better.
.
INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
ZANDRAC DARTH VADAR 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Kantenna
Venus Delight AZ) 3100303321 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
20mths.
64cm. Over medium size, medium strong. Short neck, high wither. Croup should
be a little longer. Very good angulations. Correct in front. Moves correct coming
and going. Shows good movement.
GRUNDELHARDT CIRCLE OF LIFE 26/02/14 (*Ray v Fichtenschlag a ED x
Grundelhardt Tainted Love HT) 5100080730 Brd. P. & J. Cocks Exh. R. & S.
Murphy.
20mths. Double P1 Upper Left. 66.5cm. Very large, good head. High withers,
short croup. Very good angulations. Stands correct in front. Good chest
proportions. Moves close going and correct coming. Shows good movement.
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
KYOARA FABIO AZ 23/11/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Olanda v Zisawinkel
a ED) 4100236829 Brd. R. Oar Exh. Oar/Haase/Mathers
23mths. 65.5cm. Large, strong, very good head. High wither, very good length
and lay of the croup. Very good angulations both front and rear. Stands correct
in front. Moves narrow going and coming correct. Very good movement.
MISTEISHAH FERDINAND AZ 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Kantenna
Lady Ga Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. S. & L. Carroll
21mths. 64cm. Over medium size, medium strong. Good type. High wither, good
length and lay of the croup. very good angulations. Good chest proportions.
Stands correct in front. Moves narrow going and correct coming. Very good
movement.
MISTEISHAH FLETCHER 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Kantenna Lady Ga
Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. P. Dammo
21mths. 64cm. Over medium size, medium strong, high wither, short croup.
Good front angulations and very good hind angulations. Under chest should be a
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little longer. Stands correct in front. The hock joints should be firmer. Good
movement.
ESKO vd ZWEI STEINEN a ED 06/04/14 (*Ballack vd Brucknerallee a ED x Udi vd
Zwei Stenien) SZ304294 Brd. E. Reich Exh. F. Grigons
18mths. 66cm. Large, medium strong. Large ears. Good type. Normal wither,
steep croup. Good angulations both front and rear. The underchest should be a
little longer. Stands correct in front. Moves narrow going and correct coming.
Good movement.
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J.
Wade
2yrs 9mths. 64cm. Over medium size, medium strong. Normal wither, croup
should be a little longer. Good angulations. Good chest proportions. Stands not
quite correct in front. Moves correct going and wide coming. Good movement.
UHLMSDORF BLACK DOUGLAS AZ 23/02/14 (*Odin Delle Terra Matildiche a ED x
*Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ) 9100009979 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Knls.
20mths. 65.5cm. Large, medium strong, good head. High wither, croup should
be a little longer. Good front angulations and very good rear angulations. The
underchest should still be a little longer. Stands correct in front. Steps wide
going and narrow coming. Good movement where the backline should be
firmer.
ARKAHLA YOU CAN NOT B SERIOUS AZ 04/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
*Ch. Arkahla Waltzing Matilda AZ) 5100080690 Brd. Arkahla Knls. Exh. B. & H. De
Luca
19mths. Slightly dropped lower incisors. 66 cm. Very large, medium strong. High
withers, short croup. Good angulations. The underchest should be a little longer.
Stands not correct in front. Moves narrow going and wide coming. Good
movement.
HILLMAGIC BLACK AVENGER 20/12/13 (*Ch. Tais v Haus Alfabo a ED x *Ch.
Hillmagic Nix AZ) 2100397482 Brd/Exh. Jones/Parsons/Toretto
22mths. 65.5cm. Large, medium strong, slightly light eyes. High wither, short
croup. Short upper arm. Good angulations. Underchest is short. Moves narrow
going and correct coming. The drive is powerful but the reach should be better.
OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
*CH. SHERNAA PAKROS a ED 12/06/12 (*Pakros v Pendler a ED x *Shernaa
Cookie a ED) APO2551901 Brd. Shernaa Knls. Exh. N. Hammond
3yrs. 66cm. Very large, medium strong, good type. High wither, good length and
lay of the croup. Good angulations in front, very good in rear. Stands not correct
in front. Moves narrow going and wide coming. Very good movement.
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/07/13 (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED x *Ch.
Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100292456 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ
2yrs. 66cm. Very large, medium strong. High wither, good length and lay of the
croup. Very good angulations. Good chest proportions. Stands not correct in
front. Moves correct coming and going. Very good movement.

OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
*XARO vd PLASSENBURG a ED 11/11/10 (*Remo v Fichtenschlag a ED x *Wendy
vd Piste Trophe a ED) SZ2259567 Brd. W. Hasgall Exh. A. & R. Jones
5yrs. 65cm. Large, medium strong, very good type. High wither, steep croup.
Very good angulations and chest proportions. Stands correct in front. Moves
correct coming and going. Very good movement.
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*SENSEN MANN YOKON a ED 17/07/12 (*Enosch v Amasis a ED x Flair vd
Martinskapelle) Brd. K. Baggstrom Exh. Henderson/Knuckey/Bobbin
3yrs 3mths. 64cm. Medium strong, medium size, very good type. High wither,
croup should be a little longer. Very good angulations. Good chest proportions.
Stands correct in front. Moves narrow going and wide coming. Very good
movement.
*XENO v ARJAKJO a ED 01/12/11 (*Omen v Radhaus a ED x *Nadja v Arjakjo a
ED) SZ2267318 Brd. A. Eitens Exh. M. Pascuzzi
3 1/2yrs 66cm. Very large, strong, good type. High wither, short croup. Very
good angulations. Good chest proportions. Stands nearly correct in front. Moves
narrow going and correct coming. Good movement, where the back should be
firmer.
*SCHAEFERHUND RAFAEL AZ 15/12/10 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x
*Schaeferhund Celena AZ) 3100247886 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Pereira/Pritchard
4 1/2yrs. 63.5cm. Medium size, medium strong, good type. High wither, croup
should be a little longer. Good angulations in front and very good behind. Good
chest proportions. Stands nearly correct in front. Moves narrow going and
correct coming. Good movement where the ears must be stronger.
*ZANDRAC THE HARD WAY AZ 07/01/13 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Grundelhardt Quest For Gold AZ) 3100283245 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh.
Dobson/Jones
2yrs 10mths. Double P1 Upper Left. 66cm. Very large, medium strong, good
type. High wither, good croup. Good angulations. Good chest proportions.
Stands correct in front. Moves narrow going and wide coming. Good movement.
*HAYO aus AGRIGENTO a ED 30/10/10 (*Dux de Intercanina a ED x *Gwendy
aus Agrigento a ED) SZ2259256 Brd. L. Schweikert Exh. Kail/Anderson
5yrs. 66cms. Very large, medium strong, large ears. High wither, croup could be
a little longer. Good angulations and chest proportions. Stands not correct in
front. Moves narrow going and correct coming. Very good movement where the
elbows should be more closed.
*RAMARA TOTALLY TRASHED AZ 10/01/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
Amstine Appy Daze AZ) 3100284046 Brd M. Raftopoulos Exh. N. Ainley
2yrs. 10mths. Double P1 Upper Left. 66.5cm. Very large, medium strong, good
head. High wither, croup is steep. Good angulations. Good chest proportions.
Stands correct in front. Moves narrow going and correct coming. Good
movement.
*CH. INDIO di CASA NOBILI a ED 20/06/10 (*Geck di Casa Nobili a ED x Dolly di
Casa Nobili) ROI10/196762 Brd. L. Nobili Exh. N. Hammond
5yrs. 67cms. Oversize, strong. Strong head. High wither, short croup. Very good
angulations. Good chest proportions. Stands correct in front. Moves narrow
coming and going. Good movement.
*JAKNELL COZ IM TNT AZ 14/07/12 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x *Ch. Aldaina
Bijanka AZ) 2100367479 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada
3yrs 3mths. 65cm. Large, medium strong, good head. High wither, short croup.
Very good angulations. Good chest proportions. Stands not correct in front. The
hock joints should be firmer. Moves correct coming. Very good movement
where the elbows should be more closed and the ears firmer.
*BLUEMAX ZOOMBA AZ 27/05/10 (*Ch. Jimmy v Baruther Land a ED x Bluemax
Shiloh AZ) 4100186824 Brd. A. Brinkworth Exh. F. Farley
5yrs. 66m. Very large, medium strong, stretched. Normal wither, short croup.
The upper arm could be a little longer and better angled, good angulations
behind. Stands correct in front. Moves narrow going and correct coming. Good
drive but the reach should be better.
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*CH. VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 04/12/12 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Ch. Vonpeta Champagne AZ) 5100073113 Brd/Exh. Pike/Damarell
2yrs 11mths. 64cm. Medium size, medium strong, the pigmentation could be
better over the backline. High wither, short croup. Upper arm should be a little
longer. Good angulations. Good chest proportions. Moves narrow going and
correct coming. Good movement.
*CH. KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ 14/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*D.Ch. (T) Killara Padraigin AZ RN TSDX) 3100283304 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh.
McPhan/Dejong
2yrs mths. 64cm. Medium size, strong. Strong head. Normal wither, croup
should be a little longer. Good angulations. The underchest should be longer.
Stands correct in front. Moves wide going and correct coming. Good movement.
*CH. STOBAR QUENTIN AZ CCD ET 28/11/12 (*Odin delle Terre Matildiche a ED
x *Stobar Diksy AZ) 3100280635 Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. S. McDonald
3yrs. 65cm. Large, medium strong, short neck. High wither, steep croup. Good
angulations. The underchest should be a little longer. Stands correct in front.
Moves correct coming and going. Moves with a bounding movement.

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
STOBAR YALINA 28/05/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ)
3100324086 Brd. B. & C. Auwema Exh. N. Cullen
5mths.
AMBALA FUNKY TOWN 06/05/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Ambala Funky
Chic AZ) 2100429625 Brd. Stokes/Berechree Exh. T. Waixel
6mths.
BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
DERHARV GOLDESS 30/05/15 (Seigen Jack In A Box AZ x Derharv Gold Dust AZ)
3100324695 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
5mths.
SCHAEFERHUND NAKAYLA 14/06/15 (*Schaeferhund Xasko AZ x *Derkieser Amy
AZ) 3100324779 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
4 1/2mths.
TANVELD UMA 30/06/15 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Jakyna Alexis AZ)
3100326240 Brd/Exh. V. & F. Tantaro
4mths.
KYJHAN CARTEL KARYSMA 16/05/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kuirau Brandy AZ)
3100325237 Brd/Exh. D. Newnham
5 1/2mths.
BODECKA EWWW 18/06/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Bodecka Yeehaw AZ)
3100325627 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
4 1/2mths.
VOLSCAIN ISIS 18/05/15 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x *Karham Sweeter Than
Sugar AZ) 3100324936 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls.
5 1/2mths.
STOBAR YANKE 28/05/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324083
Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. M. Siktars
5mths.
GLENRACO CLASSY GIRL 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco Upsadaisy
AZ) 3100325286 Brd/Exh. G. Johnston
4 1/2mths.
GLENRACO CHINA ROSE 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco Upsadaisy
AZ) 3100325282 Brd/Exh. G. Johnston
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MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
ZANDRAC LET IT GO 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A Love
Thing AZ) 3100322818 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
7mths.
Medium size, medium strong, well coloured and well pigmented female of
overall good type. Strong feminine head, desired eye colour, slightly short neck,
level withers, firm back, good length and mould of the croup, good forequarter
angulation, straight front lines, good length of foreleg, very good hindquarter
angulation, good width of the thigh for her age. Moves correct going - hocks
should be a little firmer, correct coming - elbows should be a little tighter. At the
gait she shows very good sequence of steps with very hindquarter thrust and
reach.
STOBAR XENITA 07/04/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Stobar Rosetta AZ)
3100321649 Brd/Exh. H. & C. Auwema
7mths.
Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented female with
good head and expression - ideally the eye should be a little darker, slightly short
neck, level withers, firm back, the croup should be longer. Very good forequarter
angulation, a little steep in then pasterns, not quite correct in front, very good
hindquarter angulation, moves correct going - hocks should be firmer, moves
correct coming - elbows should a little tighter. At the gait she displays good
ground cover with good reach and effective drive.
ZANDRAC CHEERLEADER 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A
Love Thing AZ) 3100322815 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
7mths.
Medium size, medium strong, compact, dry firm female which shows a good
picture in stance. Very good head and expression, desired eye colour, good
strength of upper and lower jaw, slightly short neck, level wither, good backline,
croup should be a little longer and better angled, very good forequarter
angulation, very good length of foreleg, very good hindquarter angulation,
moves correct going, hocks should be a little firmer, correct coming - elbows
should be a little tighter. At the gait she shows good sequence of steps with good
hindquarter thrust.
DELLARESS ASHANTI 11/02/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Dellaress Kalani AZ)
3100318870 Brd/Exh. J. Colenso
8 1/2mths.
Strong, well coloured and pigmented female, very good head and expression,
desired eye colour, correct length of neck level withers, firm backline, croup
should be longer and better angled, straight front lines, very good forequarter
angulation, good length of foreleg, very good hind angulation, coat is a little
wavy over the back, moves correct going - hocks should be firmer, moves correct
coming - elbows should be a little tighter. Shows good sequence of steps, slight
cast in the tail.
VONPETA CLAPPA THUNDA 30/04/15 (*Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED x *Vonpeta
Ourbillidakid AZ) 5100087366 Brd/Exh. Pike/Damarell
6mths.
Medium size medium strong, slightly stretched female of very good type, very
good head and expression with desired eye colour, correct length of neck, good
wither, good backline, good forequarter angulation with straight front lines, very
good hindquarter angulation, moves correct going - hocks should be firmer,
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correct coming elbows - should be tighter. Good sequence of steps with good
hindquarter thrust.
LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321814 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
6 1/2mths.
Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, good head and expression.
Ideally the eye should be darker and underjaw a little stronger. Slightly short
neck, level withers, firm back, croup is a little short and steep, good forequarter
angulation, good length of foreleg for her age, straight front lines, very good
hindquarter, moves correct going - hocks should be firmer, correct coming. At
the gait she shows good sequence of steps, however the reach should be a little
more effective.
RHOSYN ON THE LOOSE 20/02/15 (*Ch. Babenberg Joachim AZ x *Rhosyn Ima
Rascal AZ) 5100085980 Brd/ Rhosyn Kennels Exh. Johnston/Collins
8 1/2mths.
Above medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched female who is presented a
little out of coat. Good head and expression, ideally the masking should be
darker, good length of neck, good wither, good croup, just straight front lines,
good forequarter angulation, ideally the upper arm should be longer and better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation, moves wide going - hocks should be
firmer, wide coming - elbows should be firmer. Movement displays good ground
cover, however the reach and drive should be more effective.
KARABACH MAGGIE MAY 03/04/15 (*Ch. Hinterhaus French Liaison AZ CD ED x
Kantenna Venus Williams AZ) 3100321745 Brd/Exh. J. Carter
7mths.
Above medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched female presented a little
out of coat, overall pigmentation should be a little better. Good feminine head,
ideally the eye should be darker, correct length of neck, good wither line, good
back line, good length and lay of the croup, very good length of foreleg, little
straight in pasterns, good forequarter angulation, straight front lines, good
hindquarter angulation ideally the bones of upper and lower thigh should be
longer. Moves correct going, hocks should be firmer, correct coming elbows
should be tighter. Very good sequence of steps - powerful hindquarter thrust.
DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH 31/03/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x
*Dienamic Flaming Phoenix AZ) 3100322316 Brd. S. Diegan Exh. R. Snijders
7mths.
Above medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched well coloured and
pigmented presented slightly out of coat. Very good head and expression,
desired eye colour, correct length of neck, level withers, firm back, good croup
line. Good forequarter angulation, however the upper arm is long but should be
a little better angled. A little straight in pasterns, stands not quite correct in
front, very good hind angulation, moves correct going, hocks should be firmer,
slightly wide coming, elbows should be firmer. Good sequence of steps, the
hindquarter thrust should be more effective and she has a tendency to fall on
the forehand.
SIEGERHEIMS SENTA 03/03/15 (*Ch. Babenberg Joachim AZ x *Ambala Brandie
AZ) 5100086890 Brd/Exh. P. & K. Flynn
8mths.
Above medium size, medium strong slightly stretched female, good type, good
feminine head with good skull planes. Ideally the eye should be darker, slightly
short neck, level withers, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, should
stand more correct in front, slightly vertical pasterns, just good hindquarter
angulation, however the bones of the upper thigh should be a little longer,
moves correct going with loose hocks, moves wide coming and elbows should be
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tighter. Good sequence of steps however the reach and drive should be more
effective. The left ear is a little soft.
ICCARA ITS EVOLUTION BABY 15/02/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Iccara
Evolutions Finest AZ) 6100091989 Brd. Mailata/Woollard Exh. A. McAnuff
8 1/2mths.
Above medium size, medium strong slightly stretched female of good type and a
good feminine head. The eye should be darker, slightly short neck, level withers,
good over line and croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
should be better angled, stands with straight lines, very good hindquarter
angulation, moves correct going - hocks should be firmer, moves slightly narrow
coming and the elbows should be tighter. At the gait she shows good sequence
of steps with good hindquarter thrust.
RAMARA HOT DAMN FUNK 18/03/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kantenna Venus
Star AZ) 3100322711 Brd/Exh. M. Raftopoulos
7 1/2mths.
Medium size, medium framed, slightly stretched who is presented slightly out of
coat. Good feminine head, ideally the underjaw should be stronger, desired eye
colour, good forequarter angulation - ideally the upper arm should be longer and
better angled, stands with straight front lines, very good hindquarter angulation,
moves wide going - hocks should be firmer, correct coming - elbows should be
tighter. At the gait shows good sequence of steps with very good hindquarter
thrust. Ideally the ears should be a little firmer.
SALPENZ COME INTO MY WORLD 24/03/15 (*Ch. Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x
Vindel Dans Lil Sista) 3100321052 Brd/Exh. S. Jordan
7mths.
Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched female presented a little out of
coat, good feminine head however the underjaw should be stronger and the eye
darker. Slightly short neck, level withers, back should be a little firmer, croup is a
little short and steep, good forequarter angulation, however the upper arm
should be longer and better angled, stands not quite correct in front, good
hindquarter angulation, the bones of the upper thigh should be a little longer,
moves wide going, hocks should be firmer, wide coming elbows should be
tighter. Good sequence of steps, however the reach and drive should be more
effective.
ZANDRAC NEW JERSEY 11/04/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Shes
Gotta Be AZ) 3100322805 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
6 1/2mths. Medium size medium strong, well coloured and pigmented compact
female of good type. Very good head and expression with desired eye colour,
good skull planes, slightly short neck, level withers, firm back, croup is of good
mould but could be a little longer, very good forequarter angulation ideally the
upper arm should be a little better laid, straight front lines, very good
hindquarter angulation, moves correct going - hocks should be a little firmer,
correct coming - elbows should be a little tighter. In movement she shows good
sequence of steps, however the hindquarter thrust should be more effective.
PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT All Very Promising
VANHARLEY PROMISCUOUS GIRL 06/11/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Vanharley
Zena AZ) 3100314353 Brd/Exh. D. Colson
11 1/2mths.
Large, strong well boned, brood type LSC. Very good colour and pigmentation,
strong feminine head, very good skull planes, desired eye colour, correct length
of neck, level withers, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, very good
forequarter angulation with straight front lines, very good hindquarter
angulation with broad well muscled thighs, moves narrow going, hocks should be
firmer, moves correct coming - elbows should be a little tighter. Shows very good
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sequence of steps with powerful hindquarter thrust and very good reach. High
quality female.
KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/01/15 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Karastro Havana
Knights) 3100317615 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer
11 1/2mths.
Above medium size, medium strong compact female generally of good type,
good feminine head and eye, ideally the under jaw should be stronger and ears a
little higher set. Slightly short neck, level withers, firm back, croup should be a
little longer and better angled, good forequarter angulation – the upper arm
should be a little better laid. Very good hind angulation, correct going hocks
should be a little firmer, correct coming elbows and pasterns should be firmer.
The gait shows good ground covering, ideally the drive should be more effective
and the wither should be higher.
KANJELESE HIGH PRIESTESS 24/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kanjelese
Dominatrix AZ) 3100318037 Brd. A. Beard Exh. H. Kelly
11mths.
Above medium size medium strong compact well-constructed female of good
type. Good feminine head, ideally the eye should be darker, slightly erect neck,
level withers, firm back, croup should be longer and better angled, good
forequarter angulation, stands not quite correct in front, pronounced chest
development, pronounced hindquarter angulation, moves correct going with
loose hocks, correct coming elbows and pasterns need to be firmer. At the gait
shows good ground covering movement, ideally the sequence of steps should be
better.
KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL 14/11/14 (*Kazkiri Ximon AZ x *Kooronya In The
Purple AZ) 3100314328 Brd/Exh. K. Cooper
11 1/2mths.
Large, medium strong slightly stretchers LSC presented a little out of coat, good
feminine head, however, ideally the eye should be a little darker and ears a little
higher set, slightly short neck, level withers, firm back, croup should be a little
longer and better angled very good hindquarter angulation straight front lines,
very good hindquarter angulation, moves correct going, moves correct coming
elbows should be a little tighter. Good sequence of steps however, ideally the
wither should be carried a little higher.
PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
ASTASIA UNA 26/11/14 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Astasia Yoko AZ)
4100252492 Brd/ Exh. B. & P. Hersant
11mths.
Standing on the upper limit of size, large, strong, dry, generally very well
constructed and presented in very good condition, very good head and skull
planes with the desired eye colour, correct length of neck, high wither, firm back,
good length and mould of the croup, good forequarter angulation with very good
length of foreleg, straight front lines, good underline, very good hind angulation
with well muscled thighs, moves correct going, hocks should be a little firmer,
correct coming, elbows should be a little tighter. Shows very good sequence of
steps, powerful hindquarter thrust with very good reach.
SANNJESA NOVEMBER RAIN 17/11/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Ch. Sannjesa
Electra AZ) 3100314499 Brd/Exh. S. & S. Mase
11 1/2mths.
Large, medium strong, dry and firm, generally well constructed female of good
type, strong feminine head, good skull planes, desired eye colour, slightly short
neck, level withers, firm back, croup is of good mould but should be a little
longer, very good length of foreleg - yet to achieve final chest development,
straight front lines, good underline, very good hindquarter angulation, moves
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wide going hocks should be firmer, moves correct coming, both elbows and
pasterns should be firmer. Shows very good sequence of steps with powerful
hindquarter thrust with very good reach.
BABENBERG MAJESTIK PRINCESS 29/11/14 (*Schaeferhund Xesko AZ x
*Dreamstar Dare To Dazzle AZ) 5100084756 Brd/Exh. Babenberg Knls.
11mths.
Large, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented female presented in very
good condition. Strong feminine head, good skull planes, ideally the eye should
be a little darker, correct length of neck, high withers, firms back, croup should
be longer and better angled very good forequarter angulation, very good length
of foreleg, straight front lines, very good hindquarter angulation with broad well
muscled thighs, moves correct going hocks should be firmer moves correct
coming elbows should be tighter. Displays very good sequence of steps with
powerful hindquarter thrust and very good reach where the back remains firm.
DELLARESS ZANDRA RHODES 02/11/14 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Dellaress
Femme Fatale AZ) 3100313759 Brd/Exh. J. Colenso
12mths.
Large, medium strong, compact, generally well constructed female presented a
little out of coat, strong feminine head with good skull planes, desired eye
colour, slightly short neck, level withers, firm back, croup could be a little longer
and better angled, good forequarter angulation with straight front lines, slightly
steep pasterns, ideally upper arm should be a little better angled, very good hind
angulation, moves correct going hocks should be a little firmer, correct coming
elbows should be a little tighter. At the gait she shows good sequence of steps
the back remains firm but the reach should be a little more effective.
SANNJESA NAUGHTY LASS 17/11/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Ch. Sannjesa
Electra AZ) 3100314500 Brd/Exh. S. & S. Mase
11 1/2mths.
Large, strong, slightly stretched generally well constructed brood type female
with a feminine head, good skull planes, desired eye colour, good strength of
upper and lower jaw, correct length of neck, level withers, firm back, croup is of
good mould but should be a little longer, good length of foreleg , straight front
lines, very good forequarter angulation, good underline, very good hind
angulation, moves slightly narrow going with loose hocks, moves slightly narrow
coming both elbows and pasterns should be firmer. Very good sequence of
steps, drive is powerful and the reach is expansive.
AWATEA WATTLE FLOWER 18/11/14 (*Ch. Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x *Angie in
Regnum Marianum a ED) 3100314526 Brd/Exh. F. & I. Grigons
11 1/2mths.
Large, medium strong, compact female, presented in firm dry condition, strong
feminine head, good skull planes, slightly erect neck, high withers, firm back, and
croup should be a little longer and better angled. Good forequarter angulation
however the upper arm is long but should be better angled, slightly erect in
pasterns, yet to achieve final chest development, stands not quite correct in
front, good under line and very good hind angulation, moves correct going, hocks
should be firmer, moves correct coming, elbows should be tighter. Shows very
good ground covering gait with good reach and drive where the back remains
firm.
ZANDRAC BLACK WIDOW 31/12/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Zandrac The
Razors Edge AZ) 3100318286 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
10mths.
Above medium size, medium strong compact, well coloured and pigmented
female of very good type. Very good head and expression, good strength of
upper and lower jaw, correct length of neck, good wither, good backline, croup is
of good mould but could be a little longer, good length of foreleg, very good
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angulation with straight front lines, very good hindquarter angulation, moves
correct going hocks should be firmer, correct coming elbows should be a little
firmer. Shows very good sequence of steps, drive is powerful and the reach is
expansive.
SCHAEFERHUND LATISHA 16/01/15 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x *Schaeferhund Xeena
AZ) 3100317520 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
9 1/2mths.
Dbl P1 Upper Left Large, strong, generally well constructed female of good brood
type. Strong feminine head with good skull planes ideally the eye should be a
little darker, slightly short neck, level withers, firm back, croup should be longer
and better angled, very good forequarter angulation with well laid upper arm,
good length of foreleg, straight front lines, good underline, well angulated
hindquarters that should not get any deeper, moves correct going -hocks should
be firmer, correct coming - elbows and pasterns should be a little tighter.
Displays good ground covering gait with very good sequence of steps however
ideally the forehand reach should be a little more expansive.
BEKANNTE COCO CHANEL 30/01/15 (*Karliza Titan AZ x *Bekannte All About
Moiye Amy AZ) 7100033465 Brd. G. & J. Priest Exh. L. Summers
9mths.
Large, medium strong slightly stretched and presented out of coat. Good
feminine head, ideally the masking should be a little darker, slightly short neck,
level withers, slight rise over the loin, croup should be a little longer and better
angled, good forequarter angulation, good length of foreleg, straight front lines,
yet to achieve final chest development, good hindquarter angulation upper and
lower thigh bones should be longer, moves narrow going hocks should be firmer,
moves correct coming both elbows and pastern should be tighter. Good
sequence of steps however, ideally the reach and drive should be a little more
effective.
KANJELESE HALIFAX 24/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kanjelese Dominatrix AZ)
3100318039 Brd/Exh. A. Beard
9mths.
Above medium size, medium strong, compact female, presented a little out of
coat, good feminine head ideally the eye should be a little darker, correct length
of neck, level withers, firms back, croup should be a little longer and better
angled, very good length of foreleg, straight front lines, good forequarter
angulation, very good hind angulation, moves correct going, hocks should be
firmer, correct coming both elbows and pasterns should be tighter. Displays
good sequence of steps, however, the reach and drive should be a little more
effective.
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
KAMUNYAK GEMMA 13/10/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Kamunyak Celli)
3100314338 Brd/Exh. C. Anderson
12mths.
59cm. Above medium size, medium strong, generally good brood female of good
type good feminine head, good skull planes and eyes should be a little darker,
correct length of neck, level withers. Firm back, croup should be a little longer
and better angled, good forequarter angulation, yet to achieve final chest
development, stands with straight lines, very good hind quarter angulation,
moves correct going, hocks should be firmer, moves correct coming, both elbows
and pasterns should be firmer. In movement she shows good ground cover with
good hindquarter thrust.
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JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT All Very Good
JACKNELL SWEET PAINTED LADY 26/05/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ) 2100410263 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada
17mths.
60.5cms. Large, harmonious, strong, well coloured, well pigmented female
presented in very good condition today, strong feminine head, with good skull
planes, desired eye colour, correct length of neck, high withers, firm back, good
length and mould of the croup, very good forequarter angulation, correct length
of foreleg, correct chest development, straight front lines, good underline, very
good hind angulation with broad well muscled thighs, moves correct going hocks
should be firmer, moves correct, elbows should be a little tighter. Shows very
good sequence of steps drive is powerful and the reach is far reaching.
ASTASIA ROXI 11/07/14 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Astasia Holly AZ)
4100246631 Brd/Exh. B. & P. Hersant
16mths.
Dbl P1 Upper Left. 61cms. Standing on the upper limit of size, large, strong, dry,
firm female of very good type and outlook, presented in very good condition,
strong feminine head with good skull planes, desired eye colour, correct length
of neck, high withers, firm back, croup is of good length but should be better
moulded, very good forequarter angulation, very good length of foreleg, straight
front lines, very good hind angulation with broad well muscled thighs, moves
correct going, correct coming. Shows very good sequence of steps, drive is
powerful and the reach is far reaching.
SIEGERHEIMS RIHANNA AZ 25/08/14 (*Gerry v Schacher a ED x *Babenberg Jaci
AZ) 5100083393 Brd/Exh. P. & K. Flynn
14mths.
60.5cms Large, strong, slightly stretched female of very good type, strong
feminine head, ideally the eye should be a little darker, correct length of neck,
level withers, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup, correct chest
development for her age, very good length of foreleg, straight front lines, good
underline, very good hindquarter angulation with broad thighs moves correct
hocks should be firmer, correct coming both elbows and pasterns should be a
little tighter. Shows good sequence of steps, the reach should be a little more
expansive but the drive is very good.
KINBAR LITTLEFOOT AZ 09/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund
Indiana AZ) 3100309923 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
14mths.
60.5cms. Large, strong, generally very well constructed, very well coloured and
pigmented female of good type and presented in very good condition. Strong
feminine head, good skull planes, desired eye colour, correct length of neck, high
withers, firm back, very good length and lay of croup, very good forequarter
angulation, little soft in pasterns, correct chest development, straight front lines,
very good hindquarter angulation, broad well muscled thighs, correct going,
hocks should be firmer, correct coming, elbows should be a little tighter. Shows
very good sequence of steps, drive is powerful and the reach is far reaching.
JAYSHELL JOKER 11/09/14 (*Enosch di Casa Nobili a ED x *Jayshell Petra AZ)
3100311556 Brd. N. McDermott Exh. Peacock/Bick
13mths.
60cms. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched female of very good type, strong
feminine head with good skull planes, ideally the eye should be a little darker,
correct length of neck, level withers, firm back, good length and lay of the croup,
good forequarter angulation the upper arm is long but should be better angled,
slightly steep pasterns, stands not quite correct in front, good hind angulation
bones of the upper thigh should be a little longer, moves wide going, hocks
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should be firmer, correct coming elbows should be tighter. Shows good
sequence of steps the drive is effective and the reach is expansive.
VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA AZ 26/7/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Vonpeta Our Evas Image AZ) 51000082950 Brd. Damarell/Pike Exh. Arkahla
Knls.
15mths.
Dbl P1 Upper Left 61cms. Standing on the upper limit of size, very large, slightly
stretched harmonious female who is presented slightly out of coat. Strong
feminine head with strong skull planes, very good eye colour, correct length of
neck, high withers, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, good length of
foreleg, straight front lines, good forequarter angulation, the upper arm is long
but should be better angled, yet to achieve final chest development, good hind
quarter angulation, ideally the bones of the upper thigh should be a little longer,
moves correct going, hocks should be firmer, moves correct coming both elbows
and pasterns should be a little tighter. Good sequence of steps, the reach is
expansive; the hindquarter drive should be a little more effective.
TAURORN SHADOW DANCER AZ 07/05/14 (*Ch. Kardin Kruger AZ x Taurorn
Niabi) 5100081740 Brd. Taurorn Knls. Exh. A. Johnston
17mths.
60cms. Large, strong, harmonious, substantial brood type female, generally good
type presented in very good condition today with good skull planes, correct
length of neck, level withers, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, very
good forequarter angulation, pronounced chest development, straight front line,
very good hindquarter angulation, broad well muscled thighs, moves correct
going hocks should be a little firmer, correct coming elbows and pastern should
be a little tighter. Shows very good sequence of steps, the drive is powerful and
the reach is far reaching, ideally the ligamentation of the back should be firmer.
HARDROKK VEGAS LUCK BE A LADY AZ 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
Rantino Hard Rock) 3100307970 Brd/Exh. S. Bell
16mths.
Dbl P1 Upper Left. 59cms. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched, good type,
strong feminine head with good skull planes, desired eye colour, correct length
of neck, level withers, firm back, croup could be a little longer and better angled,
good forequarter angulation, upper arm should be longer and better laid, stands
not quite correct in front, very good length of foreleg, very good hindquarter
angulation, bones of the upper thigh should be longer, moves correct going,
hocks should be a little firmer, slightly narrow coming, elbows should be a little
tighter. Displays good ground covering, both reach and drive should be more
pronounced.
DIENAMIC HOT SMOOCHIE KIMBA 28/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Bronacre Hot Agenda AZ) 3100311592 Brd. S. Diegan Exh. McPhan/Dejong
14mths.
61cms. Standing on the upper limit, very large, strong, substantial brood type
female, presented in very good condition, strong feminine head with good skull
planes, masking should be a little darker, correct length of neck level withers firm
back, good length lay of the croup, correct chest development for her age, very
good length of foreleg, straight front lines, very good hindquarter angulation
with broad thighs, moves wide going, hocks should be firmer, correct coming
elbows should be a little tighter. Shows good sequence of steps both reach and
drive should be more effective.
BODECKA DYNASTY 01/09/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Bodecka Zensation
AZ) 3100311116 Brd. J. Joseph Exh. M. Caval
14mths.
Dbl P1 Upper Left & Right. 61cms. Standing on the upper limit of size, very large,
strong, generally well constructed female of very good brood type, strong
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feminine head, very good skull planes eye and masking should be darker, correct
length of neck, level withers with a nick behind, croup should be a little longer
and better angled, pronounced chest development, very good length of foreleg,
straight front lines, very good hindquarter angulation with broad thighs, correct
going hocks should be firmer, slightly narrow coming elbows should be tighter.
Shows good sequence of steps both reach and hindquarter drive should be more
effective.
FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/06/14 (*Ch. Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED x Ch.
*Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ) 2100409070 Brd. M. & C. Morris Exh. I. Borodinova
17mths.
61cms. Standing on the upper limit of size. Very large, strong, slightly stretched
female of good type, good feminine head, ideally the masking should be darker,
good strength of upper and lower jaw, correct length of neck, level withers, firm
back, croup is of good mould but should be a little longer, very good length of
foreleg, straight front lines, ideally pasterns should be a little firmer, good
forequarter angulation, very good hind angulation, correct going, hocks should
be firmer, moves correct coming, elbows should be tighter. Shows good
sequence of steps, both reach and drive should be more effective, ligamentation
should be firmer.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT All Very Good
CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Kantenna Venus Delight AZ) 3100303316 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. D. & L. Organ
20mths. 59cm. Strong slightly stretched well coloured well pigmented female
long stock coat of very good brood type. Strong feminine head, very good skull
planes, desired eye colour, slightly short neck, level withers with a nick behind.
Croup should be a little longer and better angled, very good forequarter
angulations, pronounced chest development, straight front lines, very good
hindquarter angulation however she should not become any deeper. Moves
correct going, loose hocks, moves correct coming both the elbows and the
pasterns should be tighter. At the gait she displays very good ground covering
with powerful drive and very good reach.
CH. RAMARA TOTALLY WICKED AZ RAE TD CCD 10/01/13 (*Yester v
Feuermelder a ED x Amstine Appy Daze AZ) 3100284048 Brd. M. Raftopoulos
Exh. W. Seng Hpa
2yrs 9mth. 61.5cm. Standing on the upper limit she is a very large, strong
substantial female long stock coat of excellent brood type. She has a strong
feminine head good skull planes desired eye colour slightly short neck. Level
withers firm back, croup could be a little longer and better angled, good
forequarter angulation, good length of foreleg, correct chest development.
Stands not quite correct in front, very good hindquarter angulation, broad thighs,
moves correct going firm hocks, moves correct coming elbows should be firmer.
At the gait she shows good sequence of steps, with very good forehand reach,
ideally the drive should be a little more effective.
MOREKOS BEJEWELLED AZ 07/09/13 (Monsimbee Kaleb AZ x *Beychief Hoop La
AZ CD ET) 2100391107 Brd. M. Stendara Exh. A. Smith (ABB LSC 01/11/15)
2yrs. 60.5cm. Large strong, slightly stretched well coloured well pigmented
female of good brood type. Desired dark eye, very good masking, slightly short
neck, level withers, firm back, croup should be a little longer and better angled,
good forequarter angulation, however the upper arm should be better angled
she has yet to achieve final chest development, viewed from the front she
shows straight front lines, very good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct
going hocks should be a little firmer, moves correct coming elbows should be a
little tighter. At the gait she shows good sequence of steps however both the
reach and drive should be more effective.
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INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT 1-11 Very Good 12 Ungraded
*KHANIQUE GRACIE AZ 20/10/13 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Volscain Questa
AZ) 2100393159 Brd/Exh. C. Booth
2yrs.
60cm. Large, strong harmonious very well constructed female of excellent type.
She has a strong feminine head, very good skull planes, desired eye colour.
Correct length of neck, high withers, firm back, very good length and lay of the
croup. She has correct chest development for her age, she has very good length
of foreleg, when view from the front she has straight front lines, good underline,
very good hindquarter angulation, broad well muscled thighs. She moves correct
going the hocks should be firmer, moves correct coming elbows should be
tighter. At the gait she shows very good sequence of steps, powerful
hindquarter thrust and free forehand reach.
VANLAND BLYSS AZ 28/02/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100302166 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. Stocks/Auwema
20mths. 61cm. Standing on the upper limit she is a very large harmonious well
constructed female of very good type and very good colouration and
pigmentation. Strong feminine head with good skull planes and desired eye
colour. Correct length of neck, high withers, firm back, very good length and lay
of the croup. Very good forequarter angulation, very good length of foreleg,
stands with straight front lines. Good underline, very good hindquarter
angulation, broad thigh. Moves correct going the hocks should be firmer, moves
correct coming the elbows should be tighter. At the gait she displays powerful
drive and very good forehand reach.
UHLMSDORF RAIN DROPS 17/02/14 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Uhlmsdorf
Fergie AZ) 9100009989 Brd/Exh. Fairbairn/Meffert
20mths. 60cm. Large strong generally well constructed bitch of very good brood
type is presented a little out of coat today. Strong feminine head, very good skull
planes, good strength of upper and lower jaw, ideally the eye should be a little
darker. Correct length of neck, level withers, firm back, croup could be longer
and a little better angled. Good length of foreleg, good forequarter angulation,
has yet to achieve final chest development. Stands not quite correct in front,
very good underline and very good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going
hocks should be firmer, moves correct coming both the elbows and the pasterns
should be a little tighter. At the gait she displays good ground covering
movement powerful drive and good forehand reach.
LASHADAS ONYX AZ 09/02/14 (*Lashadas Chick Magnet AZ x *Lashadas Vixen
AZ) 6100086500 Brd. R. & S. Hosking Exh. F. Farley
20mths. 60cm. Large, medium strong slightly stretched female of good type.
Very good head and expression, desired eye colour, slightly short neck. Level
withers, nick behind, firm back, good length and lay of the croup. Good
forequarter angulation yet to achieve final chest development. A little steep in
pastern, view from the front she has straight front lines, very good hindquarter
angulation, good underline. Moves correct going firm hocks, moves correct
coming, and elbows could be a little tighter. At the gait she displays very good
sequence of steps, the drive is quite powerful and the reach is expansive.
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
21mths.
59.5cm. Large, medium strong slightly stretched generally very well constructed
female presented a little out of coat today. Good feminine head with good skull
planes, desired eye colour, good strength of upper and lower jaw, correct length
of neck. Level withers, firm back, good length and mould of the croup, good
forequarter angulations however the upper arm should be a little better angled.
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Yet to achieve final chest development, she shows straight front lines, good
underline and very good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going firm
hocks, moves correct coming firm elbows. At the gait she displays very good
sequence of steps the drive is powerful and the reach is far reaching.
SADRIA TILLYS PEPPER AZ 23/03/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Conkasha Mist
AZ) 2100403602 Brd. S. Morrissey Exh. J. Carter
19mths.
61cm. Standing on the upper limit of size. This is a very large strong substantial
harmonious female of very good type and very good outlook. Presented in very
good condition today. Strong feminine head, good skull planes, desired eye
colour. Correct length of neck, level withers, firm back, good length and lay of
the croup, very good forequarter angulation, stands not correct in front, very
good length of foreleg, very good underline, very good hindquarter angulations,
broad well muscled thighs. Moves narrow going the hocks should be firmer,
moves correct coming both the elbows and the pasterns should be tighter. At
the gait she displays very good ground covering movement, the drive is powerful
the reach is expansive; ideally however the ligamentation of the back should be a
little firmer.
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a
ED x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. &
J. Wade
21mths.
60cm. Large, medium strong slightly stretched well coloured well pigmented
female presented a little out of coat today. Good feminine head, good eye
colour, correct length of neck. Level withers, firm back, croup is of good lay but
should be little longer. Good forequarter angulation and good length of foreleg
she is yet to achieve final chest development. Stands not quite correct in front,
good hindquarter angulation however the bones of the upper thigh should be a
little longer. Moves correct going hocks should be firmer, moves correct coming
elbows should be tighter. At the gait she shows good ground covering gait the
drive is powerful and the reach is expansive and the back remains firm.
ALBATA IZABELLA 16/10/13 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Albata Yolee AZ)
4100236692 Brd. F. & C. Aili Exh. Aili/Jones
2yrs.
59CM. Large medium strong compact well coloured firm dry bitch in good
condition. Strong feminine head, ideally the masking should be a little darker,
very good eye colour, slightly short neck. Level withers, firm back, good length
and lay of the croup, very good forequarter angulations, straight front line, a
little bit steep in pasterns, very good hindquarter angulations, moves correct
going hocks could be a little firmer, moves correct coming elbows should be a
little tighter. At the gait she displays good ground covering movement with good
forehand reach and good drive.
HILLMAGIC BLACK CHERRY 20/12/13 (*Ch. Tais v Haus Alfabo a ED x *Ch.
Hillmagic Nix AZ) 2100397490 Brd/Exh. Jones/Parsons/Toretto
22mths.
60cm. Large medium strong dry firm bitch presented a little out of coat today.
Very good head and expression ideally the eye should be just a little darker.
Slightly short neck, level withers, firm back, croup should be longer and better
angled, good forequarter angulation ideally the upper arm should be better laid.
Good length of foreleg stands not quite correct in front, very good hindquarter
angulations. Moves correct going the hocks should be firmer, moves correct
coming the elbows and pasterns should be tighter. At the gait she displays good
ground cover however the reach and drive should be more pronounced and the
ligamentation of the back should be firmer.
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VOLSCAIN ELLE 12/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x *Volscain Xilla AZ)
3100304537 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls.
19mths.
59.5cm. Large harmonious generally well constructed female of good type. Good
head and expression ideally the masking should be a little darker. Slightly short
neck, level withers, firm back, the croup is of good length but should be moulded
a little better. Good forequarter angulation, stands with straight front lines, good
length of foreleg, very good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going hocks
should be firmer, moves correct coming elbows should be tighter. At the gait she
displays very good sequence of steps, the drive is powerful and the reach is far
reaching.
BLUEMAX JADEITE 03/02/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Chayessa Gemica
AZ) 4100239822 Brd. A. Brinkworth Exh. A. Mosen
21mths.
60cm. Large medium strong harmonious generally very well constructed female
presented in very good condition today. Strong feminine head with desired eye
colour, good strength of upper and lower jaw. Correct length of neck, level
withers, firm back, very good length and mould of the croup, good forequarter
angulation, good length of foreleg, yet to achieve final chest development,
straight front lines, good underline, very good hindquarter angulation, broad
thighs. Moves correct going firm hocks, moves correct coming firm elbows. At
the gait she displays good ground covering movement the drive is effective and
the reach is expansive.
TARDEL LET IT BE AZ 16/12/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Tardel Jericho
Moon AZ) 3100298098 Brd. Tardel Knls. Exh. M. Bartor
22mths.
62cm. Very large over size female with a very good head and expression, desired
eye colour, very good strength of upper and lower jaw. Slightly short neck, level
withers, firm back, croup should be a little longer and better angled, has very
good forequarter angulations, very good length of foreleg, stands not quite
correct in front, good hindquarter angulation however the bones of the upper
thigh should be a little longer. Moves wide going hocks should be firmer, moves
correct coming elbows should be tighter. At the gait she displays good ground
cover however both the reach and drive should be more effective.
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
*CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ ET 24/12/11 (*Calli v Fiemereck a ED x
*Freevale Secret Girl Stuff AZ) 3100266027 Brd. D. Mayne Exh. Hayton/Mayne
3yrs 10mths.
60cm. Large, strong, very well coloured very well pigmented long stock coat
female of extremely high quality. She has a strong feminine head with very good
skull planes, desired eye colour, good strength of upper and lower jaw. Correct
length of neck, high withers, firm back, very good length and lay of croup. Very
good forequarter angulation, the length and lay of the upper arm approaching
ideal. Very good length of foreleg, pronounced chest development, strand with
straight front lines, very good underline, very good hindquarter angulation,
broad thighs. Moves correct going with firm hocks, moves correct coming firm
elbows. At the gait she displays powerful far reaching movement, powerful drive
and very good reach.
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OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT All Excellent
*CH. FRIEDENTAL BLISS FULICIOUS AZ 17/05/10 (*Rico vd Kleinen Birke a ED x
*Friedental Colas Karisma AZ) 6100067340 Brd. N. Humphries Exh.
Humphries/Gallacher
5 1/5yrs. 61cm standing on the upper limit a very large, harmonious very well
constructed female of very good colouration and pigmentation. Strong feminine
head, good skull planes, desired eye colour. Correct length of neck, level withers,
firm back, very good length and mould of the croup. Very good forequarter
angulation very good length of foreleg, stands with straight front lines. Very
good angulation of the hindquarter with broad thighs. This is a female of very
high quality. Moves correct going firm hocks, moves correct coming the elbows
should be tighter. At the gait she shows very good sequence of steps, the drive is
powerful the reach is expansive and the back remains firms.
*CH. LEBERHINE UMEEKO AZ 26/08/13 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Leberhine
Maggie AZ) 5100077058 Brd/Exh. Evans/Garvican
2yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong very harmonious very well constructed
female of excellent type. Very feminine head and expression, good skull planes,
desired eye colour. Correct length of neck, high withers, firm back, the length
and lay of the croup approach the ideal. Very good forequarter angulation with
correct chest development for the age. Very good length of foreleg, stands with
straight front lines, very good hindquarter angulation with broad well muscled
thighs. This female presents a very good picture in stance and is presented in
very good condition today. Moves correct going hocks could be a little firmer,
moves correct coming the elbows should be tighter. At the gait she shows very
good sequence of steps the drive is powerful the reach is expansive and the back
remains firm.
*BABENBERG JACI AZ 06/04/12 (*Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED x *Charon v
Overledingerland a ED) 5100069282 Brd. Babenberg Knls. Exh. P. & K. Flynn
3 1/5yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong harmonious very well constructed female
of very good type. Ideally the saddle markings should be more pronounced.
Strong feminine head, desired eye colour, ideally the masking should be a little
darker. Correct length of neck, high wither, firm back and correct length and
moulding of the croup. Very good forequarter angulation with very good length
of foreleg. Stands with straight front lines, very good underline, very good
hindquarter angulation with broad well muscled thighs. Moves correct going
firm hocks, moves correct coming the elbows should be a little tighter. At the
gait she displays very good sequence of steps, the drive is powerful the reach is
expansive and the back remains firm.
*WINOLA DEL REY AZ 06/12/12 (*Ch. Vladimir Envy This AZ x *Voitlander Palme
AZ) 4100222182 Brd. P. & L. McIntosh Exh. L. McIntosh
2 1/2yrs. 60.5cm. Large, strong, firm dry harmonious bitch of good type. Has a
very good expression good skull planes, ideally the masking should be a little
darker. Correct length of neck, level withers, firm back, good length and mould
of the croup. Good length of foreleg, correct chest development for her age,
very good forequarter angulation, stands with straight front lines, has good
underline, very good hindquarter angulations, broad well muscled thighs, short
strong hocks. Moves correct going hocks should be firmer, moves correct
coming elbows should be tighter. At the gait she shows very good sequence of
steps the drive is powerful and the reach is effective.
*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ 15/07/10 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET
*Schaeferhund Celena AZ) 3100241339 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Walter/Schulz
5yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong slightly stretched well coloured well
pigmented female presented a little out of coat today. Strong feminine head,
very good skull planes, ideally the masking should be a little darker, correct
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length of neck, level withers firm back, croup is of good mould just a little steep,
good forequarter angulation, very good length of foreleg, stands not quite
correct in front. Good underline, very good hindquarter angulation. Moves
correct going, moves correct coming elbows should be a little tighter. At the gait
she displays very good ground covering movement; the reach is expansive
however ideally the drive should be a little more powerful.
*NATCHEZ EVAS REVENGE AZ 26/08/13 (*Bluemax Shrek AZ x *Vonpeta Our
Evas Image AZ) 5100077337 Brd. P.L. Smith Exh. Pike/Damarell
2yrs. 60.5cm. Large, strong, generally well constructed female of good type
presented a little out of coat today. Very good head and expression, strong skull
planes, desired eye colour, correct length of neck, high withers, firm back, good
length and mould of the croup, very good forequarter angulation and good
length of foreleg. Stands with straight front lines, very good hindquarter
angulation, she should not get any deeper in the hindquarter. Moves slightly
narrow going hocks should be firmer, moves narrow coming elbows should be
tighter. At the gait shows very good sequence of steps, drive is powerful and
reach is expansive.
*HILLMAGIC MISCHIEF AZ 20/01/12 (*Ch. Tais v Haus Alfabo a ED x *Ch.
Hillmagic Rogue Trader AZ) 2100397490 Brd/Exh. Jones/Parsons/Toretto
3 1/2yrs. 61cm. Standing on the upper limit of size, she is a very large, firm, dry
generally well constructed female presented a little out of coat today. Very good
head and expression, desired eye colour, good strength of upper and lower jaw.
Slightly short neck, level withers, firm back; croup could be a little longer and
better angled. Very good forequarter angulation she has yet to achieve final
chest development. Very good length of foreleg, stands not quite correct in
front, good underline good hindquarter angulation although the bones of the
lower thigh are a little long. Moves correct going loose hocks, moves correct
coming slightly loose elbows. At the gait she shows very good sequence of steps,
the drive is powerful ideally however the forehand reach could be a little more
expansive.
*CLEYELDA KIMIKO LADY AZ 01/10/09 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Cleyelda Joyful Ren AZ) 3100226988 Brd/Exh. M. Lanfranchi (ABB 01/11/15)
6yrs. 59.5CM. LARGE, MEDIUM STRONG compact generally well constructed
female presented in very good condition today. Strong feminine head, very good
skull planes, ideally the masking should be a little darker. Correct length of neck,
level withers, firm back, croup is of good mould but should be a little longer.
Good forequarter angulation, ideally the upper arm should be a little better laid.
Good length of foreleg, stands not quite correct in front, good underline, very
good hindquarter angulation and broad thighs. Moves correct going loose hocks,
moves correct coming elbows and pasterns should be a little tighter. At the gait
displays good sequences of steps the drive is powerful ideally however the reach
could be a little freer.
*TARDEL JERICHO MOON AZ 11/03/11 (*Rico vd Kleinen Birke a ED x *Torkelli
Blueprint AZ) 3100252269 Brd. R. & L. Dyer Exh. M. Bar-tor
4 1/2yrs. 60cm. Large, medium strong slightly stretched female presented a
little out of coat today. Strong feminine head, very good skull planes, desired
eye colour. Slightly short neck, level withers, firm back; croup should be longer
and better angled. Very good forequarter angulation with pronounced chest
development. Shed should not get any deeper. Stands with straight front lines,
very good hindquarter angulation however the bones of the lower thigh are a
little long. Moves correct going with loose hocks moves correct coming with
slightly loose elbows. At the gait she shows good sequence of steps with good
forehand reach however ideally the drive should be a little more effective.
*ZANDRAC BLACK ICE AZ 10/01/10 (*Ch. Kardin Kruger AZ x *Bonita v Streek AZ)
3100232062 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
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6yrs. 60.5cm. A large strong well coloured well pigmented female of very good
brood type. She has a strong feminine head with excellent skull planes, desired
eye colour and good strength of upper and lower jaw. Has correct length of
neck, level withers, firm back, croup could be a little longer and better moulded.
Stands straight front lines, very good forequarter angulation, she should not get
any deeper. Very good hindquarter angulation, broad well muscled thighs, short
strong hocks. Moves correct going firm hocks, moves correct coming elbows
could be a little tighter. At the gait she displays very good ground covering
movement with powerful drive and very good reach., there is a slight cast in the
tail.
*CH. SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
*Ryzack Acacia AZ) 3100287963 Brd/Exh I. Bohdal
2 1/2yrs. 59cm. Large medium strong slightly stretched female presented in
good condition today. Strong feminine head with good skull planes, desired eye
colour. Correct length of neck, level withers, firm back and croup should be a
little longer and better angled. Good forequarter angulation with correct chest
development. Good length of foreleg, stands with straight front lines, very good
hindquarter angulation, moves slightly narrow going hocks could be firmer,
moves slightly narrow coming elbows could be tighter. At the gait she displays
good sequence of steps, very good forehand reach ideally however the drive
should be a little more effective.
*SCHAEFERHUND ENYA AZ 26/09/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Schaeferhund Quanta AZ) 3100294757 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
2yrs. 61cm. Standing on the upper limit of size she is a very large strong
generally well constructed brood type female who should be overall better
pigmented and coloured. Strong feminine head ideally both the masking and the
eye should be darker. Correct length of neck, level withers and firm back, croup
is slightly short slightly steep, good forequarter angulation however the upper
arm should be a little better laid. She has yet to achieve final chest
development, slightly upright in pastern, stands not quite correct in front, very
good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going hocks should be firmer,
moves correct coming elbows should be tighter. At the gait she displays good
sequence of steps, however ideally the back should remain a little firmer and the
tail has a slight cast.
*ZANDRAC ITS A LOVE THING AZ 26/12/12 (*Ch. Kwint v Juerikstall a ED x *Vecia
v Noort a ED) Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
2 1/2yrs. 59cm. Large, medium strong, compact generally well constructed bitch
of good type. Very good head and expression, desired eye colour, ideally the
masking should be a little darker. Slightly short neck, level withers, firm back,
croup is of good mould but should be a little longer. Stands with straight front
lines, good forequarter angulation, ideally however the bones of the foreleg
should be a little longer. Very good hindquarter angulation, broad well muscled
thighs. Moves correct going firm hocks, moves correct coming elbows should be
a little tighter. At the gait she displays good ground covering movement, ideally
the reach should be more pronounced.
*BLAKNGOLD CROWD GOES WILD AZ 02/06/13 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x
*Volscain Xilla AZ) 3100290129 Brd/Exh. V. & H. Stocks
2 1/2yrs. 60cm. Large, strong generally well constructed brood type presented a
little out of coat today. Strong feminine head with good skull planes, desired eye
colour, ideally he masking should be a little darker. Correct length of neck, level
withers, firm back, croup is of good length but should be moulded a little better,
good forequarter angulation good length of foreleg stands with straight front
line, good hindquarter angulation ideally the bones of the upper thigh should be
a little longer. Moves correct going hocks should be firmer, moves correct
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coming elbows should be tighter. AT the gait she shows good sequence of steps,
however both the reach and drive should be more pronounced.
*BLUKRISTALL BRONTE AZ 02/08/11 (*Fakir v Heinrichplatz a ED x Kardin High
Light) 3100260509 Brd. C. Blumoser Exh. G. Rizkalla
4yrs. 59cm. Large, medium strong slightly stretched female of good type
presented a little out of coat today. She has strong feminine head, good skull
planes, ideally the masking should be a little darker. Correct length of neck, level
withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, very good forequarter
angulation, pronounced chest development. She stands not quite correct in
front. Ideally the bones of the foreleg should be a little longer, very good
hindquarter angulation however the bones of the upper thigh should be a little
longer. She moves correct going firms hocks, correct coming both the elbows
and pasterns should be tighter. At the gait she displays good ground cover
however both the reach and drive should be more effective
*KILLARA AELLA TDX AZ 07/01/13 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ x *D. Ch. (T)
Killara Winter Solstice AZ CD RA) 3100283203 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh. I. & D.
Woollard
2 1/2 yrs. 60cm. Large medium strong, slightly stretched female presented a
little out of coat today. Strong feminine head, desired eye colour, ideally
however the masking should be a little darker. Slightly short neck, level withers,
back should be a little firmer, croup should be a little longer and better angled,
good forequarter angulation however the upper arm should be longer and better
angled. Slightly steep pasterns, stands not quite correct in front, good
hindquarter angulation however ideally the bones of the upper thigh should be a
little longer. Moves correct going hocks could be a little firmer, moves correct
coming the elbows and pasterns should be a little tighter. At the gait she
displays good sequence of steps however both the reach and drive should be
more pronounced.
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BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
DAMONTE HURRICANE 18/07/15 (*Ch. Simonelli Chevy Boy AZ x Zukerpuppe Dina
Bay) 5100088692 Brd. Damonte Knls. Exh. C. Macalister
SUNDANEKA PANTERA 22/07/15 (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED x Sundaneka Lizzy
Lou AZ) 2100433288 Brd. G. & K. Stevenson Exh. E. Harrison
PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGET 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty
Dancer AZ) 3100317745 Brd. V. & L. Ebejer Exh. S. Petrella
JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
JAYSHELL KALYPSO 15/09/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100311545 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
GRUNDELHARDT CIRCLE OF LIFE 26/02/14 (*Ray v Fichtenschlag a ED x
Grundelhardt Tainted Love HT) 5100080730 Brd. P. & J. Cocks Exh. R. & S. Murphy
OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/07/13 (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED x *Ch.
Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100292456 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ
*BODECKA ACTION PACKED AZ (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Bodecka Xrated AZ)
3100293140 Brd. J. Joseph Exh. N. Sullivan
BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
ELANTRA HELGE WOLF 20/07/15 (*Ch. Shernaa Pakros a ED x Zukerpuppe Eggi Bay
AZ) 2100433532 Brd. B. Smith Exh. R. Pocklington
MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
STOBAR YALINA 28/05/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324086
Brd. B. & C. Auwema Exh. N. Cullen
PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
KAMUNYAK GEMMA 13/10/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Kamunyak Celli)
3100314338 Brd/Exh. C. Anderson
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Kantenna Venus Delight AZ) 3100303316 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. D. & L. Organ
DELKIT BRIGID AZ 17/03/14 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Delkit One Of A Kind AZ)
3100303152 Brd/Exh. A. Kerr
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MOREKOS BEJEWELLED AZ 07/09/13 (Monsimbee Kaleb AZ x *Beychief Hoop La AZ
CD ET) 2100391107 Brd. M. Stendara Exh. A. Smith
BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
KAZKIRI CHEROKEE 25/06/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kazkiri Xiva) 3100326338 Brd.
N. Symes Exh. M. Pascuzzi
UBIQQUE BLACK AVENGER 27/08/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x *Schaeferhund
Banja AZ) 3100329063 Brd/Exh. J. Eaton
UBIQQUE BANDIT MANN 27/08/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x *Schaeferhund
Banja AZ) 3100329064 Brd/Exh. J. Eaton
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK
STOBAR ZOLTAN 31/05/15 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ TD ET x *Stobar Erika AZ)
3100324292 Brd/Exh. Stobar Knls.
PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
MELJENKA GOLDEN SPIRIT 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty
Dancer AZ) 3100317743 Brd/Exh. V. & L. Ebejer
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
WILLMAURS VICTORY VALDO 08/11/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Oxley Olive Oil AZ) 3100314003 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. J. & H.
Withington
AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE 18/11/14 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Ambala Funky
Miss AZ) 2100417901 Brd. Stokes/Berechree Exh. J. Eaton
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J.
Wade
OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
*CH. KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ 14/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*D.Ch. (T) Killara Padraigin AZ RN TSDX) 3100283304 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh.
McPhan/Dejong
BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
BODECKA EWWW 18/06/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Bodecka Yeehaw AZ)
3100325627 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
BODECKA FIRE CRACKER 09/08/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Bodecka
Zensation AZ) 3100327717 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE 27/08/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x
*Schaeferhund Banja AZ) 3100329061 Brd/Exh. J. Eaton
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
VOLSCAIN ISIS 18/05/15 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x *Karham Sweeter Than Sugar
AZ) 3100324936 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls.
STOBAR YANKE 28/05/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324083
Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. M. Siktars
DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH 31/03/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x
*Dienamic Flaming Phoenix AZ) 3100322316Brd. S. Diegan Exh. R. Snijders
LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321814 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
KYJHAN CARTEL KARYSMA 16/05/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kuirau Brandy AZ)
3100325237 Brd/Exh. D. Newnham
PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
ICCARA ITS EVOLUTION BABY 15/02/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Iccara
Evolutions Finest AZ) 6100091989 Brd. Mailata/Woollard Exh. A. McAnuff
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UBIQQUE AUDSLEY CHARM 23/12/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Kuirau Aurora
AZ ET) 3100316245 Brd/Exh. J. Eaton
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
JAYSHELL KENZIE 15/09/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100311547 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
DIENAMIC HOT SMOOCHIE KIMBA 28/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Bronacre
Hot Agenda AZ) 3100311592 Brd. S. Diegan Exh. McPhan/Dejong
BIGURRA ARIANA 31/07/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x Leppsdorf Havana AZ)
3100309680 Brd/Exh. L. McGrath
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
*CH. LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK AZ 06/07/13 (*Focus vd Piste Trophe a ED x
Lewisland Foxy Lady AZ) 5100076513 Brd. T. Metcalfe Exh. McGinty/Metcalfe
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED
x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J.
Wade
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
VOLSCAIN ELLE 12/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x *Volscain Xilla AZ)
3100304537 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls.
VANLAND BLYSS AZ 28/02/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100302166 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. Stocks/Auwema
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
*BLAKNGOLD CROWD GOES WILD AZ 02/06/13 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x
*Volscain Xilla AZ) 3100290129 Brd/Exh. V. & H. Stocks
*CH. SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
*Ryzack Acacia AZ) 3100287963 Brd/Exh I. Bohdal
*BLUKRISTALL BRONTE AZ 02/08/11 (*Fakir v Heinrichplatz a ED x Kardin High
Light) 3100260509 Brd. C. Blumoser Exh. G. Rizkalla

Best Dog (LSC)

*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ

Best Bitch (LSC)

CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE

Best Dog (SC)

*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ

Best Bitch (SC)

*CH. LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK AZ

